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Abstract

1. The roles of the inhibitory amino acid, GABA, in modulating fictive locomotion

have been investigated in hatchling tadpoles of two species of amphibian, Xenopus

laevis and Rana temporaria.

2. In embryonic Xenopus, the location of GABAb receptors on presynaptic, glycinergic,

commissural interneurons and postsynaptic motor neurons is confirmed and shown to

persist during early larval development. A third location on presynaptic GABAergic

terminals is identified for the first time.

3. The exogenous activation of GABAb receptors has a profound, inhibitory effect on

the swim-generating network with the receptors at different sites acting in concert to

reduce the inhibitory and excitatory drives for swimming and prevent rebound firing in

postsynaptic neurons.

4. The pharmacological blockade of GABAb receptors reveals a previously unidentified

endogenous role for a sub-population of this receptor subtype in providing a tonic

reduction in the glycinergic mid-cycle IPSP during swimming, with a possible parallel

tonic reduction in excitatory transmission.

5. The efficacy of a structurally modified GABA analogue, 3-fluoro-GABA (F-GABA)

is compared with the effects of GABA at GABAa and GABAb receptors and shown to

have an altered affinity for these GABA receptor subtypes.

6. Comparative studies in Rana reveal that GABAb receptors are also present in this

system and their activation causes a similarly strong inhibition in this more mature

- xii -



swimming circuitry, although the underlying cellular effects are not identical. A similar

endogenous role for a sub-population of GABAb receptors is identified in this species,

with the effects on excitatory pathways being relatively prominent.

7. GABAa receptors are identified in Rana for the first time and their role in

locomotion is investigated. As in Xenopus, these receptors do not play a cycle-by-cycle

role in swimming, but are critical for sustaining rhythm generation by helping to

maintain a suitable balance between levels of inhibition and excitation in the network.

8. While having a modulatory role in the swim-generating network, GABA

transmission itself is also subject to modulation, allowing synaptic strengths to be varied

over a wide range. The biogenic amines, noradrenaline and serotonin, respectively

enhance and inhibit GABA transmission in a defined pathway that terminates

swimming via ai-adrenoreceptors and 5-HTia receptors. Meanwhile, 012-

adrenoreceptors enhance glycinergic transmission and unmask a GABAergic pathway

in the skin sensory pathway.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

"To move things is all mankind can do... whether whispering orfelling a forest. "

Sherrington, 1906



Chapter 1: General Introduction

1.1 Summary

A century ago, the famous neurophysiologist, Sir Charles Sherrington, emphasised the

importance of the motor system as the only external output channel from the brain.

Around the same time, the first descriptions of the basic components underlying motor

pattern generation were made. In the intervening years, our understanding of the

structure, operation and modulation of a wide variety of motor networks in various

species has advanced considerably. However, the sheer complexity of the adult

mammalian central nervous system means that many questions about the ways in which

motor activity can be generated and modified remain unanswered today.

The study of simple vertebrate systems provides models in which motor control can be

studied in clearly defined networks. The current investigation uses the Xenopus tadpole

as one such model for the study of the neural control of locomotion. In this system, a

network of only eight different classes of neurons, of which the properties and synaptic

connections are well understood, is capable of producing a self-sustaining, 'fictive'

locomotor pattern that is amenable to physiological and pharmacological investigation.

This study focuses on the roles of the inhibitory neurotransmitter, GABA, in modulating

the neural networks that produce locomotion in Xenopus, compares these with its effects

in the related species, Rana temporaria, and also addresses ways in which GABAergic

transmission itself may be modified. Consequently, this chapter introduces the Xenopus

and Rana tadpoles and the neurotransmitter, GABA and its receptors. The role of

GABA in locomotion in a variety of species, including its known functions in

locomotor behaviours in Xenopus, and the ways in which the outputs of neural circuits

can be adjusted by neuromodulatory substances are also discussed.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction

1.2 Central pattern generation - an overview

Central pattern generators (CPGs) are networks of neurons located within the central

nervous system that are capable of producing self-sustaining, rhythmic motor patterns in

the absence of sensory or descending inputs; such patterns of activity underlie a variety

of motor functions such as respiration, digestion and locomotion in both vertebrates and

invertebrates.

One of the first models of what later came to be termed central pattern generation, and

which has proved to be remarkably accurate, was the 'half-centre' model for the central

generation of spinal locomotor activity (Brown, 1911, 1914). Based on his work on

spinalised, deafferented cats, Brown proposed that the alternate flexion and extension of

antagonistic pairs of leg muscles during walking could be produced by a single central

rhythm generator consisting of two 'half-centres', one for each antagonist. The key

feature of this model was that the two half-centres possessed reciprocal inhibitory

connections, meaning that only one half-centre could be active at any time (Figure 1.1).

Background Excitation
1

Half-centre Half-centre

Muscle Muscle

Figure 1.1: The 'half-centre' model of rhythm generation

Adapted from Soffe, 1985.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction

It has subsequently been established that reciprocal inhibition represents a fundamental

feature of central pattern generation in a wide variety of motor circuits, not only those

located in the spinal cord. However, this property forms only the most basic component

of a central pattern generator; the output of any given circuit depends upon all of the

synaptic connections as well as the cellular properties of the constituent neurons and

their responses to extrinsic, modulatory inputs and sensory feedback. Consequently, the

design of a central pattern generator is tailored to its function. Furthermore, a single

pattern generating circuit is adaptive and capable of producing a range of outputs based

around a specific function, such as walking or running, or varied rates of breathing.

Adult mammals have an incredibly diverse and flexible behavioural repertoire, with a

correspondingly complex central nervous system; this complexity frequently prohibits

the detailed study of specific pattern-generating circuits. By contrast, invertebrates and

lower vertebrates have relatively simple nervous systems, where motor behaviours are

controlled by a limited number of neurons whose properties and network connections

can be clearly and more easily defined. Consequently, central pattern generation has

largely been studied in simple animal model systems, including invertebrates such as

lobsters, crayfish, leeches and molluscs (for a review, see Marder et al., 2005); lower

vertebrates such as lampreys (Grillner, 2003), zebrafish (Drapeau et al., 2002) and

amphibian tadpoles (Roberts et al., 1998); and mammals including rats (Clarac et al.,

2004), mice (Whelan, 2003) and cats (Barbeau and Rossignol, 1991).
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Chapter 1: General Introduction

1.3 The Xenopus preparation

The Xenopus tadpole has been extensively studied as a simple vertebrate model system

in which to understand the neural control of locomotion. Electrophysiological studies

can be performed to measure the effects of pharmacological agents on the parameters of

swimming and interpreted in the context of the defined neural networks on which they

act.

1.3.1 Neuroanatomy

Hatchling Xenopus embryos (stage 37/8; Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1956) have a simple

neuroanatomy and behavioural repertoire (for reviews see Roberts, 1990; Roberts et al.,

1998; Roberts, 2000). As revealed initially by the horse-radish peroxidase back-filling

technique, the spinal cord at this stage contains only eight differentiated classes of

neuron (Roberts and Clarke, 1982), which primarily consist of skin sensory pathway

neurons and neurons forming the central pattern generator for swimming (CPG; Figure

1.2).

The sensory pathway neurons comprise mechanosensory Rohon-Beard (R-B) cells,

dorsolateral commissural interneurons (die) and dorsolateral ascending interneurons

(dla). R-B cells are glutamatergic (Sillar and Roberts, 1988b) and also display

substance P immunoreactivity (Clarke et al., 1984). They occur along the longitudinal

extent of the spinal cord, arranged as a continuous double row of dorsally-located cell

bodies. Each usually has a single, unmyelinated peripheral neurite with free nerve

endings innervating the skin and ascending and descending central axons in the spinal

cord (Roberts and Clarke, 1982; Clarke et al., 1984). The second order sensory

intemeurons, the die and dla interneurons, are also thought to be glutamatergic. They

-5 -



Chapter 1: General Introduction

are positioned with their somata in the dorsolateral column just below the R-B cells and

receive direct synaptic connections from R-B axonal projections (Roberts and Clarke,

1982; Roberts and Sillar, 1990; Li et al., 2001, 2003). The axons of the dla interneurons

project rostrally on the ipsilateral side, while those of the die interneurons project to the

opposite side of the cord, where they contact pre-motor interneurons and motor neurons

of the CPG (Clarke and Roberts, 1984; Roberts and Sillar, 1990; Li et al., 2003).

The neurons of the CPG consist of ascending, descending and commissural pre-motor

interneurons, and motor neurons. Descending interneurons are excitatory, have

multipolar somata, dendrites extending dorsally and ventrally, and a descending

ipsilateral axon (Roberts et al., 1983). The commissural interneurons display glycine-

like immunoreactivity (Dale et al., 1986) and have a unipolar soma with an axonal

projection that crosses the spinal cord beneath the neural canal to contact neurons of the

contralateral CPG (Roberts and Clarke, 1982; Soffe et al., 1984). The ascending

interneurons have a similar soma, but have ipsilateral projections that contact neurons in

both the sensory pathway and the CPG (Roberts and Clarke, 1982; Li et al., 2001, 2002,

2004b). These neurons are unusual in that they show GABA-like immunoreactivity

(Roberts et al., 1987), but display a glycinergic phenotype (Li et al., 2002). The motor

neurons have multipolar somata located in the ventral-most region of the spinal cord;

their dendrites extend dorsally and their axon can run caudal ly before exiting the cord to

innervate the myotomal swimming muscle on the ipsilateral side.

The final class of neuron found in the embryonic tadpole spinal cord are the Kolmer-

Agduhr cells. These are cerebrospinal-fluid-contacting cells, having cilia projecting

into the neural canal. Their axons run in the lateral tract to the level of the hindbrain.

-6-



Chapter 1: General Introduction

They have GABA-like immunoreactivity and appear similar to olfactory

chemoreceptors found in all vertebrates, but a function for them in this species has yet

to be determined (Dale et al., 1987b).

1.3.2 Motor behaviours

The output of the neurons described above produces three distinct motor behaviours:

swimming, struggling and flexion (Figure 1.3). Flexion is a simple avoidance reflex

and does not require the CPG, although it may incorporate neurons that are a part of it.

In this case, stimulation at levels sub-threshold for the initiation of swimming on one

side of the animal causes the myotomes on the contralateral side to contract, bending the

body away from the source of stimulation (Clarke and Roberts, 1984; Sillar, 1989; Zhao

et al., 1998).

Swimming is the most common behaviour, consisting of a co-ordinated pattern of

contractions of the segmented myotomal muscles, which alternates from side to side and

passes down the body with a brief rostro-caudal delay (Kahn and Roberts, 1982a, b;

Figure 1.3 Bj). Swimming can be initiated by a brief sensory stimulus, such as a light

touch, or experimentally by a brief electrical current pulse to the tail skin. The pathway

that is activated is the same as that producing flexion at sub-threshold levels: the

stimulus is detected by R-B cells, which directly excite multiple die interneurons. thus

amplifying the signal (Clarke et al., 1984; Roberts and Sillar, 1990; Li et al., 2003).

The die interneurons carry the excitation to the opposite side of the spinal cord, where

they excite neurons of the CPG, producing the initial flexion on the contralateral side to

the stimulus, followed by sustained swimming if the stimulus is sufficiently strong. The

sensory pathway is rhythmically inhibited during swimming to allow reflex responses to

-7-



Chapter 1: General Introduction

touch to be co-ordinated with on-going swimming activity (Clarke and Roberts, 1984;

Sillar and Roberts, 1988a; Li et al., 2002).

Dimming of the illumination can also activate the swim-generating circuitry (or

accelerate ongoing swimming), and prompts the animal to swim upwards (Roberts,

1978; Foster and Roberts, 1982; Jamieson and Roberts, 2000; Roberts et al., 2000).

This response is strongest in animals between stages 33 and 39 and disappears by stage

44 (Jamieson and Roberts, 2000). Embryonic tadpoles feed from their yolk sac and so

do not need to swim to find food. They consequently spend the majority of their time

hanging motionless from the surface meniscus or from solid objects by mucus secreted

from the rostral cement gland; it is thought that this helps them to avoid predation. If an

animal becomes detached and sinks into deeper - and darker - water, the dimming

response prompts it to swim upwards towards the surface, thus increasing the

probability that it will encounter an object, such as a floating leaf, to which it can re¬

attach (Jamieson and Roberts, 2000). The dimming response is mediated via ganglion

cells in the pineal eye, which activate the swimming CPG via

diencephalic/mesencephalic neurons, which project from the pineal eye to the hindbrain

(Jamieson and Roberts, 1999).

Struggling is initiated by more prolonged or repetitive sensory stimuli, and consists of

more intense motor activity, which propagates along the body in a caudo-rostral

direction, but is non-propulsive (Kahn and Roberts, 1982c; Figure 1.3 B2). Levels of

excitation are higher during struggling (Soffe, 1996) and approximately 30 % more

neurons are active, but these are only recruited from classes that already participate in

swimming (Soffe, 1993). Thus, struggling is produced by the same neural circuitry as
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Chapter 1: General Introduction

swimming and employs a similar synaptic drive, which is proposed to reflect the

common nature of the underlying premotor circuitry (Soffe, 1993).
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Chapter 1: General Introduction

1 mm
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Figure 1.2: Neuroanatomy of the Xenopus tadpole

A. Stage 37/8 tadpole with section of skin removed to show myotomes overlying CNS.
B. Overview of the tadpole CNS illustrating the principal anatomical features.
C. Cutaway view through the spinal cord, showing the principal classes of neurons and
their projections at the time of hatching. Sensory neurons (red) - R-B, Rohon-Beard
neuron; die, dorsolateral commissural interneuron; dla, dorsolateral ascending
interneuron. CPG neurons (blue) - d, descending interneuron; a, ascending interneuron;
c, commissural interneuron; mn, motor neuron.

Figure based on original drawings by S.R. Soffe, University of Bristol.
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Left Half-Centre Right Half-Centre

Rostral
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Swimming Struggling
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Figure 1.3: Motor pattern generation in Xenopus tadpoles

A. The central pattern generator (CPG) of the spinal cord is organised as half-centres
consisting of motor neurons (mn), descending interneurons (d) and commissural
interneurons (c), which inhibit the opposite half centre, allowing alternating activity
across the spinal cord. The spinal cord also receives descending GABAergic inhibition
from mid-hindbrain reticulospinal (mhr) neurons, which are activated following
stimulation of trigeminal pressure (tp) receptors in the cement gland and activation of
neurons in the trigeminal ganglion (tri) in the hindbrain.
B, The CPG can generate two distinct motor patterns: 1. Swimming - a wave of co¬
ordinated, alternating contractions passing down the body with a brief rostro-caudal
delay, as revealed by extracellular ventral root (VR) recordings, propels the animal
forwards (indicated by dashed line). 2. Struggling - alternating, more intense but non¬
propulsive (indicated by dashed line) contractions in a caudo-rostral direction produced
by the same CPG but in response to sustained/repetitive stimuli.
A from Roberts et al., 1998. Silhouettes in B adapted from Kahn and Roberts, 1982a/b.
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1.3.3 Fictive correlates of locomotion

'Fictive' correlates of swimming and struggling can be obtained from animals

immobilised by the neuromuscular blocker, a-bungarotoxin. The tadpole preparation is

advantageous over many other vertebrate systems used in spinal cord research in that,

once activated, fictive swimming is self-sustaining and does not require the addition of

pharmacological agents, such as excitatory amino acids, for its maintenance.

Extracellular recordings of ventral root activity can be made using glass suction

electrodes placed over the exposed intermyotomal clefts, which contain axons of the

spinal motor neurons, whilst intracellular recordings can be made from neurons within

the spinal cord.

Alternating rhythmic activity can be generated by the neurons of the spinal cord, even

after spinalisation (Roberts et al., 1986) and consists of three main components: a

phasic on-cycle excitation and mid-cycle hyperpolarising inhibition, superimposed upon

a tonic excitation (Roberts et al., 1983). The latter is provided by 'slow' glutamatergic

NMDA receptor-mediated EPSPs, which have a long duration (~ 200 ms) relative to the

normal swim cycle period (50 - 100 ms) and therefore summate from one cycle to the

next (Dale and Roberts, 1985). In contrast, the phasic excitation, which underlies the

spike recorded in each cycle of swimming, is produced in part by 'fast' AMPA

receptor-mediated EPSPs that have a rapid rise (2-3 ms) and fall (~ 50 ms) time (Dale

and Roberts, 1985). In both cases, the source of glutamate appears to be the descending

pre-motor interneurons.
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In addition to the release of amino acids, which accounts for approximately 30 % of the

phasic excitation during swimming, there are two further excitatory mechanisms that

contribute to the phasic 'on-cycle' component of the synaptic drive. Acetylcholine is

co-released with glutamate from the descending pre-motor intemeurons (Li et al.,

2004a) and provides a further 20 % of the phasic excitation via its actions at nicotinic

acetylcholine receptors on the motor neurons (Perrins and Roberts, 1994; Perrins and

Roberts, 1995b). Rather than simply acting as passive output elements, the motor

neurons themselves are a part of the CPG, forming cholinergic synapses with other

motor neurons and pre-motor interneurons, which are thought to increase the reliability

of firing during swimming. This can also enhance the level of tonic depolarisation

during swimming, as this depends on the number of excitatory interneurons that fire

(Perrins and Roberts, 1995c). The remaining 50 % of the phasic excitation in the

synaptic drive consists of an electrical component mediated via gap junctions between

neighbouring motor neurons. This promotes synchronous firing, meaning that the

compound ventral root impulse, recorded from 12-15 motor neurons, consists of a brief,

one-spike-per-cycle pattern in embryos (Perrins and Roberts, 1995a; Figure 1.4 A).

Finally, the commissural interneurons generate mid-cycle, reciprocal inhibition of

antagonistic motor centres during swimming by making monosynaptic connections onto

contralateral motor neurons and interneurons, and releasing glycine, thus preventing

them from firing whilst muscles on the opposite side are contracting (Soffe and Roberts,

1982; Soffe, 1987). The strength of these inhibitory synapses is important in controlling

the output of the network and is a target for modulation as development proceeds (Sillar

et al., 2002).
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1.3.4 Maturation of locomotion

During post-embryonic development, the motor neurons of the CPG mature and the

brief, compound impulse, characteristic of embryonic swimming, is replaced by bursts

of activity (Sillar et al., 1991; Figure 1.4). Developmental changes in ion channel

expression and the membrane properties of rhythmically active neurons underlie this

switch, in particular the acquisition of the capacity for motor neurons to fire multiple
2+

spikes per cycle (Sillar et al., 1992a) and the expression of a fast-activating Ca -

dependent K+ current that contributes to burst termination (Sun and Dale, 1998). The

former has been linked to the growth of serotonergic axons into the spinal cord from the

raphe nucleus (Sillar et al., 1995), which is known to occur at this stage of development

(van Mier et al., 1986). The capability to generate bursts of activity in larvae permits a

wider range of possible outputs and thus affords the tadpole a greater degree of

behavioural flexibility, allowing it to respond more appropriately to the demands of its

environment.

1.3.5 Comparative studies - related preparations

The Xenopus tadpole is a very amenable model for the study of locomotion. Its

neuroanatomy and many of its synaptic connections are now well defined and can be

interpreted in the context of the behaviours that they control. The wider significance of

the studies on Xenopus can be determined by investigating the extent to which the

results from them are mirrored in other species. To date, aspects of locomotor control

in Xenopus have been compared and contrasted with the other amphibian species Rana

temporaria, Bufo bufo and Triturus vulgaris (Perrins and Soffe, 1996a; Soffe and
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Perrins, 1997), with swimming in Rana being the most extensively characterised (Soffe,

1991; Soffe and Sillar, 1991).

There are both similarities and differences in the motor output in different amphibian

species. While all four tadpoles produce episodes of swimming of various lengths in

response to skin stimulation, these are longest in Xenopus and shortest in Rana (Soffe

and Perrins, 1997; Figure 1.4). The ventral root discharge during swimming is more

typical of adult vertebrate locomotor patterns in Rana and Bufo, showing longer burst

durations in each cycle compared to Xenopus and Triturus (Perrins and Soffe, 1996a;

Soffe and Perrins, 1997). Furthermore, while all species show a rostro-caudal

longitudinal delay, this is positively correlated with cycle period in all but the

embryonic Xenopus, where the delay is comparatively short and does not become

capable of scaling with frequency until early in larval development (Tunstall and Sillar,

1993). Such a correlation means that the wave of bending that occurs during swimming

is able to propagate along the body at a rate appropriate to the swimming frequency,

providing the tadpole with a more energetically efficient swimming motion. The fact

that embryonic Xenopus possess neither this property, nor the ability to vary their burst

durations (except during struggling), indicates that swimming is more mature at the

equivalent hatchling stages of development in other amphibian species, which

represents an important point of comparison.

Since motor output is shaped by the properties of individual neurons and the synaptic

drive, it is perhaps not surprising to find that the similarities and differences in the

locomotor patterns between species originate from variations at these levels of the

network. In fact, motor neurons show similar firing characteristics between all species,
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but have the highest spiking reliability during swimming in Xenopus (Perrins and Soffe,

1996b). Furthermore, investigations of the synaptic drive have shown that interspecies

variability is still apparent when inhibitory inputs are blocked, suggesting that

differences in the excitatory drive may be the key to understanding differences in the

motor patterns in different amphibians (Soffe and Perrins, 1997).

As described previously, the excitatory drive for swimming has three components in

Xenopus, mediated by glutamatergic, nicotinic cholinergic and electrotonic synapses.

Of these, the glutamatergic and cholinergic components also exist in the other species

investigated, but while Xenopus has strong electrotonic coupling, accounting for 50 %

of the excitatory drive (Perrins and Roberts, 1995a), Rana, Bufo and Triturus appear to

have few or no such connections. Indeed, it is proposed that differences in electrotonic

coupling could largely account for the interspecies differences in motor output (Perrins

and Soffe, 1996a; Soffe and Perrins, 1997). Firstly, electrotonic excitation in Xenopus

motor neurons could synchronise activity within a given section of the spinal cord and

underlie their greater firing reliability. Secondly, it could also regulate the temporal

sequencing of motor neuron firing along the length of the spinal cord, thus overriding

any tendency towards longer, scaling delays (Perrins and Roberts, 1995b). However,

while the synchrony of firing resulting from electrotonic coupling would also seem to

provide a plausible explanation for the shorter ventral root bursts recorded in Xenopus,

this cannot be the full explanation, since Triturus have similarly short motor bursts, but

do not display any electrotonic coupling (Soffe and Perrins, 1997).

Comparative studies such as those outlined above are of wider interest than simply at

the level of each individual system, since they provide insights into which features of a
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well-defined system such as the Xenopus locomotor network may be unique and which

may be conserved between species. For example, the presence of a cholinergic

excitatory component in four species that have different motor patterns and are widely

separated in phylogenetic terms suggests that this is a general feature, at least in

amphibians. By contrast, the lack of electrotonic coupling in all but Xenopus suggests

that this mechanism may be less widespread.
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Figure 1.4: Motor patterns in embryonic and early larval amphibian tadpoles

The embryonic Xenopus tadpole (Ai) has a relatively simple motor output, characterised
by a single compound spike per cycle (A2), but by stage 42 (Bi; circa 24 hours later) the
motor networks have matured and can now produce a range of outputs, allowing
swimming to be more flexible (B2). In Rana tadpoles at the equivalent hatchling stage
of development (Ci), the motor output more closely resembles that of adult swimming
vertebrates, consisting of extensive bursts of ventral root activity (C2).
At both stages in Xenopus, and in Rana, motor neurons are reciprocally active on the
left and right sides, as shown, causing opposite muscle blocks to contract in sequence.
The contractions pass down the body with a brief rostro-caudal delay (not illustrated).
Xenopus tadpoles staged according to Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1956; Rana staged
according to Gosner, 1960. Traces in A and B from Dr S. Merrywest, University of
Manchester; traces in C from Soffe and Sillar, 1991.
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1.4 GABA

Work in this study investigates the role of the inhibitory amino acid neurotransmitter,

gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in modulating locomotion in Xenopus and Rana

tadpoles and also examines how the release of GABA may in turn be modulated by

other neural systems. GABA was first identified in the vertebrate brain by three

independent researchers in 1950 (Awapara et al., 1950; Roberts and Frankel, 1950;

Udenfriend, 1950) and shown to be an inhibitory neurotransmitter over ten years later

(Dudel et al., 1963; Kravitz et al., 1963; Otsuka et al., 1966). GABA is now known to

be one of the main inhibitory neurotransmitters of the central nervous system, with 20-

50 % of all neuronal synapses estimated to be GABAergic (Bloom and Iversen, 1971;

Young and Chu, 1990). GABA is synthesised via the decarboxylation of L-glutamate

by glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD), which exists in two isoforms - GAD65 and

GAD67. The latter has a widespread, cytosolic distribution and seems to be particularly

important for GABA biosynthesis, whereas GAD65 is found in neuronal terminals and

largely appears to be involved in vesicle loading and/or GABA release (Beleboni et al.,

2004).

Following endogenous synthesis, GABA is stored in synaptic vesicles and released by

classical Ca2+-dependent exocytosis, generating a peak GABA concentration in the

synaptic cleft in the millimolar range (Mody et al., 1994). Its actions in the synaptic

cleft are terminated by its reuptake via specific transporters, currently designated

GAT 1-4, which are located on the presynaptic terminals and also on astrocytes

(Schousboe and Waagepetersen, 2003). The majority of GABA is returned to the
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presynaptic terminal, where it is thought to be recycled, whereas the astrocytic share is

likely metabolised by the mitochondrial enzyme, GABA transaminase (GABA-T;

Waagepetersen et al., 2003).

GABA acts via two main receptor subtypes: ionotropic GABAa and metabotropic

GABAb receptors, both of which are important in controlling a range of physiological

functions including respiration (Bianchi et al., 1995; Pierrefiche et al., 2003),

locomotion (Hinckley et al., 2005), memory (Izquierdo and Medina, 1991) and sleep

(Gottesmann, 2002), and both of which are present in the developing tadpole spinal cord

(Wall and Dale, 1993; Reith and Sillar, 1997). However, while the GABAa receptor

has been extensively studied, it is only relatively recently that the existence - and

importance - of the GABAb receptor has also been recognised. The following sections

introduce both receptor subtypes and describe some of the roles that they play in

locomotor circuits.

1.4.1 The structure of the GABAa receptor

The GABAa receptor is a member of the superfamily of fast-acting, ligand-gated ion

channels and is distinguished pharmacologically by its sensitivity to the competitive

antagonist, bicuculline. At the molecular level, the GABAa receptor complex is a

hetero-pentameric, membrane-bound glycoprotein, which gates a chloride ion channel.

It is formed from an array of structurally-related polypeptide subunits, currently

identified as a 1-6, (31-4, yl-4, 5, 8, n and 0, and encoded by at least 15 genes (Korpi et

al., 2002; Figure 1.5 A). Each subunit comprises a large N-terminal extracellular

domain, four transmembrane domains (TM1-TM4) and a large intracellular loop

between TM3 and TM4 that contains sites for phosphorylation by protein kinases.
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Together, the amphiphilic TM2 domains form the integral ion channel, which is

approximately 0.05 nm in diameter (Bormann, 2000; Figure 1.5 C).

Determining which subunits co-assemble to form native GABAa receptors has proved

to be a major challenge. Theoretically, there could be hundreds of thousands of

different receptor subtypes with distinct subunit compositions. However, various

techniques, such as radio-ligand binding to the immuno-precipitated receptors, co-

localisation studies using immuno-affinity chromatography and immunocytochemistry

have revealed that not all subunit combinations will produce a functional receptor,

implying that there are certain basic 'rules of assembly' (Kittler et al., 2002; for a

review see Mehta and Ticku, 1999). Indeed, recombinant and native receptor studies

suggest that only a few dozen pentameric subunit combinations actually exist in nature,

with the most common being formed from al, P2 and y2 subunits (Fritschy and Mohler,

1995; Pirker et al., 2000) and other common assemblies also containing a, p and y2

subunits. The likely stoichiometry is two a, two P and one y subunit (Farrar, 1999) and

further variability arises from the fact that two different a or P isoforms may be

contained within an individual pentamer (Sieghart and Sperk, 2002).

Investigations into the localisation of various binding sites on the receptor have shown

that these can be subunit-dependent or can be formed at the interface of two subunits.

This may help to explain why the stoichiometry of the receptor varies among different

brain regions, allowing receptor subtypes to be tailor-made for the respective neuronal

circuits in which they are embedded (Mohler et al., 1996). Subunit composition also

has important functional consequences for the receptor in terms of its cell surface

distribution and dynamic regulation (Luscher and Keller, 2004).
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1.4.2 GABAa receptor signalling

Under the conventional view of GABAa receptor-mediated transmission, opening of the

integral chloride channel leads to the net influx of negatively charged chloride ions,

hyperpolarising the cell and making it less responsive to excitation. This event can be

recorded as an inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) and represents a transient or

'phasic' response that is designed to allow the rapid and precise transmission of activity

from the pre- to the postsynaptic neuron. The response can be modified by a range of

compounds including barbiturates, benzodiazepines, anaesthetics, ethanol and

neurosteroids, all of which alter the GABA-induced chloride ion flux by interacting

with distinct allosteric binding sites (for a review, see Sieghart, 1995; Figure 1.5 A).

The hyperpolarising response to GABA results from the fact that the chloride

equilibrium potential is more negative than the resting membrane potential in most

mature neurons, due to the activity of the chloride-extruding potassium-chloride co-

transporter, KCC2 (Payne et al., 2003). However, many immature neurons - and some

mature neurons (Stein and Nicoll, 2003) - lack KCC2 and instead accumulate chloride

intracellularly via the sodium- and potassium-coupled co-transporter, NKCC1 (Rivera

et al., 2005). Consequently, the response to GABA can be depolarising, a phenomenon

that has been implicated in a variety of developmental processes including neuronal

proliferation, migration, growth and synapse formation (Ben-Ari, 2002; Lujan et al.,

2005).

There is growing evidence for a second form of GABAergic signalling, known as

'tonic' inhibition. In this case, low concentrations of ambient GABA can mediate

slower forms of signalling that are temporally distinct from phasic synaptic events, by
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persistently activating GABAa receptors in somatic, dendritic and axonal regions of the

neuronal membrane that are distant from the sites of neurotransmitter release

(Kullmann, 2005). In this type of transmission, GABA is presumed to originate from

the diffusion, or 'spillover', of neurotransmitter from action potential-dependent

vesicular release (Brickley et al., 1996, 2003). In some systems, an additional but as-

yet unidentified, non-vesicular source of GABA is also thought to contribute to

extracellular GABA levels (Rossi et al., 2003). The tonic activation of GABAa

receptors results in a tonic inhibition that reduces the responsiveness of the cell to

excitatory inputs; such tonic conductances have been documented in several regions of

the brain including the cerebellum and the hippocampus (for a review see Farrant and

Nusser, 2005). The presence of tonic conductances also provides an added target for

modulation, allowing further opportunity for fine-tuning the output of a given network.

1.4.3 The structure of the GABAb receptor

First identified in 1980 (Bowery et al., 1980), the GABAb receptor forms a structurally,

pharmacologically and functionally distinct receptor subtype. It is a member of the

superfamily of metabotropic, G-protein linked receptors, is activated by GABA and

baclofen, blocked by phaclofen and is insensitive to GABAa receptor modulators

(Bowery, 1993). Following the successful cloning of the GABAb receptor in 1997

(Kaupmann et al., 1997), the molecular properties of the receptor are now being

elucidated. The GABAb receptor was the first G-protein coupled receptor to be found

to function exclusively as a heteromer rather than a single protein (Jones et al., 1998;

Kaupmann et al., 1998; White et al., 1998), although two taste receptors in this receptor

family have subsequently been shown to exist in a similar form (Nelson et al., 2001,
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2002). In these cases, full receptor function is only achieved when both subunits

combine via coiled-coil domains at their intracellular C-terminals to form a heterodimer

(Marshall et al., 1999; Figure 1.6 A).

The first subunit, designated GABAbi, is a 130 kDa, seven transmembrane-spanning

protein with a large extracellular N-terminal domain containing the binding site for

GABA and all known GABAb receptor ligands. At least seven isoforms of the

GABAbi subunit, designated la-lg, have been identified by pharmacological and

electrophysiological studies (Bonanno and Raiteri, 1993; Pozza et al., 1999). However,

the GABAB(ia) and GABAB(ib) isoforms are the only variants that are highly conserved

among species, from fish and amphibians to mammals, including humans (for a review,

see Bettler et al., 2004). A number of studies have demonstrated spatial and temporal

differences in the distribution of GABAbi isoforms, suggesting that they have distinct

functional roles (Benke et al., 1999; Fritschy et al., 1999). Some studies have provided

indirect evidence that GABAB(ia) and GABAB(ib) may represent pre- and postsynaptic

subtypes respectively (Billinton et al., 1999), but this remains unconfirmed and the

physiological importance of different GABAbi subunit isoforms has yet to be

definitively determined (Froestl et al., 2003).

The second GABAb receptor subunit, GABAb2, has a molecular weight of 100 kDa and

also has seven transmembrane domains, but no receptor binding sites (Bowery, 2002).

However, GABAb2 performs three tasks essential to producing the functional receptor.

Firstly, it moves GABAB] to the cell surface by masking an intracellular endoplasmic

reticulum retention signal (Margeta-Mitrovic et al., 2000). Secondly, it enhances the

affinity of agonist binding to GABAbi by stabilising the receptor in its closed state (Liu
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et al., 2004). Finally, it is primarily responsible for G-protein activation via its second

and third intracellular loops (Robbins et al., 2001), although GABAbi acts to optimise

the coupling efficiency (Galvez et al., 2001).

There appear to be no isoforms of the GABAB2 subunit (Martin et al., 2001).

Consequently, current opinion considers there to be essentially only two GABAb

receptor populations that are abundant in vivo: the heterodimers GABAB(ia,2) and

GABAB(ib,2)- However, recent experiments have demonstrated that both GABAb

receptor subtypes can also assemble as stable homodimers in living cells, raising the

possibility that such complexes may have distinct physiological roles in vivo (Villemure

et al., 2005).

1.4.4 GABAb receptor signalling

The GABA binding site is located on the GABAbi receptor subunit in a pocket on the

extracellular domain consisting of two globular lobes (lobes I and II) that are separated

by a hinge region. A similar region is also located on the GABAB2 subunit, but does not

contain a ligand binding site (Kniazeff et al., 2002). When GABA binds to the pocket

on the GABAbi subunit, the two lobes close around it in a manner reminiscent of a

Venus flytrap closing around an insect and consequently, this region is known as a

'Venus flytrap module' (VFTM). The proposed mechanism of GABAb receptor

activation has been based upon the known functioning of other VFTMs, namely those

of metabotropic glutamate receptors (Kunishima et al., 2000; Bessis et al., 2002), with

which the GABAb receptor VFTMs share a high degree of structural homology

(Parmentier et al., 2000). Under this model, it is thought that the agonist binding and

subsequent closure of the GABAbi VFTM favours a new relative orientation of the
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VFTMs of both subunits of the dimer, which in turn favours a new relative position of

their intracellular domains. This allows the GABAb2 subunit to achieve an active

conformation, leading to G-protein activation (Pin et al., 2004; Figure 1.6 B).

While current opinion may be divided over whether GABAb receptor subunit isoforms

have differential pre- and postsynaptic locations, it is widely accepted that within these

locales, receptors can be defined by the mechanisms to which they couple (for a review

see Bettler et al., 2004). In the case of presynaptic GABAb receptors, G-protein
•••••• • 9+ •

activation inhibits calcium channels, thus decreasing Ca conductance via suppression

of P/Q- and N-type currents (Scholz and Miller, 1991). Two different types of

presynaptic GABAb receptor exist - heteroreceptors that modulate the release of a range

of neurotransmitters including glutamate, glycine, serotonin and noradrenaline and

autoreceptors that modulate the release of GABA itself (Kerr and Ong, 1995).

Postsynaptic inhibition of neuronal firing is mediated primarily by G-proteins coupled

to inwardly rectifying K+ channels (GIRKs) that mediate prolonged, delayed, inhibitory

postsynaptic potentials (late IPSPs; Gahwiler and Brown, 1985; Luscher et al., 1997).

1.4.5 The GABAc receptor

The GABAc receptor, a pharmacologically distinct ionotropic GABA receptor that is

sensitive to the conformationally-restricted GABA analogue, cA-4-aminocrotonic acid

(CACA), and selectively antagonised by TPMPA, was identified in 1975. The receptor

was also distinguishable on the basis of its insensitivity to bicuculline and baclofen

(Johnston et al., 1975) and was subsequently shown to be similarly insensitive to

GABAa receptor modulators such as benzodiazepines, barbiturates and neurosteroids

(for a review, see Bormann and Feigenspan, 1995; Figure 1.5 B).
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GABAc receptors are further distinguished from GABAa receptors on the basis of the

chromosomal localisations of the genes encoding the receptors (Bormann, 2000) and

their distribution in the nervous system, being located largely in the retina and optic

tectum of a variety of species (Enz, 1996; Koulen, 1997; Chebib, 2004), but having also

been reported to exist in the spinal cord (Chebib, 2004). They also have distinctive

kinetics, including a tenfold increase in sensitivity to physiological agonists than the

GABAa receptor and a very weak desensitising response, even at very high agonist

concentrations (Johnston, 1996).

Despite having a range of distinguishing characteristics, the GABAc receptor is

structurally similar to the GABAa receptor, being a pentameric, ionotropic receptor that

gates a chloride channel, albeit constructed exclusively from combinations of the

subunits pi-3 (Enz and Cutting, 1998; Figure 1.5 B) Consequently, there is some

debate over whether GABAc receptors represent a genuinely distinct class of GABA

receptors - an International Union of Pharmacology committee report recommended

that they should be classified as a specialised sub-set of GABAa receptors (Barnard et

al., 1998), while other groups advocate the use of the GABAc terminology (Bormann,

2000; Semyanov, 2002). Currently, the latter classification is frequently used in the

literature, although the matter has not been officially resolved.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of the GABAa and GABAc receptors

A. The ionotropic GABAa receptor, which gates a chloride channel, is a pentamer
formed from an array of subunits (listed in blue). The GABA responses are blocked
competitively by bicuculline and non-competitively by picrotoxin and can be
allosterically modified by barbiturates, benzodiazepines and neurosteroids. GABAb and
GABAc receptor ligands have no effects (red crosses).
B. The GABAc receptor is structurally similar to the GABAa receptor, but consists
exclusively of p subunits (listed in red). The receptor has a distinct pharmacology,
being activated selectively by CACA and blocked competitively by TPMPA. GABAa
and GABAb receptor ligands and modulators have no effects (red crosses), although
picrotoxin non-competitively antagonises both receptor subtypes.
C. The subunits of both receptor subtypes comprise four transmembrane domains, with
the TM2 regions of each subunit forming the integral ion channel.
Modified from Bormann, 2000.
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Figure 1.6: The structure and activation mechanism of the GABAb receptor

A. The GABAb receptor consists of a heterodimer of two subunits, GABABi (blue) and
GABAb2 (violet), which interact at coiled-coil regions of their C-termini and at their
extracellular domains. GABAb receptor ligands bind to the GABABi subunit only and
G-protein activation occurs via the GABAb2 subunit. Modified from Cryan and
Kaupmann, 2005.
B. The extracellular domains of each subunit form two 'Venus flytrap modules'
(VFTMs). Following agonist binding, the GABAbi VFTM moves around its axis
(indicated in red) to close around the ligand. The closed state favours a new relative
orientation of the VFTMs of each subunit (movement indicated by yellow arrow) and,
in turn, a new relative position of their transmembrane (TM) domains. In this
conformation, GABAB2 is active and consequently initiates G-protein activation.
Modified from Pin et al., 2004.
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1.5 The role of GABA in locomotion

GABA has long been known to mediate the presynaptic inhibition of sensory

transmission in the spinal cord (Eccles, 1961; Eccles et al., 1963), but it is only

relatively recently that it has also been shown to play a role in modulating rhythmic

spinal locomotor activity. In vertebrate systems, the role of GABA in locomotion has

been studied in some detail in the rat and the lamprey.

In the neonatal rat, a locomotor network in the rostral part of the lumbar spinal cord

(lumbar segments LI and L2) produces alternating excitatory (glutamatergic) and

inhibitory (glycinergic) inputs onto motor neurons along the whole lumbar cord

(Cazalets et al., 1995, 1996). Endogenous GABAergic pathways have been shown to

control the ongoing activity of the locomotor network by maintaining a suitable balance

of excitatory and inhibitory influences (Cazalets et al., 1994). Specifically, both the

excitatory and inhibitory information conveyed by the L1-L2 network to the motor

neurons can be reduced by presynaptic GABAb receptors and postsynaptic GABAa

receptors (Bertrand and Cazalets, 1999). The source of GABA mediating these effects

has not been identified, but intrinsic spinal inputs are the most likely candidates, since

there is known to be a widespread intrinsic GABAergic innervation of the spinal cord

(Ma et al., 1992) and the endogenous release of GABA has been demonstrated in the

absence of supraspinal inputs (Bertrand and Cazalets, 1999).

The mouse spinal cord has received less attention than that of the rat, but is now

emerging as an important complementary and genetically malleable system (Whelan,

2003). In this species, it has recently been shown that GABA suppresses excitatory
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synapses in the spinal cord and that the disinhibition of the latter leads to synchronised

spontaneous discharges between the two sides of the spinal cord. Furthermore, the

activation of GABAa receptors contributes to the coordination of segmental activity by

regulating the onset and duration of locomotor rhythms (Hinckley et al., 2005).

Within the lamprey spinal cord, a spinal GABAergic system is active during locomotion

that is capable of reducing the output frequency of the locomotor CPG by up to 50 %,

without altering the regularity of locomotor activity. This effect is mediated by GABAa

and GABAb receptors acting in concert, since antagonism of one receptor subtype

increases burst frequency, but the effects can be further enhanced when the second

receptor subtype is also antagonised (Schmitt et al., 2004). This effect is mediated in

part via presynaptic modulation of both receptor subtypes on network interneurons

leading to a decrease in the excitatory drive (Tegner et al., 1993). However, there also

appear to be direct effects at the soma-dendritic level of network neurons. In particular,

the GABAb receptor-mediated reduction in burst frequency can be attributed to a

depression of low- and high-voltage-activated Ca2+ channels and decreased activation of
2+

Kca channels, leading to a depression of the post-spike after-hyperpolarisation and Ca -

dependent postinhibitory rebound (Matsushima et al., 1993; Tegner and Grillner, 2000).

Thus, while the GABA system is not involved in burst generation, it acts as a powerful

modulator by extending the working range of the network at the lower end of the

frequency span (Schmitt et al., 2004).

Also in the lamprey, the locomotor pattern-generating circuitry incorporates an integral

spino-reticulo-spinal loop, whereby the axons of spinal neurons project in the lateral

columns to reticulospinal neurons in the brainstem that in turn feedback onto the spinal
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locomotor network (Dubuc and Grillner, 1989). The reticulospinal neurons are

alternately excited and inhibited in phase with the ipsilateral motor discharge, allowing

their response to any external stimuli to be effectively integrated into the ongoing

locomotor activity (Vinay and Grillner, 1992). GABAb receptors have been shown to

play a modulatory role in inhibiting both the excitatory and inhibitory synapses between

the ascending spinal projections and reticulospinal neurons (Vinay et al., 1998).

It has recently been demonstrated that at least part of the GABAergic spinal locomotor

network is reorganised during the lamprey life cycle. The number of GABA-

immunoreactive fibres in the lamprey spinal cord increases during larval development

and rises again in post-metamorphic animals (Ruiz et al., 2004; Pombal et al., 2005).

This suggests that the inhibitory requirements of the locomotor network change during

development and that the roles for GABA in adult lampreys described above may be

relatively greater than in younger animals.

A role for GABA in locomotion has also been documented in a range of other species.

In the turtle spinal cord, the tonic activation of GABAa receptors on motor neurons

provides a mechanism for modulating synaptic strengths, while presynaptic GABAb

receptors act to reduce transmitter release (Delgado-Lezama et al., 2004). In the

developing zebrafish, spinal GABAergic neurons are known to be present and future

studies will aim to assign a function to them (Higashijima et al., 2004a, b). GABA also

plays a role in modulating locomotion in invertebrates, for example, GABAb receptors

reduce locomotion in the freshwater snail, Lymnaea stagnalis (Romanova et al., 1996),

and modulate synaptic transmission at the neuromuscular junction in the crab, Eriphia

spinifrons (Rathmayer and Djokaj, 2000). The urochordate ascidian (sea squirt) larva,
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Ciona intestinalis, is thought to incorporate features from both vertebrate and

invertebrate motor systems. Although the networks underlying swimming in this

species have yet to be defined, GABA-immunoreactive neurons have been labelled

(Brown et al., 2005), genomic evidence indicates a number of GABA receptor genes

(Okamura et al., 2005) and GABA has been shown to reduce the frequency of

swimming and the length of swimming episodes (Brown et al., 2005). Thus

GABAergic components of motor systems are widespread throughout the animal

kingdom, transcending all major phylogenetic boundaries.

Since the GABAc receptor is expressed in the rodent spinal cord (Chebib, 2004), there

is the possibility that it may play a role in locomotion, but studies investigating this

hypothesis have so far been limited. There is evidence that GABAc receptors

contribute to the activity of the spinal network in neonatal rats (Rozzo et al., 1999), but

investigations applying the selective antagonist TPMPA in lamprey did not uncover any

effects on the locomotor network in this species, even at very high concentrations

(Schmitt et al., 2004).

1.5.1 The role of GABA in locomotion in Xenopus

During early embryonic Xenopus development GABA is abundantly expressed in the

spinal cord, and because at this stage GABA is excitatory due to the depolarised

chloride reversal potential, it plays a role in generating patterns of Ca2+ spikes that in

turn drive neurotransmitter phenotype specification (Root et al., 2005). At the hatchling

and early larval stages of development used in this study, GABAergic neuronal groups

remain widely distributed within the central nervous system of Xenopus (Dale et al.,

1987a; Roberts et al., 1987) and both GABAa and GABAb receptors are known to be
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present (Wall and Dale, 1993; Reith and Sillar, 1999). Seven classes of neurons with

GABA-like immunoreactivity have been described, including the ascending

interneurons and Kolmer-Agduhr cells, which are located within the spinal cord, and the

midhindbrain reticulospinal (mhr) neurons, which have projections that descend into the

cord (Dale et al., 1987a; Roberts et al., 1987).

GABA is not directly involved in generating the locomotor rhythm and indeed there is

no GABAergic component phase-locked to each swimming cycle, but GABAa

receptors play an important part in maintaining and controlling swimming activity. At

stage 37/8, an endogenous role for GABA can be demonstrated by blocking GABAa

receptors with bicuculline, leading to a decrease in the duration of swimming episodes

and an increase in swimming frequency. This role becomes more pronounced by the

time the animal reaches stage 42, when a tonic, low level of GABAergic inhibition that

lasts throughout each swimming episode can be identified and all swimming parameters

- episode duration, cycle period, burst duration and rostro-caudal delay - are

dramatically altered by bicuculline (Reith and Sillar, 1999).

In addition, terminals of GABAergic and glycinergic neurons spontaneously release

their inhibitory transmitters onto the surface of motor neurons in the absence of

presynaptic action potentials. This is recorded in the postsynaptic cell as spontaneous,

inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (sIPSPs), where GABA potentials are distinguishable

from their glycinergic counterparts by their pharmacology and longer time course (90-

200 ms compared with 20-80 ms; Reith and Sillar, 1997). Changes in the nature of the

spontaneous release allow inferences to be made about where and how a modulatory

substance is achieving its effects. Note that dual-component sIPSPs, a phenomenon that
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is indicative of glycine and GABA co-release from the same neurons, has been

documented in various regions of the CNS, including spinal interneurons in rats (for a

review see Jonas et al., 1998). Indeed, the principal of co-release has been

demonstrated in the Xenopus spinal cord, where glutamate and acetylcholine are co-

released from descending interneurons (Li et al., 2004a). However, there is no evidence

that the same is true of inhibitory neurons in this system - the facts that populations of

GABAergic and glycinergic sIPSPs are clearly distinct and, unlike glycine, GABA is

not released in time with the swimming rhythm have been suggested to indicate that co-

release of inhibitory transmitters is unlikely to occur in the Xenopus motor system

(Reith and Sillar, 1999; Sillar et al., 2002).

The GABAa receptor in Xenopus is sensitive to certain substances that are known to

modulate GABAa receptor-mediated transmission in higher vertebrates, including

humans. These include the neurosteroid 5p-pregnan-3a-ol-20-one (5p3a; Reith and

Sillar, 1997), the benzodiazepine, flunitrazepam (Sillar, personal communication) and

the general anaesthetic, etomidate (Belelli et al., 2003). Results from the latter study are

consistent with those obtained in other in vitro and in vivo model systems, thus

providing good evidence that the amphibian GABAa receptor shares a high degree of

functional homology with that of higher vertebrates.

GABAb receptors have received much less attention in the Xenopus preparation and

indeed have been the subject of only one, two-part study (Wall and Dale, 1993, 1994).

This work, performed in stage 37/8 embryos, documented the exogenous activation of

GABAb receptors by baclofen and the reversal of this effect by the selective antagonists

2-hydroxysaclofen or CGP 35348. Intracellular recordings showed that GABAb
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receptor activation increases the threshold for motor neuron firing and suggested that

the receptors are also present on the terminals of glycinergic commissural interneurons,

where they act to reduce evoked transmitter release. Both of these effects can be

explained by the GABAb receptor-mediated inhibition of a co-conotoxin-sensitive

calcium current. A GABAb receptor-mediated, Ca2+-independent reduction in

glycinergic spontaneous transmitter release, such as a direct effect on the release

machinery, was also reported. However, despite these findings, an endogenous role for

the GABAb receptor in locomotion in Xenopus has yet to be determined.

A role for GABAa receptors in a clearly defined stopping pathway has been

demonstrated in the embryonic tadpole, where primary afferents of the rostral cement

gland enter the brainstem via the trigeminal nerve and excite GABAergic neurons of the

descending mhr pathway (Roberts et al., 1987). These neurons are rhythmically

inhibited by glycinergic interneurons during motor activity (Boothby and Roberts,

1992b), but this inhibition can be overcome if the cement gland is stimulated, for

example when the tadpole encounters an obstacle. Firing of the mhr neurons causes

them to release GABA from their spinal terminals onto motor neurons, where GABAa

receptors are activated, leading to hyperpolarisation and thus prematurely ending the

swimming episode (Boothby and Roberts, 1992a; Perrins et al., 2002). During the early

post-hatching stages of development, the tadpole feeds from its yolk sac and does not

need to swim in search of food. The cement gland pathway allows it to spend the vast

majority of its time hanging motionless and inhibited from swimming, reducing the

chances that it will encounter a predator (Boothby and Roberts, 1992a).
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Experimentally, the stopping response is seen in intracellular recordings from individual

motor neurons as a barrage of GABAergic IPSPs that occur coincident with the

termination of swimming. During larval development, the tadpole must swim to find

food and so the stopping response no longer provides a behavioural advantage.

Consequently, the cement gland gradually degenerates and the stopping response no

longer occurs, but swimming episodes often terminate with an apparently spontaneous

barrage of GABAergic IPSPs, even in the absence of any sensory input. This suggests

that the mhr neurons become incorporated into an intrinsic stopping pathway and this

may provide a route via which other brainstem systems can regulate the duration of

swimming episodes as the animal matures (Reith and Sillar, 1999). These may include

the nitrergic and noradrenergic systems, which have both been shown to potentiate

GABAergic inhibition (McLean and Sillar, 2002; Merrywest et al., 2002).

1.6 Neuromodulation

1.6.1 General principles

The dynamics of a network depend on the interactions of the intrinsic membrane

properties of the constituent neurons and their synaptic connections. Neuromodulators

act at both of these levels, allowing neural circuits to be tuned and configured in

different ways. In particular, neuromodulators allow relatively simple neural circuits to

be activated in a number of modes, producing a repertoire of behaviours, and provide

the capacity for a dynamic range of outputs within an individual behavioural pattern.

For example, neuromodulators may control the switch from walking to running within a

locomotor circuit and may also allow each of these activities to be performed at a range
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of speeds. Neuromodulators can also have important functions in tuning developing

networks by influencing patterns of activity, process outgrowth and synapse formation.

There are a great many neuromodulators, including acetylcholine, histamine, the

biogenic amines noradrenaline, serotonin and dopamine, the gas nitric oxide, and a

variety of neuropeptides. While these substances all have their own receptors and

mechanisms of action, they will all ultimately produce at least one of three functional

effects: the modulation of intrinsic neuronal properties, such as the firing threshold or

input resistance; the modulation of afferent properties, for example strengthening

particular neural inputs; or the modulation of efferent properties, such as the probability

of presynaptic transmitter release (for a review see Fellous and Linster, 1998). Within a

network, the same neuron can be targeted by a number of neuromodulators and the

same neuromodulator can have different effects on different cell types (for a review see

Marder and Thirumalai, 2002).

Neuromodulation can be further classified as extrinsic or intrinsic on the basis of the

relationship between the modulatory and modulated circuits (Katz, 1995; Katz and

Frost, 1996). Extrinsic neuromodulation occurs when the neuromodulatory system is

not a part of the pathway under study. Consequently, lesioning the neuromodulatory

centre modifies the quality of the function that is subject to modulation but does not

compromise the basic output. On the other hand, intrinsic modulation occurs when the

neuromodulator is released from the same neurons that are subject to modulation, as is

the case with, for example, co-transmission or presynaptic autoreceptors.

Consequently, in this case it is not possible to isolate the neuromodulatory effector from

its target. Both types of modulation may be present in a single system, with extrinsic
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modulators responding to the behavioural state and/or external stimuli, and intrinsic

modulation occurring in an activity-dependent manner.

An elegant example of intrinsic neuromodulation can be found in the Xenopus tadpole,

where the actions of the purinergic transmitters, ATP and adenosine, contribute to the

run-down of swimming. In this system, ATP released from spinal neurons during

swimming inhibits K+ channels and so has an excitatory effect on the network.

However, in the course of a swimming episode, ATP is broken down extracellularly to

adenosine by ectonucleotidases, which has an opposing, inhibitory effect on locomotion

via the inhibition of Ca2+ currents. Thus, as swimming proceeds, the levels of ATP and

adenosine slowly change, and the balance of their actions alters, with the rise in

adenosine levels causing swimming to slow and ultimately terminate (Dale and Gilday,

1996).

The crustacean stomatogastric ganglion (STG) has proved to be an excellent model for

the study of many aspects of the modulatory control of motor pattern generation,

particularly extrinsic neuromodulation. This well-defined network, which is responsible

for chewing and processing food in the stomach, comprises two subsystems - the gastric

mill and the pyloric systems - with each producing a distinctive motor rhythm. The

STG receives modulatory inputs from a large number of neuropeptides, amines and

amino acids found in input projection neurons, sensory neurons and as hormones (for a

review see Marder and Bucher, 2001). This system illustrates many of the general

principles of neuromodulation that have subsequently been identified in other motor

systems.
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1.6.2 The neuromodulation of locomotion

The modulatory control of central pattern-generating circuits in vertebrates is less well

understood, but many of the general principles identified in invertebrates appear to

apply. Indeed, various aspects of the modulation of locomotor circuits have now been

elucidated, although the functional effects of neuromodulatory substances often vary

from system to system. For example, 5-HT has been reported to initiate locomotion in

the neonatal rat (Cazalets et al., 1992) and mouse (Nishimura et al., 2000) and in the

rabbit (Viala and Buser, 1969), and to modulate the locomotor rhythm in the cat

(Barbeau and Rossignol, 1991), lamprey (Harris-Warrick and Cohen, 1985) and

mudpuppy (Jovanovic et al., 1996). Similarly, noradrenaline is associated with both the

initiation of locomotion in some preparations, such as the cat (Chau et al., 1998) and the

modulation of ongoing activity in others, such as the rat (Sqalli-Houssaini and Cazalets,

2000). In the Xenopus tadpole, 5-HT and noradrenaline modulate swimming activity

via their opposing effects on presynaptic glycine release from the commissural

interneurons (McDearmid et al., 1997; for a review see Sillar et al., 1998). In the Rana

tadpole, noradrenaline is capable of inducing a distinct, non-propulsory, hatching

behaviour in which the organism lashes from side to side (McLean and Sillar, 2003).

Although the effects of neuromodulators on locomotion are often considered in

isolation, these substances are also able to interact with one another, both in the spinal

cord and in higher order supraspinal networks, producing a second level of modulation,

termed 'metamodulation' (Katz and Edwards, 1999). For example, in the lamprey, the

excitatory terminals of spinal cord interneurons are subject to the multiple modulatory

influences of substance P, dopamine and 5-HT, which are co-localised in propriospinal
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neurons and can regulate the activity of one another (Parker, 2001; Svensson et al.,

2001). In the tadpole, the aminergic modulators 5-HT and noradrenaline are subject to

metamodulation by the gas nitric oxide (McLean and Sillar, 2002).

1.7 Scope of the current study

The work in this thesis aims to further our understanding of the ways in which GABA

can modulate locomotor pattern-generating circuitry, using the Xenopus tadpole as a

simple and amenable model. In the opening study, the effects of GABA on locomotion

are defined and the presence of GABAa and GABAb receptors in the locomotor

network is demonstrated. These effects are then compared with those of a structurally

modified GABA analogue, thus allowing the potential use of Xenopus as an in vivo

assay system for screening neuroactive compounds to be explored. Attention then

focuses on the role of GABAb receptors in locomotion; specifically, the work of Wall

and Dale (1993, 1994) is extended by examining the effects of activating GABAb

receptors in embryonic and larval tadpoles and investigating the possibility that they

play an endogenous role in modulating the neural networks underlying locomotion. A

comparative study of the role of GABAb receptors in the related species, Rana

temporaria, is also performed with a view to determining whether the more mature

locomotor output of the Rana swimming circuitry is differentially modulated by

GABAb receptor activation. Additionally, the role of GABAa receptors in modulating

locomotion in this species is characterised for the first time. Having described various

means by which GABA can modulate the output of motor circuits, the modulation of

GABA transmission itself by the biogenic amines noradrenaline and serotonin is

investigated in Xenopus. The results are discussed in the context of the various
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mechanisms and levels of modulation that are available to adjust the output of a pattern-

generating network to allow it to produce behaviour that is appropriate to the

requirements of the environment.
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2.1 Animals

2.1.1 Xenopus laevis

Experiments were performed on pre-feeding, hatchling tadpoles of the South African

clawed toad, Xenopus laevis, at embryonic stages 37/8 and larval stage 42 (staged

according to Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1956; Figure 2.1 Am). Animals were obtained by

induced breeding following injection of human chorionic gonadotrophin (HCG; 1000

U/ml) into pairs of adults from a laboratory colony in accordance with the U.K. 1986

Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act. Fertile eggs were kept in de-chlorinated water at

17-23 °C to allow differential rates of development and thus provide experimental

animals from a single injection over several days.

2.1.2 Rana temporaria

In comparative studies, experiments were performed on pre-feeding tadpoles of the

European Common Frog, Rana temporaria, at the equivalent, hatchling stage of

development (stage 20; staged according to Gosner, 1960; Figure 2.1 A3). Between the

months of February and April, eggs were collected as frogspawn from local ponds or

purchased from Blades Biological and kept in pond water at 4-23 °C to stagger the rate

of development over several weeks.

2.2 The preparation

Unless stated otherwise, the experimental techniques described apply to both Xenopus

and Rana. Prior to experimentation, animals were immobilised in the neuromuscular

blocking agent, a-bungarotoxin (12.5 pM), before being transferred to an experimental

chamber (volume ~2 ml), which was continuously recirculated with frog Ringer
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solution of the following ionic composition (in mM): NaCl, 115; KC1, 2.5; NaEICCft,

2.5; HEPES, 10; MgCU, 1; CaCl, 2 (extracellular) or 4 (intracellular); pH 7.4. The

saline was gravity-fed from a 100 ml stock bottle and returned via a peristaltic pump.

Animals were secured on their sides, through the notochord, to a Sylgard-coated

rotatable platform, using finely etched tungsten pins.

2.3 Electrophysiological recording techniques

2.3.1 Extracellular

The flank skin was removed from the animal using tungsten needles to expose the

myotomal muscles and in spinalisation studies the spinal cord was severed at the level

of the 4th post-otic myotome. Two hand-pulled glass suction electrodes (tip opening

diameter ~ 50 pM) were then placed rostrally and caudally over the intermyotomal

clefts wherein motor axons leave the spinal cord to innervate the muscle (Figure 2.1 B).

The position of each electrode was noted as its distance in clefts from the otic capsule -

in general rostral recordings were made at post-otic intermyotomal clefts 2-6 and caudal

recordings at post-otic intermyotomal clefts 10-16. Fictive swimming activity was

initiated by applying a brief current pulse (~1 ms; Digitimer DS2 isolated stimulator,

Digitimer U.K.) to the tail skin via a third glass suction electrode. In some experiments

in embryonic animals, swimming activity was terminated by applying a similar current

pulse to the cement gland via an additional suction electrode.

2.3.2 Intracellular

In addition to removing the flank skin, a section of 4-5 rostral myotomes was removed

to reveal the underlying spinal cord. Recordings were made from ventrally-positioned
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neurons in the spinal cord, presumed to be motor neurons and hereinafter referred to as

such, in the ventral margin of the spinal cord, which consists almost entirely of cells of

this type (Roberts and Clarke, 1982; Figure 2.1 B). Recordings were made using glass

microelectrodes pulled from 1 mm borosilicate glass capillary tubing (Harvard

Apparatus) on a moving coil microelectrode puller (model 753; Campden Instruments)

or a laser puller (model P2000; Sutter Instruments). Cells were penetrated using

capacity overcompensation and intracellular signals were amplified by a custom-made

amplifier (S. R. Soffe, University of Bristol). Microelectrodes were filled with 2 M KC1

and had resistances of 80-130 MF2. Cells with a stable resting membrane potential

below -60 mV were considered suitable for experimentation. The leakage of chloride

ions from the KC1 electrode into the cell reverses the chloride gradient and thus all

chloride-dependent IPSPs are reversed in sign to become depolarising. This facilitates

the detection and analysis of IPSPs, yet excitation and inhibition can still be readily

distinguished, for example by injecting depolarising current into the cell.

2.4 Pharmacological agents

Pharmacological agents were all purchased from Sigma (U.K.) or Tocris Cookson

(Bristol, U.K.), with the exception of F-GABA, which was made by Dr F. Chorki,

Department of Chemistry, University of St Andrews. Pharmacological agents were

bath-applied to the perfusate by adding known quantities to the stock bottle (100 ml) to

achieve the desired final concentration. All substances were dissolved in distilled water,

with the exception of 5a3a, which was dissolved in 100 % methanol. Methanol has

previously been shown to have no effects on swimming parameters in the tadpole at

concentrations of up to 0.05 % (Reith and Sillar, 1997). In the current study, methanol
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constituted only 0.0005 % of the circulating solution and was therefore considered very

unlikely to affect the results. Drug concentrations were selected on the basis of

previous work, or where such data were unavailable, dose-response experiments were

performed to determine the concentration at which measurable changes occurred in

swimming parameters. The supplier, function and final concentration of all compounds

are summarised according to site of action in Table 2.1 overleaf. Note that for ease of

reference, abbreviated names are used; full chemical names can be found in the

Abbreviations section. Where a range of doses produced effects that were not

statistically different, the range is shown in the following table. Unless otherwise stated

the same dose was used throughout a given set of experiments and this dose is stated in

the relevant results sections and figure legends.
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Table 2.1: Pharmacological agents

Name Supplier Action
Final Conc.

(pM)

Bicuculline Sigma GABAa receptor antagonist 25-40

Gabazine Tocris GABAa receptor antagonist 40

5a3a Sigma
Positive allosteric modulator at

the GABAa receptor

2-5

Baclofen Sigma GABAb receptor agonist 0.6-2

CGP 35348 Tocris GABAb receptor antagonist 40-80

GABA Sigma GABA receptor agonist 100-200

F-GABA Dr F. Chorki GABA receptor agonist 200

Nipecotic Acid Tocris GABA uptake inhibitor 200 - 250

Phenylephrine Sigma ai-adrenoreceptor agonist 80-120

Clonidine Sigma a2-adrenoreceptor agonist 60-80

Phentolamine Sigma a-adrenoreceptor antagonist 50

Yohimbine Sigma a2-adrenoreceptor antagonist 50

5-CT Tocris 5-HTi receptor agonist 0.1

(S)-WAY 100135 Tocris Selective 5-ht1A receptor antagonist 25 - 50

NMDA Sigma NMDA receptor agonist 20-50

TTX Sigma Na+ channel blocker 1

Strychnine Sigma Glycine receptor antagonist 1
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2.5 Data collection

Data were stored on video cassettes and digitised by downloading onto a computer via

an A/D interface (model 1401; Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, U.K.). In

later experiments, data were recorded directly onto a computer via a DigiData A/D

converter (1200 series interface; Axon Instruments, U.S.A.). All data were measured

using the DataView signal analysis program (W. J. Heitler, University of St Andrews).

Statistical calculations were performed on a computer using MS Excel and Minitab.

2.6 Parameters of fictive swimming

Extracellular ventral root recordings were analysed by measuring changes in the

following parameters: (1) episode duration (s), measured as the length of time from the

first to the last motor burst in a swimming episode; (2) cycle period (ms), measured as

the length of time from the start of one motor burst to the start of the next; (3) rostro-

caudal delay between two ipsilateral ventral roots (ms), measured as the length of time

between the start of a rostral burst and the start of the corresponding caudal burst; (4)

burst duration (ms), measured as the duration of a single motor burst; (5) burst

amplitude (mV), measured as the peak-to-peak size of a motor burst (Figure 2.2 A, B;

Figure 2.3).

In intracellular experiments, further swimming parameters could be analysed, namely

the amplitude (mV) of the on-cycle excitatory and mid-cycle inhibitory components of

the swimming rhythm (Figure 2.2 B; Figure 2.3) and the level of underlying tonic

depolarisation. However, note that due to the use of KCl-filled microelectrodes, the

latter consisted of excitatory and inhibitory components, which could not be readily
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distinguished (for a discussion, see Chapter 3, Section 3.4.5). Additional cellular and

synaptic properties could also be measured in intracellular experiments. These included

changes in spike threshold, membrane conductance and post-inhibitory rebound. Where

necessary, specific details regarding the measurement of these parameters are given in

the relevant figure legends.

During quiescent periods between episodes of swimming activity, spontaneous

inhibitory post-synaptic potentials (sIPSPs) can be recorded in the postsynaptic cell. A

proportion of these may result from action potentials in the presynaptic neuron; to

eliminate this possibility, recordings can be made in the presence of TTX, which blocks

Na+ spike-dependent transmitter release and thus the remaining potentials are presumed

to represent the quantal release of single vesicles from presynaptic terminals. This

method also allows changes in spontaneous release to be attributed to drug effects at the

level of the synapses onto motor neurons since, in the absence of action potentials, this

becomes effectively isolated from the rest of the network. In this study, the rate,

amplitude and duration of sIPSPs were recorded from four separate thirty-second

intervals under each condition. sIPSP amplitudes and durations are illustrated as

distribution histograms with data grouped into 'bins', the size of which depends upon

the range of data values. In cases where TTX is used to examine spontaneous release in

the absence of Na+ spike-dependent transmitter release, measurements are made using

the conditions under TTX as 'control' conditions, although the naive cell is also shown

to illustrate the quality of the preparation at the start of the experiment. In non-TTX

experiments where spiking occurs on some IPSPs, these are analysed as a separate

population, since their amplitudes are significantly larger.
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Note that in Xenopus, sIPSPs are distinguishable on the basis of their time course, as

well as their pharmacology, with strychnine-sensitive glycinergic sIPSPs lasting 30-80

ms and their bicuculline-sensitive GABAergic counterparts having a duration of 90-200

ms (Reith and Sillar, 1997; Figure 2.2 C). In both Rana and Xenopus, the co-

application of the GABAa receptor antagonist, bicuculline, and the glycine receptor

antagonist, strychnine, routinely abolishes all spontaneous potentials, indicating that no

component of the spontaneous release is excitatory or GABAc receptor-mediated.

2.7 Statistical analysis

Extracellular data analysis was performed on thirty consecutive cycles of motor activity

within three separate episodes under each condition. Each set of thirty cycles began 1 s

after the start of the episode to minimise interference from effects relating to the

stimulus initiating swimming. Data were statistically evaluated within individual

experiments to determine whether the mean value had changed significantly from

control using the one-way ANOVA test, followed by Tukey's post hoc test for multiple

comparisons to determine which differences were significant. Changes in the

distribution of sIPSP durations and amplitudes were evaluated by calculating

cumulative probability distributions, which were then compared using the Kolmogorov-

Smimov test and these are illustrated where relevant. In all cases, statistics were

considered to be significant at p < 0.05. Results are presented as a significant effect in x

of n animals and the mean percentage change ± the standard error of the mean over all n

animals is given. Results from stage 37/8 and stage 42 animals are considered together

and figures show example traces from a representative experiment, unless otherwise

stated.
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Aj Stage 38 Xenopus embryo A2 Stage 42 Xenopus larva

1 mm

A3 Stage 20 Rana embryo

B

Stimulating electrode
on the cement gland

Rostral ventral
root recording

Intracellular electrode

Stimulating electrode
on the tail skin

1mm

Caudal ventral
root recording

Figure 2.1: Experimental animals and the experimental preparation

A. Experiments are performed on Xenopus laevis embryos and larvae (stage 37/8 and
stage 42; Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1956) and, in comparative studies, on Rana temporaria
embryos at the equivalent (to stage 37/8) hatchling stage of development (stage 20;
Gosner, 1960).
B. Extra- and intracellular techniques are used to record 'fictive' swimming activity
from immobilised animals. Swimming is initiated by applying a short current pulse to
the tail skin via a suction electrode and can be terminated prematurely in Xenopus
embryos by applying a similar current pulse to the cement gland.
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Figure 2.2: Parameters of fictive swimming

A. An episode of fictive swimming recorded intracellularly from a Xenopus spinal
presumed motor neuron using a KCl-filled sharp microelectrode (upper trace) and
extracellularly from a ventral root with a glass suction electrode (lower trace). During
the quiescent periods between swimming, depolarising spontaneous IPSPs are recorded,
some of which cross spike-threshold (marked *).
B. Expansion of the shaded region in Ai showing the measured parameters of the
swimming rhythm (see text for full details). Intracellular activity consists of on-cycle
excitation (marked *) and reciprocal mid-cycle inhibition, superimposed upon a level of
tonic depolarisation from the resting membrane potential (dashed lines).
C. Expansion of the shaded region in Aii showing strychnine-sensitive glycinergic (Ci)
and bicuculline-sensitive GABAergic (C2) spontaneous inhibitory potentials. In
Xenopus, these can be distinguished on the basis of their time course as well as their
pharmacology (glycinergic sIPSPs 20-90 ms; GABAergic sIPSPs 90-200 ms).
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A

Motor
neuron

Ventral
root

(VR 7)
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Figure 2.3: Fictive swimming in Rana

A. Equivalent fictive swimming in Rana consists of shorter episodes of activity than in
Xenopus, and burst durations are considerably longer, reflecting the relatively more
mature swimming circuitry. However, the same parameters of fictive swimming can be
measured in both species.
B. Expansion of the shaded region in A. Intracellular activity in Rana is generally not
as well 'structured' as in Xenopus (Soffe, 1991; Soffe and Sillar, 1991), but in
intracellular recordings it is nonetheless possible to distinguish excitation,
corresponding to activity in the ipsilateral ventral root, from inhibition. Note that the
mid-cycle inhibition appears to be depolarising due to the use of KCl-filled
microelectrodes.
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3.1 Summary

Work in this chapter examined the effects of activating GABAb receptors in embryonic

and larval tadpoles and investigated the possibility that they play an endogenous role in

modulating the neural networks underlying locomotion. The GABAb receptor agonist,

baclofen, had a powerful effect on the central pattern generator for swimming,

producing potent inhibition of swimming activity in both embryos and larvae at

relatively low concentrations (< 1 pM). At the cellular level, these effects were

mediated by a combination of pre- and postsynaptic events, including a reduction in the

inhibitory and excitatory synaptic drives for swimming and a consequent diminution of

post-inhibitory rebound firing. In contrast, the selective GABAb receptor antagonist,

CGP 35348, not only reversed the effects of baclofen but when applied alone, extended

episode durations and enhanced the locomotor drive. This implies endogenous receptor

activation and suggests that GABAb receptors may play a role in providing a tonic level

of inhibition during swimming.

In a related study, the identified GABAa and GABAb receptor-mediated effects of

GABA on locomotion were used to assess the efficacy of a structurally modified GABA

analogue, 3-fluoro-GABA (F-GABA). F-GABA displayed broadly similar effects to

GABA, but had a weaker effect on GABAa receptor-mediated membrane conductance

and a more strongly inhibitory effect on episode durations, which was preferentially

reversed by the GABAb receptor antagonist, CGP 35348. These results suggested that

the addition of fluorine could have altered the affinity of the GABA molecule for its

receptors, which could be of pharmaceutical significance.
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3.2 Introduction

Inhibitory synaptic transmission in the spinal cord of vertebrates is mediated largely by

glycine (Curtis et al., 1968). However, GABA, the second and predominant inhibitory

neurotransmitter of the CNS, is also widely distributed in the spinal cord of different

classes of vertebrates including the lamprey (Brodin et al., 1990), rat (Magoul et al.,

1987) and cat (Curtis et al., 1977), implying a significant role for GABA, as well as

glycine, in the spinal cord. Indeed, a role for GABA in providing presynaptic

modulation of the terminals of sensory afferents in the spinal cord via both GABAa and

GABAb receptors is well established (Peng and Frank, 1989a, b; Stuart and Redman,

1992). More recently, a role for GABAergic pre- and postsynaptic modulation within

the spinal motor system itself has been documented in both the lamprey (Alford et al.,

1991) and the neonatal rat (Bertrand and Cazalets, 1999) and it seems likely that similar

mechanisms of GABAergic control may be present in other vertebrates, given that the

neuronal organisation of locomotor systems is largely conserved (Sillar et al., 1997).

3.2.1 The role of GABAb receptors in locomotion

In keeping with the spinal locomotor circuitry in other vertebrates, glycinergic

commissural neurons provide rhythmic, reciprocal inhibition during swimming in the

Xenopus tadpole (Soffe, 1987), but populations of spinal GABAergic neurons have also

been identified (Roberts et al., 1987) and are known to be active during locomotion

(Reith and Sillar, 1999). Both GABAa and GABAb receptors are present in the

locomotor circuitry but to date, investigations into the role of GABA in locomotion in

this species have largely focussed on its actions at GABAa receptors. These have been

shown to produce IPSPs that are not phase-locked to the locomotor rhythm but
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nonetheless help to maintain rhythm generation (Reith and Sillar, 1999) and also to

mediate the embryonic 'stopping response' following activation of the rostral cement

gland (Boothby and Roberts, 1992b).

The role of GABAb receptors during Xenopus swimming has received less attention and

indeed they have been the subject of a single, two-part study (Wall and Dale, 1993,

1994). This work, performed exclusively in stage 37/8 embryos, focussed on the

cellular effects of GABAb receptors, demonstrated their activation by baclofen (10-100

pM), partial antagonism by 2-hydroxysaclofen (200-300 pM) and full antagonism by

CGP 35348 (200-300 pM). Intracellular recordings showed that activation of these

receptors increased the threshold for motor neuron action potential firing and provided

strong evidence that they are also present on the terminals of glycinergic commissural
2+

interneurons. Here, they act to reduce transmitter release both by inhibiting a Ca

channel and also via an unidentified Ca2+-independent effect such as a direct effect on

the release machinery. However, the effects of CGP 35348 applied alone were not

addressed and consequently an endogenous role for GABAb receptors in Xenopus

locomotion has yet to be ascertained. However, since many of the modulatory actions

of GABA reported in the locomotor circuitry of other species occur via this

metabotropic class of receptor, it seemed likely that they could also play a role in

modulating locomotion in Xenopus. Indeed, the Xenopus preparation is particularly

amenable to the study of the in vivo roles of neuromodulators, since rhythm generation

is self-sustaining and so neuromodulation is not masked or altered by the continuous

application of compounds such as NMDA or 5-HT used to produce locomotor activity

in preparations like the rat and lamprey. Consequently, experiments in this study aimed
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to further characterise the cellular effects of GABAb receptors in Xenopus and to

interpret them at the behavioural level.

3.2.2 The Xenopus GABA system as an in vivo assay

Pharmacological chemistry aims to make structural modifications to compounds that

will improve their pharmacokinetics but maintain their biological functions. One such

common strategy is the addition of a fluorine atom, the first example of which was

reported over 60 years ago when the fluorination of a corticosteroid increased its

activity 11 -fold (Fried and Sabo, 1954). Unsurprisingly, this and subsequent findings,

such as the identification of a fluorinase 'enzyme' that catalyses the formation of

carbon-fluorine bonds (O'Hagan et al., 2002), were of great interest to the

pharmaceutical industry; today, 20 % of all drugs entering the market contain fluorine,

including the widely used anti-depressants Fluoxetine (Prozac) and Paroxetine (Taxil).

Since fluorine is a relatively small atom, it has the advantage of being unlikely to

prevent the compound into which it is incorporated from fitting into its binding site.

However, fluorine is the most electronegative atom and so it can readily change the

electronic properties of a compound, thus altering the strength with which it binds to its

receptor. In addition, the -CF3 group often used in drug design has the advantage of

being both lipophilic and hydrophilic; it is able to dissolve in water, but can also cross

the lipid blood-brain barrier with relative ease. This is because, even though the

fluorine atoms of the -CF3 groups are highly electronegative, water molecules do not

co-ordinate to the drug (i.e. the drug is not 'locked' into the water) and thus the drug can

be readily released from physiological media to a less polar substance such as the blood

brain barrier.
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It is possible to make many structurally modified compounds, each with a subtly

different alteration, but it can be difficult to find an appropriate biological system in

which to assess their relative efficacy and specificity. Screening compounds in vitro

can provide accurate pharmacokinetic data and can have the advantage of a rapid

throughput, but does not provide information about the ways in which the compound

may be treated, or its effects modified, in the context of an intact physiological system.

With these limitations of individual methods in mind, a collaboration was formed

between the Schools of Biology and Chemistry at the University of St Andrews and the

Department of Pharmacology and Neuroscience at the University of Dundee. A

structurally modified GABA compound, fluorinated GABA (3-Fluoro-GABA; F-

GABA) had been synthesised by Dr F. Chorki (Department of Chemistry, University of

St Andrews; Figure 3.1).

OH

Figure 3.1: The chemical structures of GABA and F-GABA

Due to the addition of a fluorine atom, this GABA analogue had the potential to act

more potently at the GABA receptor than GABA itself. Consequently, it was proposed

to compare the actions of GABA with those of F-GABA at both the cellular level in

cloned GABAa receptors expressed in Xenopus oocytes (at the University of Dundee)

and at the whole-system, behavioural level in the Xenopus tadpole preparation. More

generally, it was of interest to use the tadpole in this study to determine whether it

would be a suitable model for screening other structurally modified neuroactive
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compounds. It seemed likely that this would be a good in vivo system to use, since

GABA has measurable effects on the locomotor circuitry, allowing a quantitative

comparison to be performed, and the tadpole has previously been used to investigate the

properties of other compounds acting at the GABAa receptor. For example, the tadpole

has been used as an effective in vivo test for the enantioselectivity of the general

anaesthetic, etomidate (Belelli et al., 2003), and was used to identify a pre- as well as a

postsynaptic site of action of the neurosteroid 5p3a (Reith and Sillar, 1997).
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 GABAb receptors are present in the Xenopus locomotor network at

embryonic and larval stages

Although GABAb receptors have been demonstrated to exist on the terminals of

glycinergic commissural interneurons and to modulate swimming when activated (Wall

and Dale, 1993), an endogenous role for them has yet to be determined. The aim of the

following experiments was to replicate and extend this previous study with a view to

determining whether GABAb receptors play an endogenous role in swimming and

whether this role changes as the animal matures.

Initial extracellular recordings of ventral root activity during Active swimming were

performed to confirm the presence of GABAb receptors in the locomotor network of

both embryonic and larval tadpoles. The GABAa receptor antagonist, bicuculline,

which has been shown to be effective in the Xenopus preparation (Reith and Sillar,

1999), was applied to block GABAa receptors and GABA was then applied to

exclusively activate GABAb receptors (assuming that no GABAc receptors were also

present - see Materials and Methods). Appropriate drug concentrations were

established on the basis of previous experimental studies in the Xenopus preparation

(for example bicuculline - Reith and Sillar, 1999; GABA - Soffe, 1987), or where this

was not possible, the optimum concentration was determined by performing dose-

response experiments.

Six animals at stages 37/8 and six at stage 42 were pre-treated with the GABAa receptor

antagonist, bicuculline (40 pM). The subsequent application of GABA (100 pM -
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embryos; 200 pM - larvae; see sections 3.3.8 and 3.4.7 for data and discussion on the

changes in sensitivity to GABA at the two developmental stages) caused episode

durations to decrease by 85.5 ± 8.6 % (p < 0.05; mean duration in control 45.3 ± 14.5 s;

Figure 3.2 A, Ci). In the rostral ventral root (recordings made from post-otic

intermyotomal clefts 2-6), burst amplitudes decreased by 39.1 ± 3.3 % (p < 0.05; mean

amplitude in control 45.0 ± 2.6 mV; Figure 3.2 A, C2) and cycle periods increased by

40.5 ± 5.2 % (p < 0.05; mean duration in control 56.0 ± 0.55 ms; Figure 3.2 B).

Activity in the caudal ventral root (recordings made from intermyotomal clefts 10-16)

was abolished (Figure 3.2 A). The effects were reversed by the GABAb receptor

antagonist, CGP 35348 (40 pM), which increased episode durations by 84.3 ± 9.8 %

and returned cycle periods and rostral burst amplitudes to control levels. In the caudal

root, CGP 35348 returned burst amplitudes to 59.4 ± 3.6% of control values (Figure 3.2

A, C2). There were no significant differences in the effects of GABA in the presence of

bicuculline on these parameters of swimming between the two different developmental

stages used.

Bicuculline alone caused episode durations to decrease by up to 40 % in embryos and

up to 70 % in larvae. Consequently, control experiments were performed to ensure that

the presumed effects of GABA were not due to a further time-dependent effect of

bicuculline: bicuculline (40 pM) was added alone and its effects measured twice - as

normal and at the time when the recordings for GABA would normally be made. No

changes occurred between these two sets of measurements (p > 0.05, n = 5; data not

shown), indicating that the effects observed following the application of GABA in the

presence of bicuculline were genuine drug effects.
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Note that exogenous GABA was applied rather than increasing endogenous GABA

levels with the uptake inhibitor, nipecotic acid, as preliminary experiments with the

latter produced significant changes in episode durations but weak and unreliable effects

on other swimming parameters.

3.3.2 The GABAb receptor agonist, baclofen, reversibly alters swimming

parameters

Extracellular experiments with the GABAb receptor agonist, baclofen, found it to have

very similar effects on swimming to GABA in the presence of bicuculline at both

developmental stages. In addition, baclofen was extremely potent and achieved its

maximal effects within a very narrow concentration range. In dose-response

experiments, up to 0.4 pM baclofen could be applied before any effects were seen, 0.6

pM generally reduced swimming episodes to less than 2 s and 1 pM routinely abolished

all activity.

In 14 experiments, 0.6 pM baclofen consistently reduced episode durations by 94 ±

1.4 % (p < 0.05; mean duration in control 61.4 ± 13.8 s; Figure 3.3 A). In 8 of these

experiments, episode durations in the presence of baclofen were too short for other

swimming parameters to be measured accurately. In the remaining 6 experiments,

baclofen was found to reduce burst amplitudes by 56.2 ±11.7 % (p < 0.05; mean

amplitude in control 56.8 ± 1.8 mV) and increase cycle periods by 16.2 ± 4 % (p < 0.01;

mean duration in control 49.9 ± 0.4 ms; Figure 3.3 B). The effects of baclofen were

reversed by the application of the GABAb receptor antagonist, CGP 35348 (40 pM),

which increased episode durations by 62.5 ± 9.8 % (p < 0.05), increased burst
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amplitudes by 23.4 ± 5.8 % and returned cycle periods to within 3 % of control values

in all experiments.

In an attempt to monitor the effects of baclofen on extracellular swimming parameters

without the problem of considerably shortened episode durations, the application of

baclofen and CGP 35348 was repeated following pre-treatment of the animal with N-

methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA; 20 - 50 pM; n = 12) to induce continuous swimming

(concentration was gradually increased within the given range until continuous

swimming was achieved). It was anticipated that this method could provide a more

sensitive measure of the effects of baclofen by making it possible to observe a gradual

decline in activity in response to baclofen that it had not been possible to record in

previous dose-response experiments.

Within 2 minutes of baclofen application (1 pM) in the presence of NMDA, cycle

periods had increased by 17. 7 ± 4 % (p < 0.05; mean duration in control 66.3 ± 2 ms;

Figure 3.4 A, Bi) and although burst amplitudes had decreased by 18.9 ± 7.7 %, this

was not statistically significant (p > 0.05; mean amplitude in control 31.3 ± 2.5 mV;

Figure 3.4 A, B2). No further changes occurred before swimming abruptly ceased,

approximately 2'/2 minutes after the addition of baclofen. These effects were reversed

to control levels by the addition of CGP 35348 (40 pM). Note that in embryos, NMDA

produces continuous swimming but in larvae, co-activation of 5HTiA receptors by

descending serotonergic projections leads to rhythmic variations in the frequency and

intensity of swimming due to the induction of slow NMDA receptor-mediated

oscillations (Reith and Sillar, 1998). Despite these different patterns of activity, the

effects of baclofen were equally potent at both developmental stages.
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The application of baclofen in the presence of NMDA did not provide a more sensitive

measure of the effects of baclofen than a standard dose-response approach, again

highlighting the potency of this compound. However, by recording the effects of a drug

on continuous swimming, any drug effects mediated by sensory inputs initiating

swimming can be discounted. Although the sensory pathways themselves could be

activated by the bath-application of NMDA, these neurons receive rhythmic inhibition

during swimming (Sillar and Roberts, 1988a, 1992; Li et al., 2002) and so are unlikely

to influence the results. Thus it can be seen that the effects of baclofen result from its

effect on the swimming circuitry, rather than on the sensory pathways that activate

swimming.

3.3.3 Baclofen acts directly on the CPG for swimming

To pinpoint the site of action of baclofen more exactly, the experiments applying

baclofen and CGP 35348 to animals pre-treated with NMDA were repeated on

spinalised animals (n = 12). This allowed the influence of baclofen on descending

inputs to be evaluated. Animals at stages 37/8 and 42 were spinalised at the level of the

4th post-otic myotome (POM 4) and swimming was induced with NMDA (20 - 50 pM;

concentration was gradually increased within the given range until continuous

swimming was achieved) prior to the application of baclofen (1 pM). The results were

very similar to those obtained in non-spinal animals, suggesting that baclofen acts

directly on the CPG for swimming: baclofen caused an increase in cycle periods of

26.7 ± 2.6 % (p < 0.05; mean duration in control 64.7 ± 2.5 ms; Figure 3.5 A, Bi) and a

visible but non-significant decrease in burst amplitudes of 15.6 ± 5.4 %(P > 0.05; mean

amplitude in control 30.8 ± 3 mV; Figure 3.5 A, B2) 2 minutes after the addition of
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baclofen. This was followed within 30 seconds by the complete abolition of activity

and swimming was restored to within 4 % of control levels by CGP 35348 (40 pM).

Note that in spinalised animals, the influence of descending serotonergic projections is

removed, preventing the induction of NMDA receptor-mediated intrinsic oscillations

and resulting in continuous swimming in larvae as well as in embryos (Reith and Sillar,

1998).
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Figure 3.2: The effects of GABAb receptor activation on swimming activity

A. GABAB receptor activation reduced fictive swimming activity in both embryos and larvae
when GABA (100 pM - embryos; 200 pM - larvae) was applied in the presence of bicuculline
(40pM). The effects were more pronounced caudally and were reversed by the GABAb
receptor antagonist, CGP 35348 (40 pM; traces show representative ventral root (VR)
recordings from a larva; n = 12).
B. GABAb receptor activation also reduced swimming frequency - illustrated by rostral ventral
root recordings expanded from similar time points in the traces shown in A (shaded areas
highlight one cycle under each condition).
C. Quantitative summaries of the pooled data showing that episode duration and burst
amplitudes were reduced in the rostral root and abolished in the caudal root (p < 0.05 in
individual experiments; significant changes between control and GABA marked *; significant
changes between GABA and CGP 35348 marked a).
These results do not represent a time-dependent effect of bicuculline (see Section 3.3.1).
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Figure 3.3: The effects of baclofen on extracellular swimming parameters

A. Activation of GABAb receptors using the GABAb agonist baclofen (1 pM) produced very
similar effects to those of GABA in the presence of bicuculline, namely a dramatic reduction in
episode durations, which could be reversed by CGP 35348 (40 pM; n=14; p < 0.05). Panel
shows a representative ventral root recording (A|) and quantitative analysis of the pooled data
(A2) with significant changes in individual experiments between control and baclofen marked *
and significant changes in individual experiments between baclofen and CGP 35348 marked n.
Note that baclofen had a relatively low, narrow concentration range and frequently shortened
episodes to the extent that swimming was quickly abolished.
B. Baclofen increased cycle periods and the effects were reversed by CGP 35348 (n=6). Panel
shows a representative ventral root recording (B,) and quantitative analysis of the pooled data
(B2) with significant changes marked as in (A2). Note that in the majority of experiments (8/14)
episode durations in the presence of baclofen were too short for the increase to be quantified.
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Figure 3.4: The inhibitory effects of baclofen are independent of effects on sensory
input

A. The application of baclofen (1 pM) was repeated in preparations pre-treated with NMDA
(20-50 pM) to induce continuous swimming and remove the influence of sensory pathways on
rhythm generation. In both embryonic (upper trace) and larval animals (lower trace), baclofen
had similarly potent effects on swimming as in non-NMDA animals and the effects could be
reversed by CGP 35348 (40 pM; traces show representative ventral root recordings; n = 12).
B. Histograms showing quantitative analysis of the pooled data from all 12 animals. Baclofen
significantly increased cycle periods and the effects were reversed by CGP 35348 (Bp p < 0.05;
significant changes between control and baclofen marked * and significant changes between
baclofen and CGP 35348 marked a). Although baclofen also appeared to reduce burst
amplitudes, this was not statistically significant by the time that swimming was abolished,
approximately 2Vi minutes after the addition of baclofen (B2; p > 0.05).
Note that in embryos, NMDA produces continuous swimming but in larvae, bouts of swimming
(Reith and Sillar, 1998).
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Figure 3.5: Baclofen acts directly on the central pattern generator for swimming

A. The application of baclofen in preparations pre-treated with NMDA (20-50 pM) was
repeated in animals spinalised at post-otic myotome (POM) 4 to remove the influences of both
sensory pathways and descending inputs on rhythm generation. In both embryonic (upper trace)
and larval animals (lower trace), baclofen (l pM) had very similar effects on swimming as in
non-spinalised animals and the effects could be reversed by CGP 35348 (40 pM; traces show
representative ventral root recordings; n = 12).
B. Histograms showing quantitative analysis of the pooled data from all animals. Again,
baclofen significantly increased cycle periods and the effects were reversed by CGP 35348 (Bp
p < 0.05; significant changes between control and baclofen marked * and significant changes
between baclofen and CGP 35348 marked a). Baclofen also appeared to reduce burst
amplitudes, but this was not statistically significant by the time that swimming was abolished,
approximately 2Vz minutes after the addition of baclofen (B2; p > 0.05).
Note that in spinalised animals, the influence of descending serotonergic projections is
removed, resulting in continuous swimming in larvae as well as embryos (c.f. Figure 3.4 A).
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3.3.4 Baclofen reversibly modulates cellular properties and synaptic
interactions in the swim network

Having established that baclofen acts potently to directly inhibit the CPG for swimming,

the cellular mechanisms underlying the effects of GABAb receptor activation were

investigated by using KCl-filled sharp microelectrodes to make intracellular recordings

from ventrally-positioned spinal neurons, presumed to be motor neurons. The results

revealed that baclofen has both pre- and postsynaptic sites of action.

In experiments examining the effects of baclofen (0.6 pM) on evoked swimming, the

potent inhibition of activity recorded previously in extracellular experiments was readily

apparent, making it very difficult to determine the effects of GABAb receptor activation

on the synaptic drive for swimming (Figure 3.6 A). However, when the effects of

baclofen were reversed by CGP 35348 (40 pM), the size of the mid-cycle IPSP was

reduced by 56 ± 7.2 % compared to control (n = 6; Figure 3.6 B), providing indirect

evidence that baclofen causes a decrease in glycinergic mid-cycle inhibition.

The effects of a drug on inhibitory synaptic inputs to the motor circuitry may also be

reflected by its effects on spontaneous transmitter release during the quiescent periods

between swimming episodes. Consequently, the effects of baclofen on the spontaneous

release of glycine and GABA during periods of inactivity were also recorded. The

amplitudes of both glycinergic and GABAergic sIPSPs (see Materials and Methods)

were significantly reduced by the activation of GABAb receptors, shifting their

amplitude distribution histograms and cumulative probability distributions significantly

to the left (p < 0.05; n = 10; Figure 3.7 A, B). These effects were reversed by CGP

35348 (40 pM). Baclofen also reduced the rate of spontaneous glycinergic and
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GABAergic IPSPs by 68 ± 7 % and 60 ± 9 % respectively (n = 7; Figure 3.7 A, C).

These experiments were repeated in the presence of tetrodotoxin (TTX; 1 pM) to

synaptically isolate the cell and determine that the changes were not due to action

potential-mediated transmitter release. In the presence of TTX, similar changes in the

properties of spontaneous release were recorded, namely a decrease in the rate of

glycinergic and GABAergic sIPSPs of 76 ± 8 % and 88 ± 9 % respectively (n = 4;

Figure 3.8 A, B) and a reduction in the amplitude of both types of potentials, illustrated

by a significant leftward shift in their cumulative probability distributions (p < 0.05;

Figure 3.8 A, C). These experiments confirm previous findings (Wall and Dale, 1993)

that in addition to reducing the responsiveness of the post-synaptic membrane to quanta

of transmitter released via a Na+-spike-independent mechanism, as illustrated by the

reduced sIPSP amplitudes under TTX, GABAb receptors are also located pre-

synaptically on the terminals of glycinergic neurons, where they act to reduce the

probability (rate) of transmitter release. The results also illustrate for the first time that

the effects identified in embryos persist in larvae and demonstrate that GABAb

receptors are additionally located as autoreceptors on presynaptic GABAergic terminals

at both developmental stages.

It is not immediately apparent how the measured reduction in inhibitory transmission in

response to GABAb receptor activation could mediate the overall inhibition of the swim

network - it would be intuitive to equate a reduction in inhibition with a resulting

increase in excitability. Consequently, the possibility that GABAb receptor activation

additionally has a direct effect on the firing properties of motor neurons was also

explored. One such property that was found to be modulated by baclofen was the
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phenomenon of post-inhibitory rebound (PIR), suggesting at least one mechanism by

which baclofen could directly inhibit the CPG. PIR is a widespread cellular property

among both invertebrates (for example crustaceans, Barrio et al., 1994, and molluscs,

Satterlie, 1985) and vertebrates, including mammals (for example cats, Ito and Oshima,

1965) that is also known to be present in Xenopus (Roberts and Tunstall, 1990). PIR

refers to the transient depolarisation that occurs at the offset of a hyperpolarising event.

It has been shown to play a common role in locomotion in a variety of species whereby

it helps to maintain the output of the CPG by increasing the probability that a neuron

will be able to fire following the mid-cycle hyperpolarisation on each cycle of

swimming {Xenopus, Tunstall and Roberts, 1994; lamprey, Grillner et ah, 1995; rat,

Bertrand and Cazalets, 1998). It is suggested that it achieves this by allowing events

necessary for action potential firing, namely Na+ channel de-inactivation and K+

channel inactivation, to occur more quickly. Since PIR relies upon inhibition to

produce excitation, it seemed possible that the reduction in synaptic inhibition measured

in this study could be reconciled with the decrease in excitability as a result of changes

in this firing property. Furthermore, in Xenopus, PIR has been shown to be a target for

modulation by noradrenaline (Merrywest, 2002) and so it was feasible that its properties

could also be modulated by GABAb receptor activation.

In the Xenopus preparation, PIR was investigated by recording the ability of the cell to

rebound fire when the synaptic drive underlying swimming was mimicked by

superimposing 100 ms hyperpolarizing current pulses (representing mid-cycle

inhibition) sufficient to produce a rebound spike onto a tonic, sub-threshold

depolarising current (representing tonic excitation; Figure 3.9 A). The amount of
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injected current was kept constant throughout the experiment. The activation of

GABAb receptors with baclofen (1 pM) directly reduced the ability of motor neurons to

rebound fire, meaning that the next swimming cycle was less likely to occur and thus

contributing to the shortened episodes. This effect was consistently reversed by CGP

35348 (40 pM; n = 4; Figure 3.9 B).

Baclofen may have other cellular effects that were not consistently detected in these

experiments but that could also contribute to the inhibitory effects of GABAb receptor

activation. For example, Wall and Dale (1993) reported an increase in spike threshold

in response to baclofen. In the present study, a similar increase was also recorded, but

only in a minority of experiments (n = 3/10; data not shown). Indirect evidence for a

change in spike threshold was also obtained in this study in the PIR experiments, where

a spike was occasionally evoked under CGP 35348 at the onset of the depolarising

current representing the tonic excitation during swimming (arrowed in Figure 3.9 B3).

There were also no changes to the resting membrane potential or input resistance in the

presence of baclofen, suggesting that its effects were not mediated by altering ionic

conductances across the membrane.
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Figure 3.6: The effects of baclofen on intracellular swimming parameters

A. Baclofen (0.6 pM) abolishes swimming and the effects are reversed by CGP 35348 (40 pM;
n = 6). As baclofen is so potent and has such a narrow effective concentration range, it is
difficult to determine its effects on the synaptic drive underlying swimming activity, but note
that activity in the motor neuron (mn) continues for slightly longer than in the ventral root.
B. The size of the mid-cycle inhibition (arrowed in A and marked * in B) is clearly reduced
after the effects of baclofen have been reversed by CGP 35348, providing indirect evidence that
baclofen causes a decrease in glycinergic mid-cycle inhibition. Traces show overlays of 5-8
cycles of swimming with the corresponding ventral root.
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Figure 3.7: Baclofen reduces the rate and amplitude of spontaneous transmitter
release

A. Glycinergic and GABAergic spontaneous IPSPs (sIPSPs), distinguishable on the basis of
their time course and pharmacology, are recorded during the quiescent periods between
swimming. Baclofen (0.6 pM) reduces both sIPSP amplitude and rate of release and the effects
are reversed by CGP 35348 (40 pM; n = 10).
B. Graphs showing sIPSP amplitudes and their cumulative probability distributions -

amplitudes are reduced by baclofen, illustrated by a significant (p<0.05) leftward shift.
C. Histograms showing changes in the rate of spontaneous release of glycine and GABA during
30-second intervals under each condition; the rate of release of both transmitters is significantly
reduced by baclofen (marked *) but reversed by CGP 35348 (marked a).
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Figure 3.8: The effects of baclofen on spontaneous release are TTX resistant

A. Glycinergic and GABAergic slPSPs that are not associated with action potential propagation
are recorded in the presence of TTX (1 pM; n = 4). Baclofen (0.6 pM) again reduces both
slPSP amplitude and rate of release and the effects are reversed by CGP 35348 (40 pM).
B. Histograms corresponding to traces \2-a showing the distribution of slPSP amplitudes - these
are reduced under baclofen in the presence of TTX, illustrated by a significant (p < 0.05) shift to
the left in the cumulative probability histogram, which is reversed by CGP 35348.
C. Histogram showing that the rate of spontaneous release of glycine and GABA decreases
significantly in the presence of baclofen (marked *) but is reversed by CGP 35348 (marked n).
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Figure 3.9: Baclofen reduces rebound firing in motor neurons

A. Changes in post-inhibitory rebound (PIR) during locomotion can be investigated by
superimposing hyperpolarising current pulses onto a tonic depolarising current to mimic the
synaptic drive underlying swimming.
B. The activation of GABAb receptors by baclofen (0.6 p.M) directly reduces the ability of the
motor neurons to rebound fire and this effect is reversed by CGP 35348 (40 pM; n = 4). There
are no significant changes in conductance in the presence of baclofen. However, note that the
spike threshold has reduced under CGP 35348 (arrowed).
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3.3.5 Investigating an endogenous role for GABAb receptors

Having established that GABAb receptors were present in the Xenopus locomotor

network and that their exogenous activation with baclofen could have profound effects

on the ability of the swim CPG to generate activity, it seemed likely that they would

play an endogenous role in locomotion. This was investigated by blocking GABAb

receptors with the GABAb receptor antagonist, CGP 35348 (40 pM); any changes in

swimming parameters recorded under these circumstances could be attributed to the

endogenous activation of GABAr receptors.

Extracellular experiments did not reveal any significant changes in cycle period, burst

duration, burst amplitude or rostro-caudal delay in the presence of CGP 35348 (p >

0.05; n = 8; Figure 3.10 A). To remove any sensory or descending inputs that could

have been masking the effects of CGP 35348 on the CPG, the experiments were

repeated in spinalised animals using NMDA (20 - 50 pM) to induce continuous

swimming (concentration was gradually increased within the given range until

continuous swimming was achieved). However, no significant changes in swimming

parameters were detected in these experiments either, other than a progressive decline in

burst amplitudes, which was not reversible by a wash and did not appear to be related to

the addition of CGP 35348 (p > 0.05; n = 6; Figure 3.10 B).

A significant increase in episode durations was recorded in 5 of 8 experiments applying

CGP 35348 followed by a wash - the results showed that durations increased by 89.8 ±

11.3 % in the presence of CGP 35348 and by a further 201.9 ± 69.2 % after the wash (p

< 0.05; mean duration in control 40 ± 8.9 s; Figure 3.11 A). In a further 8 animals, the
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application of CGP 35348 was followed by the application of baclofen (1 pM). In these

experiments, episode durations increased by 233.4 ± 56 % in the presence of CGP

35348 but the effects were attenuated by baclofen and episode durations remained at a

similar level (210.8 ± 76.2 % of control; mean duration in control 19.1 ± 6.5 s; Figure

3.11 B).

In some instances, there appeared to be a trend towards increased episode durations, but

these were not always statistically significant (p > 0.05). This was likely due to large

variations in the data - as with many Xenopus experiments, it was not unusual to find a

particularly long episode among shorter controls, and it was often also the case that of 5

swim episodes recorded in the presence of CGP 35348, only 2 or 3 had significantly

increased durations. To determine whether, as the statistics suggested, the changes in

episode duration in the presence of CGP 35348 could be due to chance, control

experiments were performed to record the changes in episode durations over time in

untreated animals. In 5 controls, episode durations tended to be most variable initially

and to slightly decrease between the first and second recordings, corresponding to the

times when the control and first drug measurements would be made. After this, episode

durations remained largely stable with no statistically significant changes over time (p >

0.05; mean duration in control 68.6 ± 9.3 s; Figure 3.11 C). This further supported the

idea that the increases in episode duration recorded in the presence of CGP 35348 were

genuine drug effects.

3.3.6 The effects of CGP 35348 on intracellular swimming parameters

The application of CGP 35348 (40 pM) during intracellular experiments revealed an

increase in the size of the glycinergic mid-cycle inhibition of 11.2 ± 2.4 % and an
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apparent increase in the level of tonic depolarisation underlying swimming activity (n =

4; Figure 3.12). However, the latter was not accompanied by other events associated

with greater excitation, such as increases in the probability of firing or frequency of

swimming, and so was perhaps due to the summation of reversed IPSPs over several

cycles. There was no significant shift in the sIPSP amplitude cumulative probability

distribution, demonstrating that there were no significant changes to sIPSP amplitudes

in the presence of CGP 35348 (p > 0.05; Figure 3.13 A, B), but a reduction in the rate of

glycinergic and GABAergic spontaneous release was recorded in 4 out of 4 animals

(27.7 ± 8.3 % and 24.2 ± 10.9 % respectively; Figure 3.13 A, C). However, the change

was not reversed by washout and in fact the rate of release continued to decrease after

the wash. Consequently, it was not clear whether these changes were due to the effects

of CGP 35348 persisting after the wash or to a non-drug effect, but the former seems

likely as this was a consistent effect and also matched the results of CGP 35348 on

spontaneous release in Rana (see Chapter 4, Figures 4.14 and 4.15). These results were

paradoxical since, if CGP 35348 does indeed reduce the rate of spontaneous release,

they imply that GABAb receptors act endogenously to facilitate glycine release, an idea

that is inconsistent with the finding that the activation of GABAb receptors with

baclofen reduces evoked transmitter release.

Overall, the increase in episode durations in the presence of CGP 35348 appeared to be

caused by a shift in the balance of synaptic inputs, leading to a reduction in glycinergic

transmission, possibly accompanied by increased excitation. This suggests that GABAb

receptors may normally act to provide a level of tonic inhibition through glycinergic and
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possibly also excitatory pathways, an exaggerated version of which is seen when

GABAb receptors are activated by baclofen.
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Figure 3.10: The effects of CGP 35348 on extracellular swimming parameters

A. Inhibition of GABAb receptors using the GABAb antagonist CGP 35348 (40 pM) produced
no discernable effects on cycle periods, burst durations, burst amplitudes or rostro-caudal delay
at either developmental stage (n = 8; p > 0 .05). Panel shows a representative ventral root
recording from a larva (Aj) and quantitative analysis of the pooled data (A2).
B. The application of CGP 35348 (40 pM) was repeated using NMDA (20-50 pM) to induce
continuous swimming in animals spinalised at post-otic myotome (POM) 4, thus removing any
sensory or descending inputs that could have been masking the effects of CGP 35348.
However, no significant effects on the measured swimming parameters were recorded here
either (p > 0.05) other than a progressive decline (p < 0.05) in burst amplitudes between both
control and CGP 35348 (marked *) and CGP 35348 and the wash (marked n), which did not
appear to be related to the addition of CGP 35348 (n = 8). Panel shows a representative ventral
root recording from an embryo (B]) and quantitative analysis of the pooled data (B2).
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Figure 3.11: CGP 35348 increases episode durations

A. Episode durations increased in the presence of the GABAb receptor antagonist CGP 35348
(40 pM; p < 0.05; marked *) and continued to lengthen following a wash (p < 0.05; marked a;
n = 8). Panel shows a representative ventral root recording (AO and analysis of the pooled data
(A2).
B. By contrast, the effects of CGP 35348 on episode duration (p < 0.05; marked *) were
attenuated by the addition of baclofen (1 pM) at both developmental stages (p > 0.05; n = 8).
Panel shows a representative ventral root recording (Bi) and analysis of the pooled data (B2).
C. Histogram showing pooled results of control experiments measuring 'natural' variations in
episode length over time. The pattern of episode durations recorded in the presence of CGP
35348 was very different suggesting that the changes were due to a drug effect despite the fact
that increases in episode duration were not always statistically significant within individual
experiments due to large variations in the data.
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Figure 3.12: CGP 35348 enhances the synaptic drive for swimming

A. The GABAb receptor antagonist CGP 35348 (40 pM) revealed an apparent increase in the
level of tonic depolarisation underlying swimming activity (indicated by dashed line) and an
increase in the size of the glycinergic mid-cycle IPSP. There were no changes to the resting
membrane potential (n = 4).
B. Overlays of expanded sections of the traces in A illustrating the increase in the level of mid-
cycle inhibition (marked *) under CGP 35348.
C. Histogram quantifying the relative increase in the level of the mid-cycle inhibition among
the pooled data; this was statistically significant (*) in individual experiments.
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Figure 3.13: CGP 35348 reduces the rate of spontaneous transmitter release

A. CGP 35348 (40 pM) reduces the rate of release of both glycinergic and GABAergic sIPSPs
and the effects persist after a wash.
B. Histograms of sIPSP amplitudes corresponding to traces in A|.3 and their cumulative
probability distribution illustrating that these do not change with the addition of CGP 35348 (p
>0.05).
C. Histogram showing that the rate of spontaneous release of glycine and GABA (as
distinguished by their relative time courses) decreases significantly (p < 0.05; marked *)
following the addition of CGP 35348, but this effect is not reversed by the wash.
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3.3.7 Xenopus as a model for investigating the behavioural effects of
structurally modified GABA compounds

The Xenopus preparation has been used extensively as a simple model of vertebrate

locomotion. However, the tadpole system also has wider applications as a model in

which to assess the biological activity of pharmacological compounds at the

neurobehavioural level. In this collaborative study, the activity of fluorinated GABA

(F-GABA), synthesised in the Department of Chemistry, University of St Andrews, was

first tested at the cellular level on cloned GABAa receptors expressed in Xenopus

oocytes in the Department of Neuroscience, University of Dundee. The results showed

that F-GABA retains some activity but is not as potent as GABA, having an EC50 value

of approximately 600 pM, compared with 25 pM for GABA (Lambert, personal

communication). To investigate whether this result would translate into a reduced

biological efficacy in vivo, the effects of F-GABA were then investigated in the tadpole

system, where neurons are known to express functional GABAa and GABAb receptors,

the activation of which can be measured by changes in fictive swimming parameters.

3.3.8 The effects of GABA on extracellular swimming parameters

Before F-GABA could be tested, it was necessary to determine a suitable experimental

protocol. The effects of various concentrations of GABA were tested on both stage

37/8 and stage 42 animals. GABA did not reliably produce effects in a dose-dependent

manner, but rather, activity tended to reduce and then recover, even at concentrations of

up to 1 mM, perhaps due to the effects of receptor desensitisation. 100 - 200 pM

GABA produced the most consistent results, causing significant changes to all

parameters other than burst durations and interestingly, the effects were more
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pronounced in embryos than in larvae (Figure 3.14). Burst amplitudes decreased by

48.4 ± 3.2 % in embryos and by 30.9 ± 5.2 % in larvae (rostral ventral root recording);

cycle periods increased by 52 ± 14.1 % in embryos and by 15.2 ± 2.3 % in larvae and

episode durations decreased by 90 ± 6.4 % in embryos and by 48.6 ± 8.9 % in larvae (p

< 0.05; n = 24; Figure 3.14 A-C). Rostral burst durations decreased by 16.3 ± 3.3 % in

embryos and by 10.1 ± 5.1 % in larvae but this effect was not statistically significant (p

> 0.05; Figure 3.14 A-C). However, caudal burst durations in larvae decreased by 19.7

±3.8 %, which was statistically significant in all experiments where the caudal root was

not abolished (see below; p < 0.05; Figure 3.15 A, B). Together, these results suggested

that the spinal swimming circuit becomes less sensitive to GABA as development

proceeds.

In larvae, it was also observed that GABA was more potent caudally than rostrally. In

50 % of animals, the caudal root (recordings made from post-otic myotomal clefts 12-

17) was completely abolished in the presence of GABA and in the remaining animals it

was weakened by 56 ± 1.5 %, compared with 30.9 ±5.2 % in the rostral root

(recordings made from post-otic myotomal clefts 2-5; Figure 3.15 A, B). Thus, the fact

that caudal larval neurons displayed a more 'embryonic' level of sensitivity to GABA

seems to indicate that the reduction in sensitivity of spinal neurons to GABA only

occurs initially at rostral levels of the larval spinal cord and develops in a rostro-caudal

direction as development proceeds.

Despite the fact that GABA had more potent effects in embryos, which would arguably

facilitate comparisons with F-GABA, it was decided to perform the comparative assay

using rostrally placed electrodes (POMs 2-6) in larvae. Although the changes in
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swimming parameters in these older animals were smaller, they were nonetheless

statistically significant. Furthermore, even at lower concentrations of GABA,

swimming in embryos could be sporadic and in 25 % of embryos, the duration of

swimming episodes were reduced to less than 1 second, making it difficult to accurately

measure other parameters.
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Figure 3.14: GABA has more potent effects on embryos than on larvae

A. In embryos, the application of GABA (100 pM) caused significant changes to all swimming
parameters other than burst durations (n = 12).
B. In rostral ventral roots (VRs) in larvae, the same effects were recorded in the presence of
GABA (100 pM) but were less pronounced (n = 12; A and B are representative VR recordings).
C. Histograms quantifying the effects of GABA on rostral swimming and comparing the
magnitude of the effects in embryos and larvae. Significant changes from control in embryos
and larvae marked *.
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Figure 3.15: GABA has more potent effects in the caudal region of the larval
spinal cord

A. In larvae, while the application of GABA (100 pM) caused significant changes (p < 0.05) to
all swimming parameters other than rostral burst durations, the effects on burst amplitudes were
most pronounced in the caudal region of the spinal cord (n = 12; traces show representative
rostral (RVR) and caudal (CVR) ventral root recordings).
B. Histogram quantifying the effects of GABA in the rostral and caudal regions of the cord and
illustrating the difference in the magnitude of the effects at each location. Significant changes
(p < 0.05) between control and GABA marked * and significant changes between GABA and
the wash marked n.
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3.3.9 Comparison of the effects of GABA and F-GABA on extracellular

swimming parameters

The effects of F-GABA on swimming parameters were compared with the effects of

GABA itself. F-GABA had been prepared as a racemic mixture, containing both R- and

S-enantiomers. As previous studies have shown that different enantiomers of a

compound can have different levels of activity in vivo (for example the anaesthetic,

etomidate, Belelli el al., 2003), the effects of F-GABA were compared with both the

same (200 pM) and half (100 pM) the concentration of GABA. This effectively

accounted for both enantiomers being equally active and for one enantiomer being

completely inactive.

Extracellular experiments revealed that F-GABA had inhibitory effects on swimming

that were similar to those of GABA and that the effects of both compounds were

reversed by either a wash in control saline (not illustrated) or by co-application of the

specific GABAa and GABAb receptor antagonists, bicuculline (40 pM) and CGP 35348

(40 pM). At this stage, no attempts were made to distinguish between GABAa and

GABAb receptor-mediated components of the response.

In 22 of 24 experiments, F-GABA (200 pM) and GABA (100 pM) increased cycle

periods by 19.2 ± 3.5 % and 17.3 ± 3.1 % respectively (p < 0.05; mean cycle period in

control 53.1 ± 0.7 ms; Figure 3.16 A, B and Figure 3.17 C) and decreased burst

amplitudes by 29.3 ± 5 % and 31.2 ± 5 % (p < 0.05; mean amplitude in control 46.4 ±

1.6 mV; Figure 3.16 A, B and Figure 3.17 B). The effects on cycle period were

reversed by either the wash or by bicuculline and CGP 35348, to within 4.6 ±3.4 % of

control values in 21 of 24 cases. There was no consistent effect on burst durations, but
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this may have been due to the fact that these were difficult to measure at the reduced

amplitudes - and consequently lower signal to noise ratios - recorded under either

GABA or F-GABA.

Both substances also affected swim episode durations, but F-GABA was both more

potent and more consistent, decreasing durations in all experiments by 70.6 ± 7.3 % (p

< 0.05; mean duration in control 39.8 ± 8.2 s; Figure 3.16 A3 and Figure 3.17 A),

compared with 100 pM and 200 pM GABA, which decreased durations by only 20.8 ±

12.6 % and 48.6 ± 10.2 % respectively (p < 0.05; mean duration in control 45.8 ± 15.2

s; Figure 3.16 A 1,2 and Figure Figure 3.17 A). The effects of F-GABA on episode

durations were also more easily reversed by the wash, returning episodes to within 8.4 ±

2.9 % of control values on 9 of 12 occasions, compared with GABA, where the

inhibitory effects persisted in over half of the experiments performed.

Differences in the effects of GABA and F-GABA on episode durations were

highlighted again when the individual GABAa and GABAb receptor-mediated

components of the response were investigated. In the experiments described above, a

combination of the GABAa and GABAb receptor antagonists, bicuculline and CGP

35348 respectively, were applied concomitantly to reverse the effects of F-GABA.

These compounds were now applied one after the other to investigate whether the

effects of F-GABA were mediated preferentially by a particular receptor subtype.

Interestingly, the effects of GABA could be reversed by either antagonist alone (data

not illustrated) and similarly in the case of F-GABA, when CGP 35348 was applied

before bicuculline, swimming parameters were restored to within 10 % of control values

(n = 6; Figure 3.18 B2). However, when bicuculline was applied before CGP 35348,
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while it was also capable of restoring activity similar to that recorded in the ventral root

in control, episode durations were very short and were not returned to control levels

until CGP 35348 was also applied (n = 6; Figure 3.18 A, Bi). These results tended to

suggest that F-GABA acts at both receptor subtypes, but that, in contrast with GABA,

its effects on episode durations are largely GABAb receptor-mediated.

3.3.10 Comparison of the effects of GABA and F-GABA on intracellular

swimming parameters

The preceding extracellular experiments established that F-GABA had similar effects on

most swimming parameters to GABA, but had more potent and reversible effects on

episode durations. Possible mechanisms underlying these differences were next

investigated by comparing the effects of GABA and F-GABA at the cellular level.

The activation of GABAa receptors results in the opening of chloride channels and the

net movement of chloride ions across the cell membrane. In intracellular experiments,

this event is recorded as a change in membrane conductance. Accordingly, a significant

increase in conductance of 61.2 ± 4.9 % was recorded in the presence of 100 pM GABA

and this compared with a significant but much smaller conductance increase of only 24

± 0.5 % under F-GABA. The effects were reversed to within 5% of control values by

bicuculline (p < 0.05; n = 3; Figure 3.19). These conductance changes were associated

with a membrane depolarisation of 10-15 mV in the case of GABA, and 4-6 mV in the

case of F-GABA.

Note that in these experiments, the chloride gradient is reversed by the use of KCl-filled

microelectrodes, hence the direction of the change is reversed and appears to be

depolarising. The smaller conductance change induced by F-GABA suggests that this
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compound does not act as potently as GABA at the GABAa receptor, which, together

with the evidence that some of the effects of F-GABA are mediated primarily by

GABAb receptors, provides indirect evidence that the affinity of F-GABA for its

receptors may have been altered by the addition of the fluorine atom.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of the effects of GABA and F-GABA on extracellular
swimming parameters

A. GABA (100 pM and 200 pM) and F-GABA (200 pM) have similar effects on fictive
swimming, namely a decrease in burst amplitudes, increase in cycle periods and decrease in
episode durations. However, the latter was more pronounced under F-GABA and was also
more readily reversed by a combination of the GABAa and GABAr receptor antagonists,
bicuculline (bic; 40 pM) and CGP 35348 (CGP; 40 pM; traces show representative ventral root
recordings; n = 24).
B. Expanded trace from the shaded area in A3, showing the increase in cycle period caused by
F-GABA. A similar increase was also recorded in the presence of GABA.
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Figure 3.17: Analysis of the effects of GABA and F-GABA on swimming
parameters

A. Graphical summary of the pooled data showing that F-GABA (200 pM) had a more potent
effect on episode durations than either concentration of GABA tested (100 pM and 200 pM;
n = 24).

B, C. Summary of the effects of GABA and F-GABA on burst amplitudes and cycle periods.
There was no significant difference in the effects of the two compounds (p > 0.05; n = 24).
Neither substance had a significant effect on burst durations (data not shown).
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Control

VR 5

Figure 3.18: The effects of F-GABA are more reliably reversed by CGP 35348
than by bicuculline

A. F-GABA (200 pM) caused a more potent inhibition of episode durations than GABA (100 or
200 pM), an effect that was partially reversed by bicuculline (40 pM) but completely
antagonised by CGP 35348 (40 pM), suggesting that F-GABA could have a stronger affinity for
GABAb receptors.

B. Quantification of the changes in episode duration in the illustrated experiment (Bi) and an
experiment where CGP 35348 is applied before bicuculline (B2). CGP 35348 alone is capable
of returning episode durations to control levels, but bicuculline is not. Other swimming
parameters are restored by either antagonist.
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Figure 3.19: F-GABA has a less potent effect on conductance than GABA

A. Conductance was measured by injecting hyperpolarizing current pulses into the cell. The
voltage deflection was reduced further - indicating a larger increase in conductance - in the
presence of GABA (100 pM) than F-GABA (200 pM). The effects were reversed by the
GABAa antagonist, bicuculline (40 pM), suggesting a reduced affinity of F-GABA for these
receptors. Overlays of 5 pulses are shown under each condition.
B. Histogram quantifying the changes in conductance in the presence of GABA and F-GABA.
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3.4 Discussion

The work in this chapter has taken two different approaches to the use of the Xenopus

tadpole as a simple model. Firstly, the conventional use of the tadpole as an amenable

system in which to understand the neural control of vertebrate locomotion was applied

to furthering our knowledge of the role of GABAb receptors in modulating motor

activity. Secondly, the preparation was used in a more novel way, as an in vivo assay

system in which the known effects of GABA on locomotion were used to assess the

efficacy of a structurally modified GABA analogue, F-GABA.

3.4.1 The effects of activating GABAb receptors

Experiments studying the contribution of GABAb receptors to swimming in Xenopus

aimed to replicate and extend the work of Wall and Dale (1993), which showed that

GABAb receptors exist on the terminals of glycinergic commissural interneurons in the

spinal cord of stage 37/8 Xenopus embryos and, when activated by baclofen, have an

inhibitory effect on swimming. Initial extracellular experiments in this study applied

the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA in the presence of bicuculline and confirmed that

there was a non-GABAA receptor-mediated component of inhibition that was mimicked

by the activation of GABAb receptors with baclofen. Indeed, extracellular and

intracellular experiments showed baclofen to be an extremely potent agonist, which had

strong inhibitory effects on swimming parameters at relatively low (< 1 pM)

concentrations and at both developmental stages (37/8 and 42). Whether swimming

was initiated by electrical stimulation of the tail skin or by the addition of NMDA to the

circulating saline, baclofen would rapidly and abruptly abolish all swimming activity,
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prior to which a modest increase in cycle periods and a decrease in burst amplitudes

could be recorded. Intracellular recordings also provided indirect evidence of a GABAb

receptor-mediated reduction in the glycinergic mid-cycle IPSP during swimming and

revealed a decrease in the rate and amplitude of spontaneous, TTX-resistant, inhibitory

neurotransmitter release. In keeping with the results of Wall and Dale (1993), this

suggests both pre- and postsynaptic sites of action, with GABAb receptors being

strategically located on the terminals of glycinergic commissural interneurons, where

their activation decreases mid-cycle inhibition during swimming.

3.4.2 The role of post-inhibitory rebound in mediating the effects of
GABAb receptors

How can a decrease in inhibitory neurotransmitter release be reconciled with an overall

decrease in the excitability of the network? One possible explanation involves the

concept of post-inhibitory rebound (PIR), which was reversibly abolished in the

presence of baclofen. PIR is a common neuronal property in both invertebrates (for

example, crayfish - Barrio et al., 1994, and molluscs - Satterlie, 1985) and vertebrates

(for example, cats - Ito and Oshima, 1965, and lampreys - Grillner et al., 1995),

although its underlying mechanisms can vary (for a review see the study by Johnson

and Getting, 1991). PIR confers on neurons the ability to fire more readily following a

period of inhibition, as it allows events necessary for action potential firing, namely Na+

channel de-inactivation and K+ channel inactivation, to occur more quickly. PIR is

important in maintaining the output of the CPG as it increases the probability that a

neuron will be able to fire in the next swimming cycle. It is thought to play a key role

in generating the rhythmic motor pattern in Xenopus and is vital for maintaining
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coordinated activity in computer simulations of swimming in this species (Roberts and

Tunstall, 1990).

Previous studies have suggested that neurons can lose the ability to rebound fire if the

inhibitory drive is reduced (Bertrand and Cazalets, 1998; Merrywest et al., 2002), hence

it appears that the reduction in inhibitory transmitter release recorded in the presence of

baclofen could have contributed to the loss of PIR, which in turn would have

contributed to the loss of swimming activity. PIR can also be lost if the tonic excitation

upon which the swimming rhythm is superimposed is reduced, thus taking the

membrane potential further from threshold (Merrywest et al., 2002). Wall and Dale

(1993) found that baclofen increases spike threshold, presumably by a direct effect on

the postsynaptic membrane. The effects of baclofen on spike threshold in the current

study were ambiguous, but since the effects on PIR suggest that baclofen can inhibit

rebound firing via a direct effect on cell properties, a common mechanism such as a

delay in the recovery of Na+ channel inactivation may underlie both of these effects.

This, together with the reduction in inhibitory transmission, would potentially provide a

dual mechanism by which the activation of pre- and postsynaptic GABAb receptors by

baclofen produces effects that act in concert, leading to the loss of rebound firing and

the consequent inhibition of activity.

A loss of rebound firing could also explain other effects observed in the presence of

baclofen. It has been shown that an enhancement of rebound firing allows previously

silent neurons to be recruited into the swimming network (Merrywest et al., 2003) and

so conversely, the loss of rebound firing would cause neurons to drop out of the circuit,

leading to reduced ventral root amplitudes and shorter episode durations. Furthermore,
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interneurons are known to drop out of the circuit before motor neurons (Sillar and

Roberts, 1993). Although the results of this study illustrate the direct effects of

baclofen on the latter cell group, it is possible that GABAb receptors are also distributed

on the terminals of pre-motor interneurons in the swim-generating network. In this

case, these receptors would also have been activated by the bath-application of baclofen

and the consequent reduction in their firing could also have contributed to the loss of

motor neuron recruitment and reduction in episode durations.

Additionally, there is a rostro-caudal gradient of glycinergic inhibition in the Xenopus

spinal cord, such that caudal neurons receive weaker inhibition during swimming and

will therefore lose the ability to fire before their more rostral neighbours (Tunstall and

Roberts, 1991). This fact, together with the loss of PIR means that when glycine release

is reduced by baclofen, the more susceptible caudal neurons will likely be the first to

lose the ability to rebound fire and so will be the first to drop out of the network. This

could help to explain why swimming activity sometimes appeared to continue for

longer in the motor neuron recorded intracellularly from the rostral end of the spinal

cord, than the ventral root, which often represents the activity in the axons of more

caudal neurons. Furthermore, the reduction in the amplitude of the ventral root

recording, which represents the combined activity from the axons of a number of motor

neurons, implies that fewer motor neurons are firing and a reduction in rebound firing

could explain why this is the case.

3.4.3 The distribution of GABAb receptors in the locomotor network

The results of this study provide convincing evidence that GABAb receptors achieve

their results by acting at several sites simultaneously, including the presynaptic
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terminals of GABAergic neurons, where a role for GABAb receptors in reducing

transmitter release is identified for the first time. This has been made possible by the

fact that, since Wall and Dale completed their study, the identification of distinct

populations of GABAergic and glycinergic sIPSPs, distinguishable on the basis of both

their pharmacology and time course (Reith and Sillar, 1997), has allowed changes in

inhibitory transmitter release to be investigated in more detail. The reduction in the rate

of spontaneous release of both inhibitory neurotransmitters, as shown by the decrease in

the number of sIPSPs, reflects a pre-synaptic effect, mediated by autoreceptors on the

terminals of GABAergic neurons, and heteroreceptors, located on the terminals of

glycinergic commissural intemeurons. In contrast, the shift in the sIPSP amplitude

distribution implies a post-synaptic effect which, together with the direct effect of

baclofen on PIR and the increase in threshold for motor neuron firing reported by Wall

and Dale (1993, 1994), suggests a third location for GABAb receptors on the surface of

motor neurons.

Although not investigated in this study, GABAb receptors could additionally be present

on the terminals of glutamatergic neurons. A pre-synaptic reduction in glutamate

release would provide a second mechanism - in addition to the direct reduction in firing

threshold - by which the excitatory drive for swimming may be reduced by baclofen.

Furthermore, the inhibition of glutamatergic interneurons responsible for activating

GABAergic and glycinergic neurons could provide a second level of inhibition of these

neurons. Instances of the inhibition of glutamatergic neurons by pre-synaptic GABAb

receptors have been reported in various regions of the CNS including the cerebellum

(Huston et al., 1990), globus pallidus (Chen et al., 2002), the dorsal horn (Iyadomi et
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al., 2000) and the ventral tegmental area (Harte and O'Connor, 2005), as well as on the

excitatory inputs to trigeminal motorneurons (Min et al., 2002). It would not be

surprising to find that GABAb receptors are widely distributed in the Xenopus motor

circuitry. Indeed, the fact that GABAb receptor-mediated inhibition occurs at several

levels could help to explain its remarkable potency.

3.4.4 Ionic mechanisms underlying GABAb receptor activity

A variety of neural responses are mediated through GABAb receptors (for a review see

Kerr and Ong, 1996) and it is only possible to speculate about what mechanisms may

underlie the pre- and postsynaptic effects of GABAb receptor activation documented in

this study. Presynaptic GABAb receptors often reduce transmitter release by directly

decreasing voltage-dependent Ca2+ conductances near release sites (Kerr and Ong,

1995; Jones et al., 2000) or by acting downstream of Ca2+ entry (Blackmer et al., 2001).

Indeed, Wall and Dale proposed that the reduction in the amplitude of the mid-cycle

IPSP could have been due to a decreased probability of firing in commissural

interneurons as a result of a reduction in a Ca2+ current (Wall and Dale, 1994).

However, the effect of baclofen on sIPSPs, which is TTX-resistant and does not involve

a change in the membrane potential, is likely not to be via calcium entry, but more

likely by some direct effect on the release machinery. Indeed, Wall and Dale (1993)
2 jfound that spontaneous release in Xenopus was reduced even when Ca currents were

blocked by cadmium and they consequently proposed a second, complementary

presynaptic mechanism of inhibition, independent of the modulation of voltage-

dependent currents, such as a direct reduction of vesicle movement towards active

zones. It has recently been shown that the activation of GABAb receptors by baclofen
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can slow the recruitment of synaptic vesicle priming via a Ca2+-independent decrease in

cAMP concentration (Sakaba and Neher, 2003), and this could provide an alternative

explanation for the effects on transmitter release recorded in Xenopus.

GABAb receptor-mediated inhibition of neuronal firing can be caused by the coupling

of GABAb receptors to the activation of inwardly rectifying K+ channels (GIRKs).

While this mechanism has been shown to exist presynaptically in some instances (for

example, Miller, 1998), it is the primary form of postsynaptic GABAb receptor-

mediated inhibition (Gahwiler and Brown, 1985; Jones et al., 2000). The latter could be

demonstrated as an increase in membrane conductance, however no evidence to suggest

that this is the case in Xenopus has yet been found; Wall and Dale did not report any

such changes and in the current study, where motor neurons have been synaptically

isolated by the application of TTX to allow the properties of the membrane to be

studied, no consistent effects of baclofen on membrane conductance or membrane

potential were detected either.

3.4.5 An endogenous role for GABAb receptors?

The results of the preceding experiments demonstrate that GABAb receptors are

distributed in the tadpole central nervous system and that, when globally activated by

the exogenous application of GABA, exert a profound inhibitory influence on the swim-

generating network. But to what extent do these effects reflect the endogenous role of

GABAb receptors in this system? Experiments applying the GABAb receptor

antagonist, CGP 35348, aimed to answer this question.
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Extracellular experiments revealed an increase in the duration of swimming episodes

under CGP 35348, but did not show any clear effects on other swimming parameters.

The increased episode durations did not occur with 100 % reliability in the presence of

CGP 35348 but when they did, episodes were significantly longer than both pre-drug

episodes and than predicted by control studies of changes in episode durations over

time. It is possible that the large degree of variability in swimming episode durations

under CGP 35348 could be due to parallel effects of the drug on glycinergic and

GABAergic pathways with opposing outcomes. Indeed, the prolongation of swimming

could have resulted from the enhancement of glycine release demonstrated by this

study, which in turn could have enhanced mechanisms such as PIR that would have

promoted firing and the continuation of swimming. On the other hand, although not

investigated in this study, were the GABAergic stopping response also enhanced under

CGP 35348, this could have favoured shorter episodes in stage 42 animals, where this

mechanism is intrinsically active. Thus the two competing effects could have resulted

in a range of episode durations, depending on the predominant mechanism in individual

animals.

While the effects of CGP 35348 on GABAergic pathways were not examined in detail

in this study, intracellular experiments demonstrated an apparent increase in the tonic

depolarisation upon which the swimming rhythm is superimposed and an increase in the

size of the glycinergic mid-cycle IPSP. While the former may represent an artefact of

the use of KCl-filled microelectrodes (see below), the latter provides direct evidence for

tonic GABAb receptor-mediated control of the amplitude of mid-cycle inhibition. An

enhancement of PIR, which may have been anticipated from the effects of baclofen, was
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not detected, but cannot be ruled out since it is not always possible to distinguish this

property using the sharp microelectrode protocol.

The increases in tonic depolarisation and mid-cycle inhibition in the presence of CGP

35348 are the inverse of the effects of baclofen on these components of the synaptic

drive, suggesting that GABAb receptors may provide a degree of tonic inhibition and

inhibition of the mid-cycle IPSP during swimming in vivo. However, it should be noted

that the use of KCl-filled microelectrodes, which reverse chloride-dependent IPSPs,

means that it is not possible to ascertain whether the mechanism producing changes in

the level of tonic depolarisation underlying swimming is excitatory or inhibitory, since

both an increase in the underlying excitation or the summation of the enhanced

glycinergic IPSPs over several cycles would appear as a increase in the level of tonic

depolarisation. Indeed, the latter is perhaps the more likely explanation since CGP

35348 did not produce any other excitatory effects such as increases in the probability

of firing or swimming frequency. However, the possibility remains that at least a

component of the increase in the level of depolarisation could be mediated by a change

in the levels of excitation. For example, the blockade by CGP 35348 of presynaptic

GABAb heteroreceptors on glutamatergic neurons that normally act to reduce

transmitter release could increase the level of excitability in the network. The best way

to resolve this issue would be to perform experiments using KAc-filled microelectrodes,

where chloride-dependent IPSPs are hyperpolarising and the level of tonic excitation

underlying swimming can be readily distinguished.

Although not measured directly in this part of the study, it seems plausible that these

changes measured under CGP 35348 may result from effects on PIR, as this was of
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central importance in understanding the effects of baclofen. Indeed, increases in tonic

excitation and the inhibitory drive are exactly the changes necessary to enhance rebound

firing. An increase in tonic excitation takes the membrane closer to threshold and, as

discussed above, could imply that presynaptic GABAb heteroreceptors on the terminals

of glutamatergic neurons may normally act endogenously to reduce this level.

Meanwhile, an increase in the mid-cycle hyperpolarisation facilitates sodium channel

de-inactivation and potassium channel inactivation, thus enabling motor neurons to

recover faster from on-cycle excitation and increasing the likelihood of firing on the

next cycle of swimming, thus maintaining activity for longer.

The results of this study are supported by the fact that a similar endogenous role for

GABAb receptors has been demonstrated in the locomotor circuitry of other vertebrates.

In the lamprey, activation of presynaptic GABAb receptors with baclofen reduces

Active swimming frequency and modifies intersegmental coordination (Tegner el al.,

1993) as a result - at least in part - of a depression of PIR (Matsushima et al., 1993). In

the rat, GABAb receptor activation with baclofen presynaptically inhibits both

excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitter release, while blockade of GABAb receptors

with CGP 35348 enhances the locomotor drive (Bertrand and Cazalets, 1999).

An endogenous role for GABAb receptors in providing tonic inhibition implies the

endogenous release of GABA during locomotor activity. The activation of the GABA

system is known to occur during locomotion in other species, as discussed above.

Indeed, in Xenopus, while a cycle-by-cycle role for GABAa receptor activation in

swimming has been discounted, evidence has been presented showing occasional

GABAa receptor-mediated potentials during swimming (Reith and Sillar, 1999). This
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suggests that GABA is indeed released during locomotion and so could feasibly activate

GABAb receptors at this time. The source of endogenous GABA release could be the

mhr neurons, although it could equally be populations of spinal GABAergic neurons, of

which several groups have been identified in embryonic Xenopns, including the

ascending interneurons and Kolmer-Agduhr cells (Lamborghini and lies, 1985; Roberts

etal., 1987; Dale, 1987).

The only result obtained in the presence of CGP 35348 that is difficult to reconcile with

the effects of baclofen is the change in the rate of spontaneous release, which appeared

to decrease under conditions of both GABAb receptor activation and inhibition.

Assuming that the results obtained under CGP 35348 were genuine drug effects (the

decrease in the rate of sIPSPs was not reversible, but a similar - and reversible - result

was obtained in Rana\ Chapter 4), it may be that the decrease in spontaneous release

measured in the presence of CGP 35348 was not a direct drug effect. Instead, it could

have been, for example, a secondary consequence of the CGP 35348-induced increase

in the size of the mid-cycle IPSP, meaning that less transmitter was available for release

during the quiescent periods between swimming episodes. More experiments are

clearly needed in the future to clarify this point.

The effects of CGP 35348 tended to confirm that GABAb receptors are activated

endogenously in the tadpole preparation and that they play a role in mediating a level of

tonic inhibition during swimming. However, the effects of CGP 35348 on swimming

were much more subtle than those of baclofen, suggesting that not all of the receptors

activated by baclofen are activated in vivo. Indeed, the experiments in this study

suggest that GABAb receptors are widely distributed in the spinal cord and exogenous
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application of baclofen would activate all of these receptors indiscriminately; it is hard

to imagine how the resulting, potent inhibition of swimming activity could be of

physiological benefit to the tadpole. On the other hand, the GABAb receptor-mediated

provision of tonic inhibition implied by the CGP 35348 studies appears to be of

significance in determining episode durations and may also help to maintain an

appropriate balance of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs during swimming.

If, as this study suggests, there are one or more sub-populations of GABAb receptors

that are not endogenously activated, why are they present in the tadpole system? It is

possible that different GABAb receptor sub-populations may be activated under

different physiological - or even pathological - conditions that this study did not

measure. Alternatively, developmental regulation of GABAb receptors has been

demonstrated in the lateral geniculate nucleus and hippocampus in the rat (Lei and

McBain, 2003; Perreault et al., 2003) and likewise, different GABAb receptor

populations may be active at different stages of amphibian development. For example,

the GABAergic embryonic stopping response is thought to become incorporated into an

intrinsic stopping pathway in larval animals; this change in the wiring of the spinal

circuitry could present new requirements for the modulation of GABA release, which

could be met by previously inactive GABAb receptors.

This study has extended the work of Wall and Dale on the role of GABAb receptors in

locomotion in Xenopus. Evidence supporting an endogenous role for GABAb receptors

has been obtained and, by showing that many of the effects of baclofen can be explained

by changes in the properties of post-inhibitory rebound, observations from the cellular

level are placed in the context of the overall output of the network for the first time.
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3.4.6 Comparative study of the effects of GABA and F-GABA on

swimming parameters

These experiments took the existing knowledge of the role of GABA in Xenopus in a

new direction, using the tadpole as a neurobehavioural assay in which to compare the

effects of the structurally modified GABA analogue, F-GABA, with the effects of

GABA itself. The results showed that F-GABA increased cycle periods and decreased

burst amplitudes to a similar extent as GABA, suggesting that its biological properties

had not been affected by the addition of a fluorine atom. The results also demonstrated

that these effects of F-GABA could be reversed to a similar degree as the effects of

GABA by washing or by a combination of the GABAa and GABAb receptor

antagonists, bicuculline and CGP 35348, suggesting that F-GABA retains the same

specific sites of action as GABA.

The main difference in the activity of the two compounds in terms of their effects on

swimming was that F-GABA had a stronger and more easily reversible effect on

episode durations than GABA. This was the case even in comparison with an

equimolar concentration of GABA, which in practise was likely to have been more

powerful than the F-GABA due to putative differences in the activity of the two

enantiomers present in the F-GABA mixture. This could indicate that F-GABA has a

higher potency than GABA, or that it remains available for longer; the latter could be

the result of a lower affinity of F-GABA for GABA transporters, which constitute the

main means of removing GABA from the synaptic cleft (for a review see Beckman and

Quick, 1998). However, in these cases, it would be reasonable to assume that all

swimming parameters would be affected more strongly by F-GABA than by GABA.
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Perhaps the most likely explanation for the differences in the effects of GABA and F-

GABA on episode durations is differing affinities of the two compounds for GABAa

and GABAb receptors: F-GABA did not affect membrane conductance to the same

extent as GABA, suggesting a reduced affinity for GABAa receptors. Furthermore, the

effects of F-GABA were often more readily reversed by the GABAb receptor antagonist

CGP 35348 than by bicuculline, suggesting an increased affinity for GABAb receptors.

As illustrated earlier in this chapter, GABAb receptor activation exerts a degree of tonic

inhibition on swimming activity that plays an endogenous role in reducing episode

durations. Consequently, the more potent effects of F-GABA on episode durations than

on any other swimming parameter could be attributed to its effects on the GABAb

receptor. This finding could ultimately be of pharmaceutical significance, since drugs

acting at the GABAb receptor have the potential to treat a wide variety of disease states;

GABAb receptor activation is thought to be of use in treating pain, drug-dependence

and anxiety, while GABAb receptor inhibition has applications in the treatment of

cognitive disorders and depression (Mombereau et al., 2004; Marshall, 2005).

Ideally, the relative potencies of F-GABA and GABA for their receptors could be

measured more precisely by performing dose-response experiments. However, this

proved to be impractical in the tadpole system, as increasing doses of both GABA and

F-GABA did not have inhibitory effects on swimming activity of a corresponding

magnitude. Instead, activity tended to initially reduce and then recover, even as the

concentration was increased (to up to ImM) and so a single large dose (~ 200 pM) was

more effective for measuring the reduction in activity consistently. The erratic response

to the application of increasing doses of GABA/F-GABA could well be the result of
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receptor desensitisation. This phenomenon, whereby prolonged application of an

agonist causes receptors to become progressively less responsive, is well documented

for GABAa and GABAb receptors in response to GABA (Celentano and Wong, 1994;

Yoshimura et al., 1995; Overstreet et al., 2000). Additionally, the problems caused by

receptor desensitisation may have been exacerbated by an increase in the surface

expression of the GABA transporter, GAT1, which has been shown to occur within

minutes in response to an increase in extracellular GABA, in order to maintain a

constant level of neurotransmitter at the synaptic cleft (Bernstein and Quick, 1999).

The results of the comparative study of the effects of F-GABA compared with those of

GABA have been of interest on several levels. Firstly, the tadpole preparation, used as

a model for the study of vertebrate locomotion, has been shown to have wider

applications as a model system in which to assess the effects of a structurally modified

compound at the behavioural level. Secondly, in comparing the effects of F-GABA

with those of GABA, new observations about the actions of GABA itself have been

made. Last but not least, F-GABA has been shown to exert broadly similar effects to

GABA on the Xenopus locomotor circuitry, but with the important difference that the

addition of fluorine may have altered the affinity of the GABA molecule for its

receptors. The next stage in this work will be to produce pure enantiomers of F-GABA.

This is not a trivial process, but when complete, it will be possible to determine the

relative potencies of each enantiomer, thus allowing comparisons of the effects of

equimolar concentrations of F-GABA and GABA to be made.
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3.4.7 Observations on the role of GABA

During experiments measuring GABA-induced changes in swimming parameters, it

was observed that there is a developmental difference in the response of embryos and

larvae to a large dose of GABA. The effects of GABA were more potent in embryos

than in larvae and, within larvae, were more potent in the relatively immature caudal

neurons. There are several possible mechanisms that could underlie this difference. For

example, there could be developmental changes at the receptor level or in the way that

GABA is processed. Alternatively, the reduced response to GABA in older animals

could be a secondary effect of developmental changes in related systems. For example,

at this stage in development, aminergic projections with known modulatory effects on

swimming are growing into the spinal cord (McDearmid et al., 1997 and see Chapter 5)

and could provide a level of compensation for the effects of GABA. Behaviourally, a

change in the level of response to GABA might be anticipated at this stage of

development as changes in the GABA system are known to be taking place; in

particular the embryonic stopping response is in the process of degenerating and

potentially being incorporated into an intrinsic stopping pathway (Reith and Sillar,

1999).
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4.1 Summary

This chapter investigated the role of GABA in the European common frog. Rana

temporaria, and compared its actions at both GABAa and GABAb receptors with those

in Xenopus. Functional GABAa receptors were shown to exist on the surface of motor

neurons in the Rana locomotor network. Their blockade with gabazine led initially to

an increase in the duration of motor bursts during fictive swimming and ultimately to

the loss of rhythmic activity, which appeared to be associated with an increase in the

level of tonic excitation during swimming. These results suggested that GABAa

receptors act endogenously to sustain rhythmic activity by indirectly maintaining a

suitable balance between levels of excitation and inhibition in the network.

The sequential application of gabazine and strychnine revealed two populations of

sIPSPs but in contrast to Xenopus, these were not distinguishable on the basis of their

time courses. Furthermore, the GABAergic population was sensitive to gabazine, but

insensitive to the neurosteroid 5a3a, raising the intriguing possibility that the difference

in sIPSP durations in Xenopus could be linked to neurosteroid sensitivity.

GABAb receptors were also found to be present in the Rana motor circuitry and their

activation with baclofen produced a similarly potent inhibition of activity as in Xenopus.

However, the principal underlying cellular effect appeared to be a post-synaptic

membrane hyperpolarisation rather than a change in the firing properties of the cell and

evidence is presented suggesting receptors are located on glycinergic but not

GABAergic pre-synaptic terminals. Nonetheless, the endogenous contribution of these

receptors to swimming appeared to be the same in both species, namely the provision of

a degree of tonic inhibition during swimming that helps to regulate episode durations.
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4.2 Introduction

Relating underlying cellular processes to the behaviours that they control is often

prohibitively difficult in adult vertebrates due to the complexity of the mature central

nervous system and the range and flexibility of behaviours that it is capable of

generating. Since mammals and amphibians share a common ancestry, it is generally

accepted that the basic principles of neural organisation and operation are conserved and

that amphibians can provide a relatively simple model system for studying the neural

control of behaviours, including locomotion (Sillar et al., 1997). However, differences

in the underlying control mechanisms can nonetheless be found, even between closely

related species; taking a comparative approach at this level can begin to distinguish

between cellular and network properties that are specific to a given species and perhaps

relate to a particular behavioural or developmental requirement, or that may be more

widely conserved.

The tadpole of the European common frog, Rana temporaria, is a relative of the

Xenopus laevis tadpole used elsewhere in this thesis. At the equivalent hatchling stages

of development, the use of Rana as a model for the study of locomotion has broadly the

same advantages as the Xenopus preparation. In particular, the intact, immobilised,

animal is capable of producing a limited and easily identifiable range of self-sustaining

behaviours that can be evoked 'naturally' by stimulating sensory pathways (as opposed

to pharmacologically via the addition of excitatory amino acids and/or amines) and that

are readily accessible for pharmacological intervention. Previous comparisons of the

two species have revealed both similarities and differences between the motor output

and its underlying cellular and network properties (Soffe, 1991; Soffe and Sillar, 1991;
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Perrins and Soffe, 1996a, b; Soffe and Perrins, 1997). In particular, a clear difference

can be seen in the motor pattern, with swimming in Rana consisting of shorter episodes

but of more extensive bursts of ventral root discharge. The latter are more typical of

adult motor patterns and consequently this can represent an important point of

comparison between the two species. In some cases, it is clear that the different motor

circuitries are 'wired' to respond differently to the same neuromodulator, giving rise to

different behaviours. For example, the free radical gas, nitric oxide, has been associated

with the induction of a non-rhythmic, hatching behaviour in Rana (McLean et al.,

2001), but with the inhibition of on-going fictive swimming in Xenopus (McLean and

Sillar, 2000).

The aim of the work in this chapter was to compare the role of GABA in Rana and in

Xenopus; this was of interest for two main reasons. Firstly, while the role of GABA has

been investigated in Xenopus in some detail, particularly in relation to its actions at

GABAa receptors, its effects have never been characterised in Rana. Secondly, the

results of the preceding study in Xenopus had identified a developmental change in the

sensitivity of spinal neurons to GABA and had determined a role for GABAb receptors

in mediating a degree of tonic inhibition during swimming. Since the Rana motor

circuitry is capable of producing a relatively mature, adult-like motor pattern at the

equivalent hatchling stage of development, it was thought possible that differences in

the roles of GABAa or GABAb receptors could reflect changes in the role of GABA

that might occur at later stages of development in Xenopus not covered by this study.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 GABAa receptors are present in the Rana locomotor network

Despite initial reports that bicuculline produces no detectable changes in the pattern of

neuronal activity in Xenopus (Soffe, 1987), an endogenous role for GABAa receptors

was subsequently established in this species. GABAa receptor activation reduces the

frequency, intensity and duration of swimming and, furthermore, the contribution of

GABAergic transmission to motor control becomes increasingly significant during early

post-embryonic development (Reith and Sillar, 1999). Similarly, bicuculline has been

reported to have no effects on swimming in Rana (Perrins and Soffe, 1996b), but a role

for GABA in this species has never been further investigated. Based on the discovery

of a role for GABA in Xenopus, the aim of the following experiments was to determine

whether GABAa receptors play a similar role in locomotion in Rana, or indeed whether

their contribution to locomotion is greater in the relatively more mature Rana motor

circuitry.

Intracellular experiments established that GABAa receptors were present in the Rana

locomotor circuitry on the postsynaptic motor neuron membrane. The addition of

GABA (100 pM) caused a strongly depolarising response, since the chloride gradient

had been reversed and enhanced by the use of KCl-filled microelectrodes. Following an

initial depolarisation in the range 30-40 mV, the membrane potential then stabilised,

presumably as the result of the activation of a voltage-sensitive inward-rectifier, at

around +25 mV with respect to the resting membrane potential in control (-60 to -65

mV; Figure 4.1 A; n = 4). The subsequent addition of the GABAb receptor antagonist,
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CGP 35348 (40-80 pM), had no effect on the membrane potential, but following the

addition of the GABAa receptor antagonist, gabazine (also known as SR 95531; 40

pM), the membrane potential returned to control levels. The change in membrane

potential in the presence of GABA was accompanied by an increase in membrane

conductance of 51 ±3 %, which persisted following the addition of CGP 35348, but

returned to within 3 % of control values in gabazine (Figure 4.1 B). These results were

consistent with the activation of GABAa receptors leading to the opening of chloride

channels in the postsynaptic membrane. Note that an interesting non-linear recovery in

the amplitude of sIPSPs was observed, compared with the recovery of the membrane

potential (Figure 4.1 A). This might reflect temporal differences in the drug effects in

the motor neuron, from which the recording was being made, compared with the

inhibitory presynaptic neurons that contact it.

Note the use of gabazine in preference to bicuculline since the latter can cause an

inexplicable, artificial cellular depolarisation and can have non-specific effects on the

slow after-hyperpolarisation (sAHP; Buchanan et ah, 1999). This problem does not

arise in Xenopus, as motor neurons in embryos of this species do not possess a

prominent sAHP (Soffe, 1990).

4.3.2 The effects of endogenous activation of GABAa receptors

Having established that GABAa receptors were present in the Rana locomotor circuitry,

the next set of experiments investigated their contribution to swimming by recording

changes in the motor output in the presence of the GABAa receptor antagonist,

gabazine. The effects of gabazine (40 pM) on swimming activity strengthened with

time: 5 minutes after application of the drug, burst durations had increased by 45 ± 8.1
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% (mean duration in control 59.1 ± 1.6 ms) and cycle periods had increased by 49.3 ±

9.7 % (mean duration in control 128.9 ± 2.7 ms; p < 0.05; n = 9; Figure 4.2 A2, B). 10

minutes following drug application, the changes in motor activity persisted but were

preceded by a long (ca. 450 - 500 ms) non-rhythmic motor burst (Figure 4.2 A3) and a

further 5 minutes later, all swimming activity was abolished and only the non-rhythmic

burst remained (Figure 4.2 A4). The effects persisted following a wash in two-thirds of

cases and in the remaining animals a small amount of rhythmic activity (3-4 bursts)

returned, in which an apparently significant reversal of the effects could be measured,

but note the small sample size (n = 3; Figure 4.2 B). Note also that although burst

durations increased in the presence of gabazine, the number of events constituting a

burst did not appear to change significantly (illustrated in Figure 4.2 C). This tended to

suggest that the increase in burst durations was not due to the recruitment of additional

motor units, although it was not possible to measure this directly.

The loss of activity in the presence of gabazine suggested that GABAa receptor

activation is necessary for maintaining a rhythmic motor output and further, that this

occurs endogenously. To investigate the synaptic events underlying this effect, the

experiments were repeated using intracellular recordings. The main finding from these

experiments was an increase of 25 - 30 % in the level of the tonic depolarisation upon

which the swimming rhythm is superimposed (Figure 4.3; n = 5). Once swimming was

abolished, the non-rhythmic burst occurring in response to skin stimulation was

expressed intracellularly as a prolonged depolarisation (Figure 4.3 A3). There was no

evidence for any individual GABAergic potentials during swimming in control

episodes, but these experiments would need to be repeated in the presence of strychnine
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to confirm this idea. Inhibitory potentials resembling the GABA barrage that occurs

coincident with the termination of swimming in larval Xenopus tadpoles were observed

in Rana, but they persisted in the presence of gabazine (Figure 4.3), suggesting that

there is not a conserved GABAergic stopping mechanism, but that the termination of

swimming in Rana could be linked to the release of glycine onto the motor circuitry.
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Figure 4.1: GABAa receptors are present in the Rana locomotor circuitry

A. The application of GABA (100 pM) causes a strong depolarisation (due to the use of KC1-
filled microelectrodes) in the motor neuron. The effect appears to be mediated by postsynaptic
GABAa receptors since it is reversed by the GABAa receptor antagonist, gabazine (40 pM), but
not the GABAb receptor antagonist, CGP 35348 (40 pM; n = 4). Note that the membrane
depolarisation peaks before stabilising, and that there is a non-linear recovery in slPSF
amplitude compared with the recovery of the membrane potential following the application of
gabazine.
B. Conductance pulses from a different cell in B] showing overlays of five pulses under each
condition illustrate that the membrane potential depolarisation is accompanied by an increase in
conductance. This only returns to control levels following the application of gabazine,
consistent with an increase in the transfer of charge across the membrane when GABAa
receptor-gated chloride channels are open. The relative changes in conductance compared with
control are shown in B2; significant changes between control and GABA are marked * and
significant changes between GABA and its antagonists are marked n.
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Figure 4.2: GABAa receptors contribute to the maintenance of rhythmic activity

A. GABAa receptor blockade with gabazine (40 pM) initially causes an increase in burst
durations and cycle periods. After 10 minutes, swimming is preceded by a non-rhythmic motor
burst and 5 minutes later, this is the only activity that remains, suggesting that GABAa receptor
activation is necessary for the maintenance of activity (n = 9).
B. Quantification of the effects of gabazine showing that burst duration and cycle period were
significantly increased relative to control (marked *). In one third of cases (n = 3), the wash
induced a significant return towards control levels (marked a).
C. Burst durations increase under gabazine but the number of events per cycle stays the same,
implying that the change may not result from enhanced motor unit recruitment.
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Figure 4.3: GABAa receptor blockade enhances the tonic depolarisation
underlying the synaptic drive for swimming

The blockade of GABAa receptors with gabazine (40 p.M) causes an increase in the level of
tonic depolarisation underlying swimming; the level of the resting membrane potential under
each condition is marked with a dashed line. The non-rhythmic burst that replaces swimming
corresponds to a prolonged depolarisation in the motor neuron (n = 5).

Inhibitory potentials resembling the GABA barrage in Xenopus occur at the end of swimming
episodes but are not abolished by gabazine.
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4.3.3 GABAa receptor-mediated spontaneous transmitter release

In the quiescent periods between swimming, spontaneous, inhibitory potentials (sIPSPs)

are recorded. These are reversed and appear as depolarising events due to chloride

leakage from the KCl-filled microelectrode. In Xenopus, two populations of sIPSP

occur, distinguishable on the basis of their pharmacology and time-course: a shorter

duration (20-80 ms), more frequently occurring, strychnine-sensitive population and a

longer (90-200 ms), bicuculline-sensitive population (Reith and Sillar, 1997). Since

very few, if any, potentials remain following the application of strychnine and

bicuculline (Reith and Sillar, 1997), it is unlikely that any of the spontaneous release

recorded in Xenopus is excitatory in origin. The following experiments investigated the

nature of spontaneous transmitter release in Rana to determine whether it followed a

similar distribution.

Application of the GABAa receptor antagonist, gabazine, caused a decrease of 37 ±-12

% in the number of sIPSPs and the remainder were abolished by the glycine receptor

antagonist, strychnine (n = 4; p < 0.05; Figure 4.4). As in Xenopus, this indicated that

none of the spontaneous release onto motor neurons was excitatory in nature and that

two pharmacologically distinct populations of inhibitory potentials were present, with

glycinergic potentials occurring more frequently than GABAergic ones. However,

unlike in Xenopus, the time course of sIPSPs belonging to these two populations did not

differ. In control conditions, where both populations were present, histograms of sIPSP

durations showed a single peak and the associated cumulative probability distribution

did not change significantly after the GABAergic population was abolished (p > 0.05;

Figure 4.5 A). Equally, there was no change in the time course (time to peak or
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duration) of an average potential, produced from overlays of sIPSPs recorded over

several minutes (Figure 4.5 B).

The reduction in sIPSP frequency recorded under gabazine and the subsequent abolition

of the remaining potentials by strychnine in the previous experiments strongly implied

the existence of two distinct populations of GABAergic and glycinergic potentials.

However, it was theoretically possible that all the recorded sIPSPs were glycinergic and

a sub-population was targeted by gabazine, causing the measured reduction in

frequency. Consequently, the experiments were repeated, but applying the antagonists

in the reverse order. In this case, the number of sIPSPs reduced by 81 ± 9 % following

the addition of strychnine and the remainder were abolished by gabazine (n = 3; Figure

4.6 A, B). As before, the duration distribution histograms and associated cumulative

probability distribution did not change and there was no difference in the time course of

an average potential (p > 0.05; Figure 4.7). This confirmed the existence of two

populations of sIPSPs that were pharmacologically but not temporally distinct.

Since some apparently spontaneous release may in fact reflect transmitter release

associated with action potentials, the experiments were repeated using TTX (0.5 pM) to

block any spike-evoked release. In the presence of TTX, it was still possible to

distinguish the two populations of sIPSPs on the basis of their pharmacology (n = 4;

Figure 4.8) and there was still no difference in the time course of the two types of

potential (p > 0.05; Figure 4.9). This indicates that Na+-spike-independent spontaneous

potentials result from the quantal release of neurotransmitter at both glycinergic and

GABAergic presynaptic terminals.
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4.3.4 The effects of neurosteroid-mediated potentiation of GABAa

receptor activity

In Xenopus, GABAergic sIPSPs can be distinguished from their glycinergic

counterparts by their relatively long time course, as well as by their pharmacology.

Their duration is lengthened still further in response to the exogenous application of the

selective GABAa receptor positive allosteric modulator, 5p-pregnan-3a-ol-20-one

(5p3a; Reith and Sillar, 1997), which is an endogenously occurring progesterone

metabolite known as a neurosteroid (Lambert et al., 1995). The neurosteroid, 5a-

pregnan-3a-ol-20-one (5a3a), which is distinguished by a slightly different - but related

- configuration, has not been tested in detail at the intracellular level in Xenopus.

However, it is known to be active in this species, causing a considerable weakening of

fictive swimming activity (unpublished observations) and the 5a steroid (3a,5a)-3-

hydroxypregnan-20-one, taken as a standard representative of the 5a-reduced class of

neurosteroids, causes the loss of the righting reflex in free-swimming animals

(Mennerick et al., 2004).

Having determined that populations of GABAergic and glycinergic sIPSPs also exist in

Rana, but do not differ in their time courses, it was of interest to investigate whether the

duration of the GABAergic sIPSPs could be selectively potentiated by neurosteroids in

this species. 5a3a was used to investigate this hypothesis since it is known to be active

in amphibians and 5a-reduced neurosteroids have been used in numerous other studies

investigating the effects of neurosteroids (for a review see Belelli and Lambert 2005).

The decision to use 5a3a was also heavily influenced by the fact that the first

neurosteroid antagonist, capable of selectively reversing 5a-, but not 5p-reduced
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steroid-mediated effects, including the loss of the righting reflex in the Xenopus tadpole,

has recently been developed (Mennerick et al., 2004). It was reasoned that, while not

available for use in the current study, this antagonist could be of great significance in

future work. Consequently, experiments using 5a3a, while not being directly

comparable with data from Xenopus, would have the prospect of considerable scope for

future development.

In two animals, the application of 5a3a (5 pM) had no effect on the average time course

of sIPSPs in the presence of strychnine (1 pM; Figure 4.10 A) and the duration

distribution histogram and associated cumulative probability distribution remained

unaltered (p > 0.05; Figure 4.10 B). However, in a separate preparation, a membrane

depolarisation of 8 - 10 mV was recorded in the presence of the neurosteroid and this

was reversed by gabazine to a level 4-5 mV beyond the level of the resting membrane

potential in control (Figure 4.10 C). These results give rise to the interesting possibility

that in Rana there are two populations of post-synaptic GABAa receptors - one synaptic

and one extra-synaptic - with differential sensitivities to neurosteroids. Unlike in

Xenopus, where a presynaptic site of neurosteroid action increases the frequency of

sIPSPs (Reith and Sillar, 1999), there was no change in rate of release.
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Figure 4.4: Blockade of GABAa receptors reveals a population of gabazine-
insensitive sIPSPs

A. Two pharmacologically distinct classes of inhibitory potentials are present in control
conditions. A proportion of these are sensitive to the GABAa receptor antagonist, gabazine
(40 pM), and the remainder are abolished by the glycine receptor antagonist, strychnine (1 pM;
n = 4).

B. Frequency histogram quantifying the changes in the number of potentials under each
condition relative to control - the gabazine-insensitive potentials are the most numerous.
Significant (p < 0.05) change between control and gabazine marked *.
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Figure 4.5: There is no difference between the durations of sIPSPs in control and
the gabazine-insensitivc population

A. Duration histograms for sIPSPs in control conditions and in the presence of gabazine
(40 pM) appear the same and there is no significant shift in the cumulative probability
distribution (p > 0.05; n = 4) illustrating that, unlike in Xenopus where the two populations of
potentials have different time courses, the durations of both classes of potential fall between 30
and 130 ms.

B. Average potentials produced from overlays of 50 sIPSPs recorded over several minutes
under each condition show the similarity between the potentials. Duration, amplitude and rise
time are indistinguishable.
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Figure 4.6: Blockade of glycine receptors reveals a population of GABAergic
sIPSPs

A. Application of strychnine (1 p.M) and gabazine (40 pM) in the reverse order to that shown in
Figure 4.4 confirms the existence of two populations of pharmacologically distinct potentials
(n = 3).
B. Frequency histogram quantifying the changes in the number of potentials under each
condition relative to control confirms that glycinergic potentials represent the majority of
sIPSPs in control conditions. Significant (p < 0.05) change between control and strychnine
marked *.
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Figure 4.7: There is no difference between the durations of sIPSPs in control and
the strychnine-insensitive population

A. Duration histograms for sIPSPs in control conditions and in the presence of strychnine
(1 pM) appear the same and there is no significant shift in the cumulative probability
distribution (p > 0.05) confirming that the GABAergic and glycinergic potentials have the same
duration distributions (n = 3).
B. Average potentials produced from overlays of 50 sIPSPs recorded over several minutes
under each condition confirm the similarity between the potentials. Duration, amplitude and
rise time are indistinguishable.
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Figure 4.8: The two populations of sIPSPs are TTX-resistant

A. In the presence of TTX (1 pM) to block sodium-dependent transmitter release, the two
populations of potentials are still recorded, confirming that they represent the spontaneous
release of transmitter from glycinergic and GABAergic presynaptic terminals (n = 4).
B. Frequency histogram quantifying the changes in the number of potentials under each
condition relative to control confirms that there are a greater number of glycinergic than
GABAergic potentials. Significant (p < 0.05) change between control and gabazine marked *.
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Figure 4.9: There is no difference in the duration of the two populations of TTX-
resistant potentials

A. Duration histograms for slPSPs in control conditions under TTX (1 pM) and following the
addition of gabazine (40 pM) have a single peak and there is no significant shift in the
cumulative probability distribution (p > 0.05) confirming that the TTX-resistant GABAergic
and glycinergic potentials have the same duration distributions (n = 4).
B. Average potentials produced from overlays of 50 slPSPs recorded over several minutes
under each condition confirm the similarity between the TTX-resistant potentials. Duration,
amplitude and rise time are indistinguishable.
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Figure 4.10: The effects of 5a3a on GABAa receptor activity

A. The neurosteroid 5a3a (5 pM) had no effect on the duration of slPSPs in the presence of
strychnine (1 pM) - traces show an average potential under each condition, produced from 50
overlays of potentials recorded over several minutes (n = 2).
B. Histogram showing the distribution of sIPSP durations under each condition and the
associated cumulative probability distribution. Since there is no significant shift in the latter (p
> 0.05), this confirms that slPSPs do not increase in duration in the presence of the neurosteroid.
C. Despite having no effect on the duration of synaptic potentials, 5a3a (5 pM) has a direct
effect on the membrane potential, provoking a depolarisation (presumably due to the use of
KCl-filled microelectrodes) of 8-10 mV, which is reversed by the GABAa receptor antagonist,
gabazine (40 pM), to a level 4-5 mV below the initial resting potential, which could imply that a
population of extrasynaptic receptors are tonically active (n = 1).
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4.3.5 The effects of activating GABAb receptors

Having determined that GABAa receptors play a role in the generation of locomotion in

Rana, attention turned to investigating a role for the metabotropic GABAb receptor.

Studies of the contribution of this receptor to swimming in Xenopus had shown that its

exogenous activation was capable of producing potent inhibition of network activity

(Wall and Dale, 1993; Chapter 3), but that its endogenous role was more subtle,

providing a level of tonic inhibition during swimming that contributed to the

maintenance of a suitable balance of inhibition and excitation in the network (Chapter

3). The aim of the following experiments was to investigate a role for GABAr

receptors in modulating the relatively more mature swimming pattern of Rana and to

determine the extent to which it mirrored the identified function of these receptors in

Xenopus.

Activation of GABAb receptors with the agonist baclofen (1-2 pM) had a strongly

inhibitory effect on swimming, which gradually increased over time until no activity

could be evoked. Four minutes following drug application, episodes comprised only

two or three motor bursts and these showed a reduction in amplitude of 21.5 ± 6 % (n =

15; p < 0.05; mean amplitude in control 55.4 ± 2.2 mV; Figure 4.11 A, B|) and an

increase in cycle period of 26.2 ± 4.8 % (p < 0.05; mean duration in control 156.1 ±6

%; Figure 4.11 A, B2). At this stage, activity in the motor neuron was losing

rhythmicity; eight minutes following drug application, no activity could be recorded

from the ventral roots and motor neuron activity was non-rhythmic and considerably

reduced in amplitude; a further four minutes later, all activity was abolished (Figure

4.11 A2). The effects were reversed by CGP 35348 to levels beyond control (Figure
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4.11 A3, B). These inhibitory effects of baclofen on the motor output were very similar

to those recorded in Xenopus.

4.3.6 The effects of baclofen on cellular and synaptic properties

Since the activation of GABAb receptors with baclofen had very similar effects on the

motor network in Rana and Xenopus, it was anticipated that the underlying cellular

mechanisms would also be comparable. As in Xenopus, the abolition of activity under

baclofen in Rana made it very difficult to record any changes in intracellular swimming

parameters. However, it was possible to measure the effects of GABAb receptor

activation on the spontaneous release of inhibitory transmitters during the quiescent

periods between swimming. Such experiments were performed in the presence of TTX

to eliminate any spike-associated transmitter release and gave similar results to those

recorded in Xenopus. The application of baclofen in the presence of TTX caused a

reduction in the rate of release of 57.1 ± 11.3 %, which returned to within 10 % of

control values following the addition of CGP 35348 (n = 5; Figure 4.12 A, C). An

apparent reduction in the amplitude of slPSPs was also recorded, causing a modest shift

of the amplitude distribution histogram to the left, but this was not statistically

significant when the cumulative probability distributions were compared (p > 0.05; A,

B).

Since it was not possible to distinguish glycinergic and GABAergic slPSPs in Rana on

the basis of their durations, it was necessary to use pharmacological manipulations to

determine whether baclofen was targeting one or both inhibitory transmitter

populations. When GABAergic potentials were removed by the addition of gabazine

(40 pM), the rate of release of the remaining glycinergic potentials was still reduced by
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baclofen by 55 ± 9.4 % and returned to control values by CGP 35348 (n = 4; Figure

4.13 A, B). Under these conditions a slight, but again non-significant, reduction in the

sIPSP amplitude was also recorded (p > 0.05; Figure 4.13 A, C). However, when the

experiment was repeated in the presence of strychnine to leave only GABAergic

potentials, no significant changes in the rate or amplitude of sIPSPs were recorded (not

illustrated). Although this result could have been affected by the small number of

remaining potentials in the presence of strychnine, it tended to suggest that in Rana,

GABAb receptors are located pre-synaptically on the terminals of glycinergic neurons

only, where they act to reduce transmitter release.

In Rana, a similar paradox to that identified in Xenopus had thus arisen, namely the

inhibition of the network, accompanied by a reduction in inhibitory transmission. In

Xenopus, a possible reason for this appeared to be the baclofen-induced abolition of

post-inhibitory rebound (PIR). However, in Rana, baclofen reduced the reliability of -

but did not abolish - PIR and also had no effect on spike threshold, suggesting that

different cellular mechanisms could be contributing to the potent inhibition. One such

mechanism was identified when the activation of GABAb receptors by GABA in the

presence of gabazine appeared to provoke a membrane hyperpolarisation of 4-5 mV that

was reversed by CGP 35348 (Figure 4.14 A). This was confirmed in cells synaptically

isolated by TTX, where the activation of GABAb receptors with baclofen had the same,

if more pronounced (8-10 mV), hyperpolarising effect on the membrane potential

(Figure 4.14 B). Note that the identification of this mechanism does not rule out the

existence of additional, parallel effects of baclofen that this study could not measure,

such as a presynaptic reduction in transmitter release from excitatory interneurons.
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Figure 4.11: GABAb receptor activation abolishes swimming activity

A. The GABAr receptor antagonist, baclofen (1 pM) had a potent inhibitory effect on
swimming: 4 minutes after drug application, episode durations and swimming frequency had
decreased, while burst durations had increased. After 8 minutes, activity in the ventral root was
abolished and only a small non-rhythmic component was recorded in the motor neuron. 4
minutes after this, all activity was abolished. The effects were reversed by the GABAe receptor
antagonist, CGP 35348 (40 pM; n = 15).
B. Histograms quantifying the effects of baclofen and CGP 35348 on burst amplitudes (B|) and
cycle periods (B2) compared with control (significant differences in individual experiments
between control and baclofen marked *). Unlike episode durations, these parameters were
reversed to beyond control levels by CGP 35348 (significant differences between baclofen and
CGP 35348 marked n).
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Figure 4.12: GABAb receptor activation reduces the rate of spontaneous
inhibitory transmitter release

A. The effects of baclofen (1 pM) on spontaneous release were investigated in the presence of
TTX (1 pM) to eliminate any spike-associated transmitter release. Baclofen caused a reduction
in the rate of transmitter release that was reversed by CGP 35348 (40 pM; n = 5).
B. Amplitude distribution histograms and cumulative probability distribution corresponding to
the traces in A2a, showing that baclofen appears to cause a modest reduction in sIPSP
amplitudes, but this is not statistically significant (p > 0.05).
C. Histogram of the pooled data quantifying the effects of baclofen on the rate of spontaneous
release. Significant changes between TTX and baclofen marked *; significant changes between
baclofen and CGP 35348 marked n.
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Figure 4.13: GABAb receptor activation selectively reduces spontaneous
glycinergic transmitter release

A. The application of baclofen (1 pM) in the presence of gabazine (40 pM) demonstrates a
reduction in the rate and amplitude of glycinergic sIPSPs (n = 4).
B. Amplitude distribution histograms and cumulative probability distribution corresponding to
the traces in A2_4, showing that in the presence of gabazine, baclofen also appears to cause a
modest reduction in sIPSP amplitudes, but this is not statistically significant (p > 0.05).
C. Quantification of the pooled data showing the effects of baclofen on rate of glycinergic
spontaneous release, when the GABAergic population has been eliminated by the application of
gabazine. Significant change between gabazine and baclofen marked * and significant reversal
of effects (CGP 35348 compared with baclofen) marked n.
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Figure 4.14: GABAb receptor activation causes hyperpolarisation in the post¬
synaptic neuron

A. Activation of GABAb receptors by GABA (100 pM) in the presence of gabazine (40 pM)
provokes a hyperpoiarisation of around 5 mV in the motor neuron (n = 3).
B. This effect is confirmed by the application of baclofen (1 pM) in cells synaptically isolated
with TTX (1 pM), where a more pronounced effect is seen. In both cases, the membrane is
returned to its original resting potential by CGP 35348 (40 pM; n = 5).
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4.3.7 The effects of CGP 35348 on swimming parameters

The preceding experiments indicated that, while GABAr receptor activation led to

similar changes in the output of the network in Rana and Xenopus, the mechanisms by

which these effects were achieved were not the same. The next set of experiments

aimed to discover whether these different underlying cellular effects would translate

into a different endogenous role for GABAr receptors in the two species.

As in Xenopus, the application of CGP 35348 in Rana caused an increase in episode

durations of 254.9 ± 15 % in the majority of animals (n = 7/10; p < 0.05; mean duration

in control 2.2 ± 0.2 s; Figure 4.15). Unlike in Xenopus, where episodes vary over a

wide range, making statistical analysis difficult, control episodes in Rana are

consistently short and so the difference in episode durations was particularly noticeable

in this species. In half of the animals tested, the change in episode durations was

accompanied by a reduction in cycle periods of 35.6 ± 4 % (p < 0.05; mean duration in

control 212 ± 6.1 ms; Figure 4.15). There were no significant changes (p > 0.05) to any

other extracellular swimming parameters.

Intracellular experiments revealed that the changes in episode durations and cycle

periods in the presence of CGP 35348 were accompanied by an increase in the level of

tonic depolarisation underlying swimming (n = 4; Figure 4.16). Together, these results

indicated a shift in the balance of synaptic inputs towards excitation, suggesting that

GABAr receptors may normally provide a degree of tonic inhibition during swimming

in Rana as well as in Xenopus.
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As in Xenopus, the effects of CGP 35348 on spontaneous inhibitory transmitter release

were difficult to reconcile with the previously defined effects of baclofen on this

parameter, but nonetheless appeared to be genuine drug effects. CGP 35348 in the

presence of TTX caused a decrease in the rate of spontaneous release of 26 ± 7 %,

which was reversed to control levels by a wash (n = 4; p < 0.05; Figure 4.17 A, C).

There were no accompanying changes in the slPSP amplitude distribution and

associated cumulative probability distribution (p > 0.05; Figure 4.17 B).

A similar change in the rate of spontaneous release (23.2 ± 9.4 %) was recorded when

the experiment was repeated in the presence of TTX and gabazine to leave only Na+

spike-independent, glycinergic potentials (n = 2). Additionally, these effects were

occluded by strychnine (n = 2; Figure 4.18), which suggests that GABAb receptors

selectively modify glycinergic spontaneous release. However, due to the low sample

sizes and the few inhibitory potentials remaining in the presence of strychnine, these

results should be treated with some caution.

Overall, the results of these experiments are in general agreement with those from

Xenopus, suggesting that, despite differences in their actions at the cellular level, the

exogenous and endogenous activation of GABAb receptors mediates very similar

effects on the output of the locomotor network in both species.
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Figure 4.15: CGP 35348 increases episode durations and decreases cycle periods

A. (1) The GABAb receptor agonist, CGP 35348 (40 pM), increases episode durations by over
150 % in the majority of animals (n = 10). (2) This is accompanied by a reduction in cycle
periods in over half of the animals tested, illustrated on expanded time-scale traces by the grey
shaded area, suggesting an increase in excitability in the presence of CGP 35348.
B. Histograms quantifying the changes in episode duration (B,) and cycle period (B2) under
CGP 35348; both are reversed by a wash. Significant changes in individual experiments
between control and CGP 35348 marked * and between CGP 35348 and the wash marked a.
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Figure 4.16: CGP 35348 increases the level of tonic depolarisation underlying
swimming

In intracellular experiments, the GABAb receptor antagonist CGP 35348 (40 pM) revealed an
increase in the level of tonic depolarisation underlying swimming activity (indicated by dashed
line; n = 4). The effects were partially reversed by a wash. There were no changes to the
resting membrane potential.
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Figure 4.17: CGP 35348 decreases the rate of spontaneous release

A. In the presence of TTX (1 pM), CGP 35348 (40 pM) reduces the rate of spontaneous
inhibitory transmitter release and the effects are reversed by a wash (n = 4).
B. The distribution of slPSP amplitudes does not appear to change with the addition of CGP
35348 and statistical analysis of the cumulative probability distribution confirms that this is the
case (p > 0.05). Histograms Bi.3 correspond to traces A|.3.
C. Histogram of the pooled data quantifying the reduction in the rate of spontaneous inhibitory
transmitter release under CGP 35348 and subsequent recovery following a wash. Statistically
significant changes between control and CGP 35348 marked * and between CGP 35348 and the
wash marked a.
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Figure 4.18: CGP 35348 selectively targets glycinergic spontaneous release

A. The effect of CGP 35348 (40 pM) in reducing the rate of spontaneous release is occluded by
the glycine receptor antagonist, strychnine (1 pM), suggesting that GABAb receptor blockade
acts selectively at glycinergic but not GABAergic presynaptic terminals (n = 2).
B. The amplitudes of the inhibitory potentials are unaffected - there is no significant difference
in the cumulative probability distribution under each condition (p > 0.05). Histograms B,_3
correspond to traces A1.3.
C. Quantification of the effects shown in A - the rate of transmitter release is reduced when
glycinergic sIPSPs are abolished by strychnine and CGP 35348 has no effect on the remaining,
GABAergic potentials. Significant changes between control and strychnine marked *.
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4.4 Discussion

Work in this chapter has focussed on the role of GABA in Active locomotion in the

Rana temporaria tadpole. Although glycine is the principal inhibitory transmitter in the

spinal cord, the results demonstrate that GABA acts endogenously at both GABAa and

GABAb receptors to help maintain rhythmic activity. Similarities and differences in the

mechanisms underlying the effects of GABA have been identified between Rana and

Xenopus, helping to further our knowledge of GABAergic control that may be

conserved between species.

4.4.1 The effects of activating GABAa receptors

Experiments in this study aimed to investigate a role for GABAa receptors in Rana and

to compare the effects of GABA at this receptor with the previously documented effects

of GABA on locomotion in Xenopus (Reith and Sillar, 1999). Initial experiments

confirmed the existence of GABAa receptors in the Rana locomotor network by

showing that GABA caused a strong, chloride-reversed depolarising inhibition in the

motor neurons and that this effect was selectively reversed by the GABAa receptor

antagonist, gabazine. Subsequent experiments applying the antagonist alone caused an

increase in burst durations, a decrease in swimming frequency and episode durations,

and ultimately the loss of rhythmic activity. These responses were associated with an

increase in the level of tonic depolarisation underlying the synaptic drive for swimming,

but no apparent change in the resting membrane potential.

While these experiments demonstrated the endogenous activation of GABAa receptors

during swimming, some of the results initially appeared inconsistent with an inhibitory
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role for GABA. In particular, if GABA has an inhibitory effect on the locomotor

network, it might be expected that the application of a GABA antagonist would remove

this inhibition, leading to increased excitability and subsequently to increased episode

durations and an increase in swimming frequency, as is the case in other species (for

example lamprey, Alford et a/., 1991). However, a similar effect on swimming episode

durations, if not cycle periods, occurred in Xenopus tadpoles as in Rana. In this case, it

was hypothesised that an increase in network excitability could lead to the termination

of swimming by activating NMDA receptor-mediated oscillations which, if sufficiently

large, could terminate swimming in their hyperpolarising phase (Reith and Sillar. 1999).

Such an effect would not be seen in experiments on species such as the lamprey, where

swimming is driven by the exogenous activation of NMDA receptors. However, since

swimming in Rana is self-sustaining and motor neurons possess this bistable membrane

property (Sillar and Simmers, 1994a), it is feasible that this explanation could equally

apply to this species. Alternatively, it has been suggested that the level of inhibition

may determine burst durations in Rana by limiting the extent of motor neuron firing

(Perrins and Soffe, 1996b). This being the case, it follows that a shift in the balance of

synaptic inputs towards excitation would favour longer burst durations. Conversely, the

effects of gabazine on swimming frequency in Rana have not been reported elsewhere.

However, since cycle periods correlate with burst durations in this species (Soffe,

1991), it is likely that, rather than representing a drug-related change, this is simply a

secondary consequence of the increase in burst durations.
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4.4.2 An indirect role for GABAa receptors in swimming

It is clear that removing the influence of GABAa receptors has a profound effect on

swimming, to the extent that rhythmic activity can no longer be sustained. However,

despite the fact that functional GABAa receptors have been demonstrated to exist on the

postsynaptic membrane, the changes observed in the presence of gabazine do not

indicate a direct effect of GABA during swimming. Firstly, unlike in Xenopus (Reith

and Sillar, 1999), there is currently no evidence that individual GABAa receptor-

mediated potentials occur during swimming in Rana, although it remains possible that

such potentials could be revealed by further experiments in the presence of strychnine.

Secondly, while it is possible that such individual potentials could be masked by being

of sufficiently long duration to summate, the change in the tonic drive is in the wrong

direction to indicate such a direct, GABAa receptor-mediated component of tonic

inhibition. Due to the reversed chloride gradient caused by the use of KCl-filled

recording microelectrodes, GABAa receptor-mediated inhibition would be depolarising

and so its removal in the presence of gabazine would cause an apparent reduction in the

tonic drive, whereas the reverse is in fact the case.

Consequently, this presumed increase in the excitation underlying swimming is likely to

reflect a change in the overall balance of excitation and inhibition in the network when

GABAa receptors are blocked. Indeed, the fact that increased excitation does not

automatically enhance swimming demonstrates the necessity of creating a suitable

balance of excitation and inhibition for the maintenance of rhythmic activity and

highlights a role for GABA in contributing to this equilibrium. Other studies have

similarly shown that, while not playing a cycle-by-cycle role in the generation of the
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locomotor drive, GABAa receptors nonetheless make an important contribution to

maintaining the stability of the system (for example Cazalets et al., 1994).

Since burst durations can be strongly influenced by the excitatory drive onto amphibian

embryo motor neurons (Perrins and Soffe, 1996b), it is perhaps not surprising that

changes in the balance of excitation and inhibition caused by blockade of the GABAa

receptor have a strong effect on this parameter. However, the fact that few additional

units appeared to be recruited into the network suggests that the loss of GABAergic

inhibition may have also affected the co-ordination of motor neuron firing. In some

species, including Xenopus, such co-ordination is thought to be achieved, at least in

embryonic animals, by tight electrotonic coupling between cells (Perrins and Roberts,

1995a, b). Some evidence indicates that the same is true in Rana (Sillar and Simmers,

1994b), and this could help to explain the observed results. However, other reports

suggest that Rana neurons do not possess this property (Perrins and Soffe, 1996a), in

which case changes in coupling efficiency must be due to modifications of different

aspects of the network.

One possible mechanism by which the blockade of GABAa receptors could indirectly

lead to the observed changes in the motor output could be via interactions with the

serotonergic system. At the hatchling stages used in these experiments, descending

serotonergic projections from the raphe nucleus of the brainstem densely innervate the

ventrolateral margins of the spinal cord and increased levels of 5HT produce increased

burst durations and cycle periods (Woolston et al., 1994). These effects are very similar

to those resulting from the blockade of GABAa receptors in this study. In Xenopus, the

serotonergic and GABAergic systems are known to interact (see Chapter 5) and it is
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possible that a similar situation may occur in Rana. If so, the loss of GABAa receptor-

mediated inhibition could lead to an increase in the relative contribution of the

serotonergic system to swimming activity, thus helping to explain the recorded changes

in swimming parameters in the presence of gabazine. This hypothesis may form the

basis of further investigations.

4.4.3 GABAa receptors do not mediate an intrinsic stopping response

In embryonic Xenopus, stimulation of the cement gland during swimming leads to the

release of GABA from the mhr neurons onto the motor network and the subsequent

termination of activity (Boothby and Roberts, 1992a, 1992b). In larval Xenopus, this

pathway degenerates and the fate of the mhr neurons is unknown, although

immunocytochemistry reveals that the mhr neurons are still present in the hindbrain, at

least at stage 42 (Reith, 1996). However, at this developmental stage, swimming

terminates with a barrage of apparently spontaneous GABAergic IPSPs, leading to the

suggestion that the mhr neurons may be incorporated into an intrinsic stopping pathway

(Reith and Sillar, 1999). Consequently, although not forming a central part of the

current study, it was of interest to observe whether there was a similar mechanism

underlying the termination of swimming in the relatively mature Rana circuitry, in the

hope that this could provide clues as to how this GABA pathway may be remodelled

during Xenopus development. Indeed, swimming episodes in Rana often terminated

with a barrage of depolarising potentials, but these persisted following GABAa receptor

blockade and were therefore presumed to be glycinergic. The possibility that the

potentials were excitatory cannot be ruled out, although this would perhaps seem an

unlikely event to correspond with the termination of activity. Whether the barrage
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represented an intrinsic stopping pathway was not investigated in further detail, but,

based on anatomical data from Xenopus, the main sources of glycine in the spinal cord

that could mediate such a response are the commissural interneurons and the ascending

interneurons. Both classes of neuron are already rhythmically active during swimming

and so neither are immediately obvious candidates to mediate a stopping response,

although it is possible that the probability of spontaneous release increases during

swimming, leading to the recorded barrage of discharge at the end of an episode.

Alternatively, Rana may possess an additional class of glycinergic neurons that mediate

this response; this would be an interesting line of further, comparative study between

Rana and Xenopus.

4.4.4 Possible source(s) of endogenous GABA

Studies of GABAergic transmission in other vertebrates have shown that it plays a

similarly important, but not identical, role in modulating locomotion. For example, the

GABAergic system in the lamprey is endogenously active and modifies burst durations,

frequency and inter-segmental co-ordination by a combination of effects on GABAa

and GABAb receptors (Alford et al., 1991; Tegner et al., 1993). In the rat, GABAa

receptors modulate burst amplitudes and GABAergic pathways influence the ongoing

activity of the locomotor network (Cazalets et al., 1994; Bertrand and Cazalets, 1999),

and in the Xenopus tadpole, GABA also helps to maintain rhythmic activity and

mediates a stopping pathway (Reith and Sillar, 1999), as discussed previously. The

differences in the precise actions of GABA in these locomotor networks are proposed to

result from differences in the locations of the GABAergic systems that mediate them.

The main GABA inputs to the locomotor networks in the lamprey and rat are spinal in
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origin (Alford et al., 1990; Cazalets et al., 1994), whereas in Xenopus the descending

mhr neurons represent a relatively large GABAergic contribution, although spinal

GABA neurons are also thought to exert some influence on swimming (Reith and Sillar,

1999).

In Rana, populations of GABAergic neurons have not yet been anatomically identified

and, unlike in Xenopus, a specific role for descending mhr neurons has not been

determined. Thus, it is tempting to suggest that spinal GABA inputs may play a

relatively larger role in modulating swimming in this species, as in higher vertebrates.

However, it could equally be the case that, not being required to terminate swimming,

mhr (or equivalent) neurons are exclusively available to modulate ongoing activity.

Since GABAa receptors have various effects on swimming in Rana, including

modulating burst co-ordination and sustaining rhythm generation, it may be that these

are mediated by different populations of GABAergic neurons. Spinalisation

experiments at different levels of the spinal cord might help to resolve the relative

contributions of discrete populations of GABAergic neurons to locomotion.

4.4.5 Spontaneous inhibitory potentials can be distinguished on the
basis of their pharmacology but not time course

Application of inhibitory transmitter antagonists revealed both a strychnine-sensitive

and a bicuculline-sensitive population of sIPSPs. As the two classes of potentials were

similarly present when the experiments were repeated in the presence of TTX, it was

concluded that they represented the quantal release of inhibitory neurotransmitter from

both glycinergic and GABAergic terminals, although equally the possibility of co-

transmission cannot be ruled out (see Jonas et al., 1998). The same distinct sIPSP
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populations also occur in Xenopus tadpoles, but can be identified on the basis of their

time courses as well as their pharmacology, with glycinergic potentials lasting 20-80 ms

and their GABAergic counterparts lasting 90-200 ms (Reith and Sillar, 1997).

The reason behind the different durations of sIPSPs in Xenopus has never been

conclusively proven, although a number of possibilities have been suggested, some of

which are considered more likely than others. These include differences in the affinities

of glycine and GABA for their receptors, the rates of transmitter breakdown in the

synaptic cleft, the opening kinetics of the two channels, the distances of GABA and

glycine synapses from the recording site and the distribution of neurosteroid binding

sites (Perrins and Roberts, 1995a; Reith and Sillar, 1997). Of these, the latter seems a

likely option, since exogenous neurosteroid application selectively increases the

duration of GABAergic potentials (Reith and Sillar, 1997). However, it is unclear

whether the neurosteroid binding site is endogenously active and therefore responsible

for the longer durations of GABAergic potentials measured in control conditions. The

development of neurosteroid antagonists will be helpful in this regard.

4.4.6 There are two populations of GABAa receptors on Rana motor
neurons with differential sensitivities to neurosteroids

In view of the hypothesis that longer GABAergic potentials in Xenopus could result

from the endogenous activation of neurosteroid binding sites, it was of interest to

determine whether the identical time course of GABAergic and glycinergic sIPSPs in

Rana could be due to the lack of a neurosteroid binding site in this species. At first

sight, the results appeared contradictory, showing a change in the membrane potential,

but a lack of effect on sIPSPs. However, the actions of neurosteroids can be extremely
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selective, not just between different brain regions but even down to the level of different

GABAa receptors within individual neurons (Belelli and Lambert 2005). Thus, it

appears that Rana possess two receptor sub-populations at different locations with

differential sensitivities to neurosteroids, namely an extra-synaptic, steroid-sensitive

population and a synaptic, steroid-insensitive population.

What factors could underlie these variations in GABAa receptor sensitivity? There are

several possibilities, including differences in the subunit composition of the receptor, in

its phosphorylation status, or that of its associated proteins, or in the synthesis and

breakdown of the neurosteroid itself (for a review, see Belelli and Lambert 2005). Any

- or a combination - of these factors could be responsible for the differences in

sensitivity of the two putative GABAa receptor populations on Rana motor neurons.

It is not possible to determine the exact mechanism of action of 5a3a on the

neurosteroid-sensitive GABAa receptor population in Rana. The change in the

membrane potential following neurosteroid application implies a direct effect on the

postsynaptic membrane, but this could occur via the potentiation of a tonic GABAa

receptor-mediated conductance or by a direct gating effect of the receptor. The fact that

the effects of 5a3a were reversed beyond control by gabazine could suggest a level of

endogenous activity but since the application of gabazine alone did not reveal a level of

tonic inhibition to support this idea, the latter is perhaps the most likely explanation.

Until recently, such an effect was thought to occur only at non-physiological

concentrations and therefore to be of little behavioural significance. However, recent

studies have shown that this is not necessarily the case as lower, behaviourally relevant

concentrations of neurosteroids can also directly gate the receptor channel (Shu et al.,
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2004). The results obtained in Rana support this idea, since the concentrations used

(low micromolar) are the same as those at which 5p3a produces an effect on sIPSP

durations in Xenopus. Furthermore, the concentrations used in these whole-animal

experiments tend to correspond to somewhat lower concentrations in single cell or slice

experiments, presumably due to differences in drug access to receptors.

4.4.7 The sensitivity of GABAa receptors to neurosteroids may be
developmentally regulated

The results of this study were also of interest from a comparative perspective,

highlighting differences between Rana and Xenopus, not just in their responses to

neurosteroids, but also in the properties of their spontaneous release under control

conditions. Although it would not be surprising to discover a link between the duration

of GABAergic sIPSPs and the presence or absence of an endogenous neurosteroid in

these species, there is currently no evidence to directly link the two. However, recent

evidence from the rat spinal cord suggests that not only is neurosteroid activity

important in determining the duration of receptor opening times, but that the differences

could be developmentally regulated. In lamina II of the spinal dorsal horn, the addition

of a neurosteroid synthesis blocker reduces the duration of GABAergic sIPSPs in

immature, but not in adult animals, suggesting that the longer duration component

results from neurosteroid action and that this ceases as development proceeds (Keller et

al., 2004). As well as providing a possible explanation for the shortened durations of

GABAergic sIPSPs in Rana, this work also raises the interesting possibility that a

similar reduction may occur later in development in Xenopus.
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To date, the study of endogenous neurosteroid action has been hampered by the lack of

neurosteroid antagonists and in Rana and Xenopus it remains to be seen how well the

effects of exogenous neurosteroid application mimic the endogenous situation. There is

currently no direct evidence of a role for neurosteroids in the endogenous modulation of

GABAa receptor IPSP kinetics and indeed the differences recorded in Rana and

Xenopus could have an alternative explanation such as different receptor subunit

conformations. The recent use of neurosteroid synthesis blockers have proved to be a

valuable tool in the rat and the development of the neurosteroid receptor antagonist

3a,5a-17-phenylandrost-16-en-3-ol (17PA; Mennerick et al., 2004) will doubtless prove

to be of even greater value in advancing our understanding of the roles of neurosteroids

in a wide range ot processes.

4.4.8 The effects of activating GABAb receptors

Experiments in this section of the study aimed to compare the effects of GABAb

receptor activation in Rana with those reported previously in Xenopus (Wall and Dale,

1993; this study, Chapter 3). It was anticipated that a different or more pronounced

endogenous role for GABAr receptors might be found in the more mature Rana

swimming circuitry. The results of experiments activating GABAb receptors with

baclofen showed that, as in Xenopus, baclofen was a potent agonist, capable of

abolishing all swimming activity, prior to which swimming frequency and burst

amplitudes decreased. Intracellular recordings demonstrated a baclofen-mediated, post¬

synaptic membrane hyperpolarisation and a reduction in the rate and amplitude of

glycinergic spontaneous release.
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4.4.9 Cellular and ionic mechanisms underlying GABAb receptor activity

Despite the similarities in the effects of GABAb receptor activation in Xenopus and in

Rana, these appeared to be mediated by different cellular mechanisms. In Xenopus,

baclofen triggered postsynaptic changes in the properties of PIR that were not

associated with changes in the resting membrane potential (see Chapter 3). However in

Rana, instead of changes in the firing properties of the motor neurons, the most

pronounced effect of baclofen was a membrane hyperpolarisation. This is in fact a

more typical post-synaptic response to GABAb receptor activation than that observed in

Xenopus and is likely to result from the opening of a potassium channel via a receptor-

associated G-protein (for a review see Kerr and Ong, 1995). The depression of the

network under baclofen can largely be explained by this effect, since the membrane

potential is taken further from threshold, causing neurons to cease firing and hence to

drop out of the circuit and therefore reducing - and ultimately abolishing - activity.

GABAb receptors were also shown to be located pre-synaptically, presumably as

heteroreceptors on the terminals of glycinergic neurons, since their activation led to a

reduction in the rate of quantal glycine release. There is no direct evidence to explain

the mechanism underlying these effects, but since the changes were TTX-resistant, as in

Xenopus, a direct effect on the release machinery rather than on Ca2+ entry, seems the

most likely explanation. Unlike in Xenopus, no evidence was found to suggest that

GABAb receptors also exist as autoreceptors on the terminals of pre-synaptic GABA

neurons. A slight reduction in the amplitude of sIPSPs was also recorded, but this was

not as pronounced as in Xenopus. This could represent a parallel post-synaptic effect,

the true extent of which is masked by the membrane hyperpolarisation.
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A third location for GABAb receptors in the motor network of Rana that it was not

possible to investigate directly in this study, but that could have contributed to the

reduction in glycinergic transmitter release is on the presynaptic terminals of excitatory

intemeurons that activate the inhibitory neurons. Receptors at this location would have

been activated by the bath application of baclofen, leading to a reduction in excitatory

transmitter release and a consequent reduction in transmitter release from the inhibitory

neurons. It is currently not possible to determine the relative contributions of this

mechanism and the activation of presynaptic GABAb receptors on the inhibitory

neurons themselves to the measured reduction in inhibitory transmitter release.

However, presynaptic GABAb receptors on excitatory intemeurons are widely

distributed in various regions of the CNS, including the dorsal horn (Iyadomi et al.,

2000) and the excitatory inputs to trigeminal motomeurons (Min et al., 2002) so it

would not be surprising to find that they are situated in the amphibian spinal cord.

Furthermore, it seems likely that the additive effect of GABAb receptor-mediated

inhibition at more than one site could help to explain the strongly inhibitory effect of

baclofen on spontaneous transmitter release.

4.4.10 The effects of blocking GABAb receptors

The parallel inhibitory effects of GABAb receptors on pre-synaptic transmitter release

and directly on the post-synaptic membrane provide a plausible explanation of how a

reduction in inhibitory transmitter release can correspond to an overall inhibitory effect.

But do all these effects occur endogenously? As in Xenopus, the results of blocking

GABAb receptors with CGP 35348 in Rana tended to suggest not. Firstly, not all of the

effects of baclofen were directly opposed by CGP 35348. In particular, the main effect
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of blocking GABAb receptors was an increase in the level of excitation during

swimming, but this was not associated with a direct depolarisation of the post-synaptic

membrane, placing the emphasis on a role for pre-synaptic GABAb receptors in shifting

the balance of excitatory and inhibitory inputs and again implying a role for presynaptic

GABAb receptors on glutamatergic terminals, perhaps on those synapsing onto the

motor neurons as well as on interneurons elsewhere in the network. Secondly, as

discussed in Chapter 3, the inhibitory response provoked by GABAb receptor activation

with baclofen is so strong that it is difficult to place it in a physiological context.

Indeed, the effects of CGP 35348 are much more subtle, suggesting that only a sub-set

uf icvcplois picj>ent in the network are activated cndogcnously.

Despite the different distribution and mechanisms of action of GABAb receptors

identified using baclofen in Rana and in Xenopus, the effects of CGP 35348 were very

similar, suggesting that these effects may be mediated by similar activation of the same

populations of receptors in the two species. Since the two species apparently did not

possess identical sets of receptors, this in turn suggests that the endogenously active

receptor populations may be those common to both Rana and Xenopus. In this study,

the only such population to be identified was the pre-synaptic GABAb heteroreceptors

on the terminals of glycinergic neurons and so these may represent one of the main

targets for endogenous GABA. Indeed, the spontaneous release of glycine was

selectively affected by the addition of CGP 35348 in Rana and in Xenopus, although the

fact that a reduction, rather than the anticipated increase, was recorded tended to suggest

that this could be an indirect consequence of the actions of GABAb receptors elsewhere

in the network. One such location that was not investigated in this study, but that was
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implicated in the endogenous GABAb receptor-mediated control of swimming in Rana,

and to a lesser extent in Xenopus, is on the terminals of pre-synaptic glutamate

terminals. This is a common site of GABAb receptor activity in other brain regions, as

discussed previously in this chapter and in Chapter 3. Investigating whether there is

indeed a parallel effect of GABAb receptors on excitatory pathways in the locomotor

system could form an interesting component of further study in this area.

4.4.11 There are similarities and differences in the roles of GABAa and

GABAb receptors in Rana compared with Xenopus

This chapter has examined the effects of GABAa and GABAb receptors on locomotion

and has demonstrated that both contribute to the generation and maintenance of

swimming in Rana. In this study, the two classes of receptor have largely been treated

as discrete entities and indeed have been shown to mediate different effects, although

broadly speaking they are both concerned with maintaining a suitable balance of

excitation and inhibition. Since the receptors both have similar pre- and post-synaptic

locations, the possibility of a degree of receptor interaction that contributes to the

overall effects of GABA on the system should not be ruled out. Indeed, such

interactions have been documented in other species; for example in the lamprey spinal

cord, intersegmental co-ordination during swimming is maintained by a combination of

GABAa and GABAb receptor-mediated presynaptic inhibition (Alford et al., 1991) and

in many species GABAa receptors are subject to GABAb receptor-mediated modulation

(for example rat, O'Brien et al., 2004; mouse, Zhang et al., 2002).
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It was anticipated that GABA receptors might play a different role in swimming in the

more mature Rana circuitry compared with Xenopus, but the endogenous effects

identified were actually very similar, particularly at GABAb receptors. However, this

does not eliminate the possibility that changes in the role of GABA could occur in either

or both species later in development. Indeed, changes in the properties of both GABAa

and GABAb receptors and consequently in the actions of GABA have been shown to

occur during development in other species (Cherubini and Conti, 2001; O'Brien et al.,

2004).

The effects of GABAa and GABAb receptor activation on locomotion in Rana have

never previously been defined. Overall, the results of this comparative study have

highlighted interesting differences in the actions of GABA in Rana compared with

Xenopus. In particular, GABAergic sIPSPs in Rana have been shown to display

considerably shorter durations than their counterparts in Xenopus and to be insensitive

to neurosteroid modulation. However, since the neurosteroid 5a3a has been shown to

alter the membrane potential in Rana, this gives rise to the possibility that this species

possesses two GABAa receptor subpopulations with differential neurosteroid

sensitivities.

On the other hand, GABAa receptors have been shown to play an important role in

maintaining rhythm generation, in Rana, much as they do in Xenopus. The endogenous

role of GABAb receptors in providing a degree of tonic inhibition during swimming

also appears to be similar, despite some differences in the receptor distribution and

mechanism of action at some locations. The characterisation of the roles of GABAa

and GABAb receptors in Rana in this study have thus provided evidence of GABAergic
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functions that are very similar between Rana and Xenopus and hence may be more

widely conserved.
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5.1 Summary

In Xenopus, glycinergic transmission is differentially modulated by noradrenaline and

serotonin. Work in this chapter studied whether two GABAergic pathways - the

stopping response and the skin sensory pathway - are also subject to neuromodulation

by these amines.

In the stopping response, activation of 5-HTiA receptors reversibly abolished

GABAergic IPSPs elicited in motor neurons following electrical stimulation of the

cement gland at rest and abolished the stopping response following cement gland

stimulation during swimming. Conversely, activation of ai-adrenoreceptors with

phenylephrine reversibly enhanced the amplitude of the GABAergic IPSP, but

application of the antagonist phentolamine failed to reliably abolish the stopping

response. These results appeared to parallel the modulatory effects of noradrenaline and

serotonin on glycinergic transmission, and suggested that the two amines provide the

tadpole with the means to alter the strength of its behavioural responses by fine-tuning

inhibitory synapses.

In the skin sensory pathway, IPSPs can be elicited by electrical stimulation of the tail

skin at thresholds below those required to initiate swimming. Previous work has

demonstrated that a-adrenoreceptors can reduce sensory transmission by un-masking a

GABAergic pathway. In this study, it was demonstrated that 012-adrenoreceptors

mediate this effect and also enhance glycinergic transmission in this pathway. The

actions of noradrenaline in the sensory pathway are thought to prime the system to

switch from swimming to struggling behaviour and a parallel reduction in sensory

inputs allows the animal to ignore extraneous sensory cues while making its escape.
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5.2 Introduction

The output of a neuronal network cannot be defined solely by the hard-wired

connectivity of the system, but rather must display the flexibility to adapt to meet

specific behavioural requirements. A particular neuronal firing pattern may be selected

or modulated in response to a given sensory input, but may equally be adjusted at the

cellular or synaptic level within the neural circuitry itself. So-called neuromodulation is

a powerful set of neuronal processes that allows circuits to be activated with a range of

output configurations to produce a repertoire of behaviours. It also allows the

parameters of individual behaviours to be adjusted and as such, it is used by species

ranging from invertebrates to mammals to provide fine control over functions as diverse

as memory processing, hormone release and central pattern generation (for a review see

Mardcr and Thirumalai, 2002).

The neuromodulation of locomotion has been reported in numerous species from the

earthworm, the snail and the fruit fly (Gardner, 1975; Dasari and Cooper, 2004;

Faccioni-Heuser et al., 2004) to rats, cats and monkeys (Fedirchuk et al., 1998;

Hammar et al., 2004; Pearlstein et al., 2005). In vertebrates, the functional organisation

of the spinal central pattern generator for locomotion is largely conserved, consisting, at

its elementary level, of glutamatergic excitation and glycinergic reciprocal inhibition

(Sillar et al., 1997). However, this circuit is subject to diverse forms of modulation by a

range of amines and neuropeptides, which allow the basic locomotor pattern to be finely

tuned to produce behaviour appropriate to the environment (for reviews see Kiehn and

Katz, 1999; Alford et al., 2003).
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Pearson (1993), stated that the neuromodulation of motor systems can serve to suppress

or promote motor function, to initiate a new motor function when required, or to modify

neuronal and synaptic components of the network to allow them to generate different

patterns of motor activity. While the basic properties of the CPG may be conserved, the

ways in which neuromodulators act upon it to achieve these effects on locomotion

varies widely between species; the predominant modulators may differ and/or the same

modulator may have contrasting effects in different systems.

In Xenopus tadpoles, as in other vertebrates, the biogenic amines noradrenaline and

serotonin are prominent modulators of locomotion. Localised in neurons associated

with the isthmic region and raphe nucleus respectively, aminergic axonal processes

grow into the spinal cord around the time of hatching (van Mier et al., 1986; Sanchez-

Camacho et al., 2002). They exert their effects both by acting directly on the motor

circuitry and by modulating sensory input pathways to the CPG. In the case of the

former, serotonin and noradrenaline differentially modulate motor activity by

respectively inhibiting and enhancing glycinergic transmission in the spinal cord

(McDearmid et al, 1997; Sillar et al., 1998). Consequently, serotonin promotes a

relatively fast, intense swimming pattern, while noradrenaline promotes a slower,

weaker rhythm, thus together increasing the breadth and flexibility of possible motor

outputs.

Unlike their opposing modulatory actions on synaptic transmission within the CPG,

serotonin and noradrenaline both provide inhibitory modulation of sensory

transmission. Serotonin inhibits the swim-initiating pathway by presynaptically

inhibiting excitatory transmitter release from primary sensory Rohon-Beard neurons
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onto dorsolateral sensory interneurons that relay excitation to the CPG for swimming

(Sillar and Simmers, 1994c). Meanwhile, noradrenaline has been shown to decrease

sensory transmission via the recruitment of inhibitory pathways and to facilitate the

initiation of struggling in response to intense sensory stimulation (Merrywest, 2002).

In addition to operating in the short term by modulating swimming activity, serotonin

also acts as a modulator in the longer term, by contributing to the maturation of the

motor network. During post-embryonic development, the swimming rhythm changes

from a single compound ventral root spike per cycle to the more flexible bursts of

activity seen in adult animals (Sillar et al., 1991; Sillar et al., 1992a). There is evidence

to suggest that this maturation of the motor pattern relies largely upon the growth of

serotonergic axons into the spinal cord (Sillar et al., 1995).

Since GABA influences motor activity in tadpoles but does not play a cycle-by-cycle

role in rhythm generation, it can be considered to act as a modulator of the network, but

studies have illustrated that in turn, the release of GABA in this system is also subject to

modulation. Noradrenaline can enhance GABA release from the mhr neurons, thus

potentiating the stopping response (Merrywest, 2002), and a parallel effect is mediated

by nitric oxide (McLean and Sillar, 2004a). Furthermore, one facet of the noradrenergic

reduction in sensory transmission, described above, involves the recruitment of a

previously silent GABAergic pathway (Merrywest, 2002).

Work in this chapter aimed to extend the findings of previous studies on the aminergic

modulation of GABA in the motor system. At the level of the CPG, work focussed on

quantifying the GABAergic response to cement gland stimulation, determining the
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adrenergic receptor subtype responsible for the previously documented enhancement of

transmitter release, and investigating whether serotonin provided complementary effects

on release, as is the case with glycinergic transmission. At the level of the skin sensory

pathway, the investigation concentrated on elucidating the adrenergic receptor subtype

involved in recruiting the GABAergic pathway that reduces sensory transmission.
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5.3 Results

As described previously, embryonic Xenopus tadpoles possess a GABAergic pathway

that mediates the 'stopping response', whereby primary afferents from the rostral

cement gland form monosynaptic connections with mhr neurons that in turn descend

into the spinal cord. In stage 37/8 animals, the activation of the mhr neurons, either

behaviourally when a tadpole contacts an obstacle or experimentally using electrical

current pulses, culminates in the release of GABA onto the motor circuitry and the

consequent, and very rapid, termination of swimming activity (Boothby and Roberts,

1992a, b). By contrast, at stage 42, this pathway has begun to degenerate such that

stimulation of the cement gland no longer reliably terminates swimming. However, a

barrage of apparently spontaneous GABAergic IPSPs can be recorded at the end of

swimming episodes, suggesting that the stopping response may be incorporated into an

intrinsic stopping pathway (Reith and Sillar, 1999). Previous studies have provided

qualitative evidence that the characteristic barrage of GABAergic IPSPs with which

fictive swimming terminates following stimulation of the cement gland are enhanced by

noradrenaline (Merrywest, 2002). The following experiments aimed to extend this

work by developing a more quantitative approach to the analysis of the magnitude of

the stopping response and by determining which adrenoreceptor(s) underlie the effects

of noradrenaline on this pathway.

5.3.1 Quantifying the stopping response

Previous studies documenting changes in the stopping response have relied upon

measuring the duration of the GABA barrage following the termination of swimming
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(for example Merrywest, 2002). Although this provides a good indication of whether

the pathway has been enhanced or inhibited, determining where the evoked barrage of

synaptic potentials ends and the spontaneous release of neurotransmitter resumes is

rather subjective - consider Figure 5.1 A, where two possible interpretations of the end

of the barrage are shown at points ii and iii. A possible alternative to this approach

would be to measure the time taken for the membrane to return to its resting potential,

which can be measured objectively, but could prove somewhat arbitrary since the

barrage arguably continues after this point - again consider Figure 5.1 A, point i.

Bearing these limitations in mind, the following experiments adopted a different

approach to measuring the stopping response. Instead of stimulating the cement gland

during an episode of fictive swimming, graded stimuli were applied when the animal

was at rest. This resulted in an evoked, presumably di-synaptic GABAergic IPSP in the

motor neuron, the amplitude of which increased with stimulus intensity, possibly

representing the recruitment of increasing numbers of mhr neurons. The IPSP could be

quantified in terms of its amplitude and duration, providing a more objective

measurement of the magnitude of the response to cement gland stimulation (Figure 5.1

B).

5.3.2 The effects of a-adrenoreceptors on the cement gland pathway

Having determined the new protocol for measuring GABA release onto the motor

neurons, these experiments aimed to quantify the effects of the oq. and ct2-

adrenoreceptor agonists, phenylephrine and clonidine respectively, on the cement gland

pathway since previous, qualitative measurements had suggested that they were both

capable of enhancing GABA release in the stopping response (Merrywest, 2002).
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However, in contrast to this previous work, activation of ct2 receptors had no effect on

the amplitude of the IPSP elicited following stimulation of the cement gland. In six out

of six animals, stimuli ranging from 2-10 V produced graded responses in the motor

neuron that were not significantly different between control and clonidine (60 pM), with

a mean change in IPSP amplitude over all intensities of only 1.4 % (p > 0.05; IPSP

amplitudes in control ranged from 8.7 - 27.9 mV; Figure 5.2). The IPSP was

subsequently abolished by bicuculline (40 pM), confirming its GABAergic nature

(Figure 5.2 A3, C). The drugs used did not produce any effects on the membrane resting

potential.

On the other hand, in 5 out of 5 animals, activation of ai receptors with phenylephrine

(80 pM) significantly enhanced the GABAergic IPSP by an average of 92 ± 3.5 % (p >

0.05; stimulation range 2-12 V; range of IPSP amplitudes in control 6.0 - 22.9 mV;

Figure 5.3), supporting previous findings. The IPSP returned to within 8 % of control

levels following the addition of the a-adrenoreceptor antagonist, phentolamine (50 pM;

p < 0.05; Figure 5.3 A3, C). Again, the IPSP was abolished by the addition of

bicuculline (40 pM; Figure 5.3 A4, B4). No changes in the resting membrane potential

were recorded in the presence of phenylephrine. The results of these experiments

distinguished between the effects of ar and 012-adrenoreceptors, determining a role for

the former in mediating the enhancement of GABA release from mhr neurons in the

cement gland pathway. They also supported the use of IPSP amplitude as a sensitive

and objective measurement of the amount of GABA released following cement gland

stimulation.
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5.3.3 Do ai-adrenoreceptors make an endogenous contribution to the

stopping response?

Since the exogenous activation of ai-adrenoreceptors facilitated the release of GABA

from mhr neurons, it was reasoned that they might make an endogenous contribution to

the stopping response. This idea was tested by investigating whether the a-

adrenoreceptor antagonist phentolamine could abolish the stopping response. In

control, short electrical pulses were applied to the cement gland at the threshold for

stopping swimming. Following the application of phentolamine (50 pM), the cement

gland was stimulated at the same intensity as in control, but under these conditions the

response persisted (Figure 5.4). Therefore, these experiments were unable to provide

firm evidence for an endogenous contribution of ai-adrenoreceptors to the stopping

response, which suggests that, while ai receptors can enhance the release of GABA in

the cement gland pathway, stopping in embryonic animals is not always dependent on

this mechanism. However, it is impossible to conclude from these experiments that op-

adrenoreceptors are not endogenously active, since the noradrenaline-mediated changes

in GABA transmission could occur at levels well above the minimum amount of GABA

release necessary to stop swimming. In this case, sufficient GABA to terminate activity

would still be released even following the abolition of this component. Indeed, in

experiments activating ai-adrenoreceptors with phenylephrine (80 pM), a reversal

beyond control values can be detected at some intermediate stimulus intensities (see

Figure 5.3 C), an effect which can imply endogenous receptor activation.
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Figure 5.1: Quantifying modulation of the GABAergic stopping response

A. Activation of the cement gland pathway with a short electrical pulse (as shown in A2) causes
swimming to terminate with a barrage of GABAergic IPSPs, which are difficult to quantify
(A^. Measuring the time taken for the membrane potential to return to rest is somewhat
arbitrary since the barrage arguably continues after this point (i). Measuring the duration of the
ban age or number of IPSPs provides only a qualitative measure since distinguishing the end of
the barrage from spontaneous activity is subjective - in this example, the barrage could be
considered to end at (ii) or at (iii).
B. The problem can be solved by stimulating the cement gland when the animal is at rest,
evoking a single 1PSP in the motor neuron, the amplitude of which increases with stimulus
intensity (BO, presumably due to increasing numbers of activated cement gland afferents
recruiting increasing numbers of mhr neurons (pathway illustrated in B2). Measuring changes in
the amplitude of the GABAergic IPSP at a given intensity allows GABA release in the cement
gland pathway to be objectively quantified.
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Stimulus intensity (V)

Figure 5.2: a2-adrenoreceptors do not modulate the GABAergic IPSP elicited via
cement gland stimulation

A. Graded stimulation of the cement gland produces a proportional response in the motor
neuron; this does not change when 012-adrenoreceptors are activated by clonidine (60 pM) but is
abolished by bicuculline (40 pM), demonstrating that it is GABAa receptor-mediated (n = 6).
B. Average IPSP amplitude under each condition, produced from overlays of traces at all
stimulus intensities; clonidine has no effect on the amount of GABA released.

C. Quantification of the results illustrated in A using the amplitude of 5 IPSPs at each stimulus
intensity from a representative experiment.
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Figure 5.3: ai-adrenoreceptors enhance the GABAergic IPSP elicited following
cement gland stimulation

A. The amplitude of the GABAergic IPSP is greater at all stimulus intensities following the
activation of aradrenoreceptors with phenylephrine (80 pM). The effects are reversed by the
a2-adrenoreceptor antagonist, phentolamine (50 pM), and abolished by bicuculline (40 pM;
n = 5).
B. Average IPSP amplitude under each condition.
C. Quantification of the results in A using the amplitude of 5 IPSPs at each intensity.
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Figure 5.4: Inhibiting ai-adrenoreceptors does not abolish the stopping response

A. Application of the ai-adrenoreceptor antagonist, phentolamine (50 pM), does not abolish the
stopping response, evoked by electrical stimulation of the cement gland at *. In control,
stimulus intensities at the threshold for stopping swimming were used and the same level of
stimulation was then maintained throughout the experiment. The results suggest that in a
behavioural context, the activation of ai-adrenoreceptors is not a prerequisite for successful
termination of swimming via the cement gland pathway, but do not rule out the endogenous
activation of these receptors.
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5.3.4 The effects of a-adrenoreceptor activation on spontaneous
transmitter release

Changes in GABAergic transmission in the cement gland pathway could be the result of

modulation at various levels, including changes in cement gland afferent activity, the

strength of their synapses onto the mhr neurons and the subsequent mhr neuron

recruitment. In order to exclude these possibilities and focus on the effects of

neuromodulators at the mhr neuron - motor neuron synapse in the spinal cord,

experiments can be performed in the presence of TTX. This compound blocks Na+

channels, thus preventing Na+ spike-dependent transmitter release and synaptically

isolating the cell. Under these conditions it was clearly not possible to directly examine

the modulation of the GABAergic IPSP evoked in response to cement gland

stimulation. However, it was possible to record changes in spontaneous transmitter

release, which can mirror effects on evoked release and thus provide an indication of the

site at which modulation may be occurring.

In keeping with its effects on evoked release, in the presence of TTX (1 pM),

phenylephrine (80 pM) also enhanced the rate of spontaneous GABA release, a

significant proportion of which presumably originates from the mhr neurons. When

glycinergic transmission was blocked by strychnine (1 pM), the rate of GABAergic

sIPSPs recorded increased in the presence of phenylephrine by 57 ± 9 % and the effect

was partially but significantly reversed by the a receptor antagonist, phentolamine

(50 pM; p < 0.05; n = 4; Figure 5.5 A, C). There were no parallel effects on sIPSP

amplitudes, which varied by less than 5 % between conditions (p > 0.05; Figure 5.5 A,

B).
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Paradoxically, despite having no detectable effect on the evoked release of GABA in the

cement gland pathway, clonidine in the presence of TTX (1 pM) appeared to have a

strong effect on the rate of spontaneous release. Following the addition of clonidine

(60 pM) , the rate of release of glycine and GABA decreased by 32 ± 9 % and 46 ± 12

% respectively (p < 0.05) and this effect was partially reversed by yohimbine (50 pM),

although this was not significant in the case of the GABAergic potentials (p > 0.05; n =

5; Figure 5.6 A, C). There were no parallel effects on amplitude distribution or the

associated cumulative probability distribution (p > 0.05; Figure 5.6 A, B). The effect of

clonidine on GABAergic release was confirmed by repeating the experiment in the

presence of strychnine (1 pM) where, similarly, a reduction in the rate of release of 47 ±

7 % was recorded (p < 0.05; n = 4; Figure 5.7 A, C). No changes in the slPSP

amplitude distribution and cumulative probability distribution were recorded in this case

either (p > 0.05; Figure 5.7 B) and there was no effect on the time course of the

potentials.
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Figure 5.5: ai-adrenoreceptors enhance GABAergic spontaneous release

A. In the presence of TTX (1 pM) and strychnine (1 pM), activation of ai-adrenoreceptors with
phenylephrine (80 pM) enhances the rate of GABAergic spontaneous transmitter release and the
effects are reversed by the antagonist, phentolaminc (50 pM; n = 4).
B. slPSP amplitude histograms corresponding to traces in A2_4 and the associated cumulative
probability distribution show that there is no parallel effect on amplitudes.
C. Histogram of the pooled data quantifying the increase (p < 0.05 between TTX/strychnine
and phenylephrine; marked *) in slPSP frequency under phenylephrine and subsequent return
towards control values (p < 0.05 between phenylephrine and phentolamine; marked cs).
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Figure 5.6: ai-adrenoreceptors reduce the rate of spontaneous release

A. Activation of 012-adrenoreceptors with clonidine (60 pM) reduces the rate of spontaneous
transmitter release and the effects on glycine are reversed by yohimbine (50 pM; n = 5).
B. sIPSP amplitude histograms corresponding to traces in A2-4 and the associated cumulative
probability distribution show that there is not a significant, parallel effect on amplitudes.
C. Histogram of the pooled data quantifying the significant decrease in sIPSP frequency under
clonidine compared with control (p < 0.05; marked *). The effects on glycine are significantly
reversed by yohimbine (p < 0.05; marked n), but the antagonist does not reverse the effects on
GABA (p > 0.05). GABAergic and glycinergic potentials distinguished on the basis of their
relative time courses.
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Figure 5.7: a2-adrenoreceptors reduce the rate of CABAergic spontaneous release

A. In the presence of strychnine (1 pM) to abolish glycinergic sIPSPs and TTX (1 pM),
activation of a2-adrenoreceptors with clonidine (60 pM) reduces the rate of GABAergic sIPSPs
and the effects are significantly reversed by yohimbine (50 pM; n = 4).
B. sIPSP amplitude histograms corresponding to traces in A2.4 and the associated cumulative
probability distribution show that there is no parallel effect on amplitudes.
C. Histogram quantifying the significant decrease (p < 0.05; marked *) in GABAergic sIPSP
frequency under clonidine in TTX and partial reversal by yohimbine (p < 0.05 compared with
clonidine; marked a).
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5.3.5 The effects of 5-HTia receptors on the cement gland pathway

Having demonstrated a role for noradrenaline in enhancing GABA release from the mhr

neurons, it seemed possible that serotonin could have the reverse effect, since these

amines have previously been shown to have opposing modulatory effects on the motor

output of the tadpole system via their effects on glycinergic transmission (McDearmid

et al., 1997; for a review see McLean et al., 2000). The effects of serotonin on GABA

release in the cement gland pathway were therefore investigated using receptor subtype-

specific compounds. The 5-HTjA receptor was targeted initially since a 5HTiA- like

class of receptors has previously been shown to mediate the effects of serotonin on

swimming activity in this species (Scrymgeour-Wedderburn and Sillar, 1994).

In 5 out of 5 animals, the application of the 5-HTia receptor agonist 5-

carboxamidotryptamine (5-CT; also has affinity for 5-HT5&7 receptor subtypes; 0.1 pM)

had no effect on the resting membrane potential, but reduced the mean amplitude of the

GABAergic IPSP evoked by stimulating the cement gland to only 2 - 3 mV (p < 0.05;

stimulus intensities 2-12 mV; mean range of amplitudes in control 2.9 - 15.1 mV;

Figure 5.8). Note that the range of responses under 5-CT were not graded with stimulus

intensity but disappeared under (S)-WAY 100135. The effects on the GABAergic IPSP

were reversed in an all-or-none fashion by the 5-HTiA receptor antagonist, (S)-WAY

100135 (50 pM) - at low stimulus intensities, no response was elicited, at high

intensities an IPSP with mean amplitude within 3 % of control levels was evoked, while

at intermediate stimulation levels, IPSPs occurred with approximately 50 % reliability

(Figure 5.8 A3, B3, C).
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In addition to these effects on evoked release, 5-CT also caused a reduction in the rate

of spontaneous GABA release. In the presence of strychnine (1 pM) to remove

glycinergic potentials and TTX (1 pM) to isolate the cell from action-potential-

associated inputs, 5-CT (0.1 pM) led to a significant decrease of 60 ± 14 % in the

number of GABAergic sIPSPs and this was partially reversed by the antagonist (S)-

WAY 100135 (50 pM; p < 0.05; n = 5; Figure 5.9 A, C). There were no parallel effects

on sIPSP amplitudes and the associated cumulative probability distribution did not

change significantly (p > 0.05; Figure 5.9 B).

5.3.6 Do 5-HTia receptors contribute to the stopping response during

swimming?

Having established that the exogenous activation of 5-HT]A receptors inhibited the

release of GABA from mhr neurons, the effects of these receptors on the stopping

response itself were then examined. In 5 out of 7 embryonic animals, activation of 5-

HTia receptors with 5-CT (0.1 pM) abolished the stopping response and the effects

were reversed by (S)-WAY 100135 (50 pM; Figure 5.10). This showed that these

receptors are capable of strongly influencing the output of the mhr pathway and

suggested that their influence on this aspect of the network could be greater than that of

their noradrenergic counterparts.
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Figure 5.8: Activation of 5-HTiA receptors inhibits the release of GABA from mid-
hindbrain reticulospinal neurons

A. GABAergic IPSPs are reliably elicited in response to cement gland stimulation in control,
but are abolished following the addition of 5-CT (0.1 pM). The selective antagonist (S)-WAY
100135 (50 pM) partially reverses the effects in an all-or-none fashion (n = 5).
B. Average IPSP amplitude under each condition. Note that since the application of the
antagonist produces two distinct responses these are averaged separately.
C. Graph of the results illustrated in A using amplitudes from 5 IPSPs at each intensity.
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Figure 5.9: Activation of 5-HTia receptors reduces the rate of GABAergic
spontaneous release

A. In the presence of strychnine (1 pM), and TTX (1 pM), activation of 5-HT1A receptors with
5-CT (0.1 pM) reduces the rate of GABAergic spontaneous transmitter release and the effects
are partially reversed by the antagonist, (S)-WAY 100135 (50 pM; n = 5).
B. sIPSP amplitude histograms corresponding to traces in A2_4 and the associated cumulative
probability distribution show that there is no parallel effect on amplitudes (p > 0.05).
C. Histogram quantifying the significant decrease (p < 0.05; marked *) in GABAergic sIPSP
frequency under 5-CT compared with control (in strychnine and TTX) and partial reversal by
(S)-WAY 100135 compared with 5-CT (marked n).
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Figure 5.10: Activation of 5-HT(a receptors abolishes the GABAergic stopping
response

A. Traces of intra- and extracellular recordings show that application of the 5-HT1A receptor
agonist 5-CT (0.1 pM) abolishes the stopping response, evoked by electrical stimulation of the
cement gland at * (n=7). The effects are reversed by the antagonist, (S)-WAY 100135 (50 pM).
Note that, in keeping with published data (Wedderburn and Sillar, 1994), 5-CT increases burst
durations in the ventral root.
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5.3.7 Noradrenergic modulation of GABA release in the skin sensory

pathway

Although the stopping response is the only clearly defined spinal GABAergic pathway

in Xenopus embryos, recent evidence has also indicated the existence of a GABAergic

component to the skin sensory pathway (Merrywest, 2002). In this pathway, a brief

sensory stimulus initiates swimming via activation of Rohon-Beard (R-B) cells, which

act as mechanosensory receptors in the skin of the tadpole (Sillar and Roberts, 1988b).

Their activation leads to swimming activity via excitation of the dorsolateral

commissural interneurons, which project across the cord and activate motor neurons

contralateral to the stimulus, while the ipsilateral CPG is reciprocally inhibited by

glycinergic commissural interneurons (Roberts and Sillar, 1990). The proposed

GABAergic modulation of this pathway was revealed by applications of noradrenaline

in experiments that provided skin stimulation at levels just below the threshold required

to initiate swimming. The results showed qualitatively that, in the presence of

strychnine, noradrenaline revealed bicuculline-sensitive IPSPs in ipsilateral motor

neurons and that the effect was reversed by the general a-adrenoreceptor antagonist,

phentolamine. This suggested that the sensitivity of the R-B to motor neuron afferent

pathway could be adjusted by a GABAergic pathway that itself is subject to

noradrenergic modulation (Merrywest, 2002). The following experiments aimed to

extend these results by quantifying this effect and determining the a-adrenoreceptor

subtype through which it is mediated.

Single, brief, electrical current pulses at levels below those required to initiate

swimming (generally < 15 V) were applied to the tail skin, occasionally resulting in a
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small (2-7 mV) depolarising, presumed 1PSP in the ipsilateral motor neuron (Figure

5.11 A|). No such potentials had been recorded in experiments in the previous study

(Merrywest, 2002), which was conducted in the presence of strychnine, and so these

were thought likely to represent chloride-reversed glycinergic reciprocal inhibition.

Since noradrenaline is known to modulate glycinergic transmission (McDearmid et al.,

1997), it seemed that this aspect of the response to sensory stimulation could also be a

target for adrenergic modulation. Consequently, it was decided to examine the effects

of a-adrenoreceptors on this as well as on GABA transmission and to differentiate

between the two by applying strychnine subsequent to the application of the adrenergic

agonists rather than beforehand.

In 5 out of 5 experiments, application of the ai-adrenoreceptor agonist, phenylephrine

(80 pM), caused no significant difference in the amplitude of the IPSPs elicited by sub¬

threshold skin stimulation (p > 0.05; Figure 5.11 A2, B2). The mean difference in the

amplitude of the IPSP over all stimulus intensities amounted to only 4 % (mean range of

amplitudes in control 1.3 - 6.8 mV; Figure 5.11 B). The IPSPs were subsequently

abolished by the application of strychnine (1 pM; Figure 5.11 A3, B3). These results

confirmed that the IPSPs elicited in control saline were glycinergic in nature and

strongly suggested that the previously documented noradrenergic unmasking of GABA

release in the skin sensory pathway is not mediated by ai-adrenoreceptors, in contrast to

GABA release in the cement gland pathway.

Experiments applying sub-threshold electrical impulses to the tail skin were then

repeated to investigate a possible role for a2-adrenoreceptors in modulating the skin

sensory pathway. Again, small (< 10 mV) IPSPs were evoked in the motor neuron in
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control conditions. However, in 6 out of 6 experiments, the amplitude of the IPSP

increased significantly by an average of 156 ± 16 % in the presence of clonidine (60

pM; p < 0.05; range of amplitudes in control 1.1 - 9.7 mV; Figure 5.12). This effect was

reversed to control levels by yohimbine (50 pM), except at the highest stimulus

intensities, where the amplitude of the IPSP was mid-way between the levels recorded

in control and under clonidine.

In a second set of experiments, strychnine (1 pM) and then bicuculline (40 pM) were

added following the enhancement of the IPSPs by clonidine (60 pM). Strychnine

abolished the largest IPSPs, leaving a population of potentials that were subsequently

abolished by bicuculline (Figure 5.13; n = 3). Surprisingly, since glycinergic and

GABAergic sIPSPs have different time courses in Xenopus, both groups of potentials

had similar durations and time to half-fall. However, in a small proportion (~ 20 %) of

the GABAergic population, the IPSP rise-time was on average 6.9 ms longer than the

other glycinergic and GABAergic IPSPs (Figure 5.13 A2, A3, B). There were no

consistent differences in other IPSP parameters, for example there was no correlation

between amplitude and rise time, nor in the stimulus-to-peak latency under different

drug conditions. The difference in the rise-times of some GABA potentials may reflect

the electrotonic distance of the receptors from the recording site, suggesting that some

GABA inputs may be located on more distally located dendrites. Together, these results

indicated that 012-adrenoreceptors enhance glycine release in the skin sensory pathway,

in addition to mediating the un-masking of a previously silent GABAergic pathway.
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Figure 5.11: ai-adrenoreceptors do not modulate inhibitory transmitter release in
the skin sensory pathway

A. A single electrical stimulus to the tail skin at a threshold just below that required to initiate
swimming produces IPSPs in the motor neuron; IPSPs produced by a range of stimulation
intensities are shown as overlays. These IPSPs can be enhanced by noradrenaline (Merrywest,
2002), but the addition of phenylephrine (80 pM) produces no change in the 1PSP amplitude,
demonstrating that this effect is not mediated by ai-adrenoreceptors. The IPSPs are abolished
by strychnine (1 pM) and are therefore glycinergic (n = 5).
B. An 'average' IPSP produced by combining 5 individual potentials; the average IPSP
amplitude does not change following the addition of phenylephrine.
C. Quantification of the results shown in A using 5 IPSPs at each intensity.
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Figure 5.12: a2-adrenoreceptors enhance inhibitory transmitter release in the skin
sensory pathway

A. IPSPs produced following electrical stimulation of the tail skin, shown as overlays. The
addition of clonidine (60 pM) increases the amplitude of the IPSP at all stimulus intensities.
Under clonidine, the rise time from IPSP onset to peak occasionally appears to increase
(examples highlighted in red). The effects are partly reversed by yohimbine (50 pM; n = 6).
B. Averaged IPSPs under each condition. Note that the examples shown in red in A are shown
averaged separately.
C. Graph showing mean IPSP amplitude, using 5 IPSPs at each intensity.
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Figure 5.13: The enhanced inhibitory transmission in the skin sensory pathway
has glycinergic and GABAergic components

A. Clonidine (60 pM) enhances the IPSPs produced in response to sub-threshold electrical
stimulation of the tail skin. The majority of these are blocked by the addition of strychnine
(1 pM) and the remaining population are abolished by bicuculline (40 pM), illustrating that a2-
adrenoreceptors both enhance glycine release in the response to sensory stimulation and un¬
mask a GABAergic pathway (n = 3).
B. Histogram showing the rise time for glycinergic IPSPs and the proportion of GABAergic
IPSPs where the latency differed considerably.
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5.4 Discussion

While not playing a cycle-by-cycle role in swimming, GABA nonetheless makes

important contributions to the output of the locomotor system and consequently is a

potentially significant target for neuromodulation. The results in this chapter illustrate

that, similar to their effects on glycine release in the tadpole, the biogenic amines

noradrenaline and serotonin enhance and inhibit GABA release, respectively. This

provides the capacity for a wider range of possible outputs from GABAergic pathways,

adding a layer of flexibility to these sections of the motor system. The arrival of

aminergic fibres in the spinal cord during larval development may also trigger the re¬

modelling of GABAergic pathways, such as the stopping response, within the network.

5.4.1 Modulation of the cement gland pathway

Electrical stimulation of the cement gland during the quiescent periods between

swimming episodes allowed modulation of the stopping response to be quantified by

measuring changes in the GABAergic IPSP that was elicited in the motor neuron.

Noradrenaline enhanced and serotonin abolished the IPSP; since these changes related

to the amplitude rather than the duration of the evoked potential, and were not

accompanied by any changes in the resting potential or membrane conductance in the

postsynaptic neuron, it appears that the aminergic receptors responsible for these effects

are located presynaptically on the mhr neurons. However, it is possible that similar

results could be obtained in response to modulation at other sites on the pathway. For

example, the noradrenergic recruitment of cement gland afferents could cause more mhr

neurons to fire, leading to a larger IPSP being recorded in the motor neuron. However,
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the effects of the amines on evoked release were mirrored by their effects on

spontaneous transmitter release in the presence of TTX, with the rate, but not amplitude

or duration of sIPSPs being enhanced. Since TTX inhibits spike-dependent

transmission, these experiments supported the idea that the presynaptic terminals of the

mhr neurons are a site for the aminergic modulation of GABA transmission. However,

the existence of additional, parallel mechanisms elsewhere in the pathway cannot be

excluded.

5.4.2 Modulation is receptor subtype-specific

Biogenic amines modulate locomotion in a range of species, but the effects of specific

receptor subtypes are hard to predict since their roles are highly variable. For example,

a2-adrenoreceptors can initiate locomotion in cats and monkeys (Fedirchuk et al., 1998;

Marcoux and Rossignol, 2000) whereas they modulate locomotion in rats (Sqalli-

Houssaini and Cazalets, 2000) and have no effect on the walking rhythm in the

mudpuppy (Fok and Stein, 2002). Similarly, 5-HT|A receptors can reduce locomotion

in crayfish (Tierney et al., 2004), while 5-HT evoked locomotion is partly dependent on

the activation of 5-HT2A&7 receptors in both mice (Madriaga et al., 2004) and rats (Liu

and Jordan, 2005). The use of specific agonists and antagonists in this study allowed

the receptor subtypes mediating the changes in GABA release from mhr neurons to be

identified as ai-adrenoreceptors and 5-HTiA receptors. However, since the 5-HT

receptor agonist 5-CT also has a degree of affinity for 5-HTsA&7 receptors and since the

specific 5-HTiA receptor antagonist, (S)-WAY 100135, only partially reversed the

effects of 5-CT, it is possible that these receptor subtypes also contributed to the

observed effects.
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Previous studies have shown that ar and a2-adrenoreceptors reduce swimming episode

durations in Xenopus via their interactions with GABAergic pathways and that 012-

adrenoreceptors additionally affect swimming frequency through GABAergic pathways

(Merrywest et al., 2002). It has been suggested that the former may result from the a-

adrenoreceptor-mediated enhancement of the stopping response (Merrywest et al.,

2002; illustrated in Merrywest, 2002), but this has not been directly proven. The results

of the current study suggest that the effects of noradrenaline on this pathway are

mediated largely, if not exclusively by ai receptors. This discrepancy is probably best

explained by the different approaches to measuring the stopping response. The

quantitative technique used in this study provided a more sensitive and objective

method than previously, where the duration of the stopping response was judged

subjectively by eye. While the current study indicates that the activation of 012-

adrenoreceptors does not directly modulate the stopping response, it remains possible

that, in keeping with previous work, these receptors could modulate GABA release

during swimming episodes, thus providing a second mechanism by which the

enhancement of GABA transmission shortens episode durations. Furthermore, in

Xenopus larvae the reliability of the cement gland response is declining, but a

spontaneous GABA barrage occurs coincident with the termination of swimming. The

previous study shows that at this stage of development, the GABA barrage is enhanced

by ai-adrenoreceptors only (Merrywest, 2002), which supports the finding of the current

study.

Previous studies have shown that 5-HTiA-like receptors are present in the Xenopus

tadpole locomotor network (Scrymgeour-Wedderburn and Sillar, 1994) and while this
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does not preclude the presence of further receptor subtypes, it was not surprising to find

that this receptor subtype was largely responsible for the abolition of the GABAergic

IPSP elicited in response to cement gland stimulation. Indeed, this receptor subtype is

also known to be present in the adult frog motor circuitry (Holohean et al., 1990) and in

the related species, Rana temporaria, where, together with 5-HT7 and 5-HTib/d

receptors, it is capable of modifying burst durations (McLean and Sillar, 2004b).

5.4.3 Possible mechanisms underlying the aminergic effects on the
cement gland pathway

Both serotonin and noradrenaline receptors are typically coupled to G-proteins, which

activate particular second messenger pathways within the cell. Pharmacologicaly

identifying the second messenger pathway(s) involved in a particular circuit poses a

major challenge and was not attempted in the current study. However, different G-

protein-coupled receptor subtypes are often associated with particular second messenger

systems and on this basis it is possible to speculate on the second messenger pathways

that may underlie the aminergic effects identified in this study.

ai-adrenoreceptors are frequently coupled to phospholipase C (PLC) and in such cases,

ai-adrenoreceptor activation produces inositol tris-phosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol
• 21

(DAG) as second messengers, which increase the release of intracellular Ca" (for a

review see Summers and McMartin, 1993). If, as the current study suggests, ai-

adrenoreceptors are located pre-synaptically on the terminals of mhr neurons, an

• • 2"b • *
increase in Ca levels could explain the enhancement of GABAergic transmission in

the cement gland pathway when these receptors are activated.
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5-HTia receptors function mainly as inhibitory presynaptic receptors in the CNS and are

linked to the inhibition of adenylate cyclase (for a review see Barnes and Sharp, 1999).

The results of the current study suggested that 5-HTia receptors are present on the

presynaptic terminals of the GABAergic mhr neurons, where they act to reduce

inhibitory transmission. Since such a role is in keeping with the known effects of 5-

HTia receptors in other systems, including the CNS, it seems likely that a reduction in

adenylate cyclase activity could be the mechanism underlying the effects of 5-HTia

receptor activation recorded in this study.

5.4.4 The endogenous significance of the aminergic modulation of the
stopping response

A weakness in the method used for measuring GABAergic release from the mhr

neurons in this study is that it does not immediately demonstrate whether the recorded

aminergic modulation of GABA release reflects changes in the stopping response itself.

This issue was addressed by using the new approach of quantifying the modulatory

effects of the amines at rest and subsequently investigating whether their measured

effects on GABA release from the mhr pathway corresponded to expected changes in

the stopping response. In this way, it was demonstrated that the effects of serotonin at

rest directly mirrored its effects on the stopping response - 5-CT abolished the

GABAergic IPSP at rest and also abolished the stopping response during swimming.

However, while activating ai-adrenoreceptors enhanced the IPSP at rest, inhibiting

them did not affect the stopping response during swimming, suggesting that the

noradrenergic enhancement of GABA transmission occurred at levels above the

threshold for stopping.
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The fact that 5-HT has a profound effect on this pathway is perhaps not surprising, since

the growth of serotonergic fibres into the tadpole spinal cord during early larval life is

known to have numerous important influences on the motor network. In particular, the

arrival of serotonergic fibres in the spinal cord is thought to underlie the acquisition of

repetitive firing properties in the motor neurons, leading to a more mature swimming

pattern in larval animals (Sillar et al., 1995), as well as to provide modulation of the

swimming rhythm together with noradrenaline via their opposing actions on glycinergic

transmission (McDearmid et al., 1997). The effects of 5-HT in preventing activation of

the cement gland pathway could be of behavioural significance during periods of

intense swimming such as might occur when the animal is attempting to escape from a

predator. At such times, the release of 5-HT onto the motor network is known to allow

the system to produce a more intense swimming pattern that can help the animal to

move rapidly away from its foe (Sillar et al., 1992b), whilst simultaneously depressing

sensory inputs from the skin to the motor circuitry that could interfere with its escape

(Sillar and Simmers, 1994c). The 5-HT-mediated inhibition of the stopping response

illustrated in this study could represent a parallel mechanism, designed to prevent the

termination of swimming while the animal is fleeing predation.

On the other hand, the enhancement of the GABAergic IPSP by ai-adrenoreceptors was

not reflected by the abolition of the stopping response when these receptors were

blocked. However, while this demonstrates that the stopping response is not dependent

on the activation of adrenoreceptors, it does not necessarily mean that these receptors do

not normally facilitate the response, thus increasing the probability of stopping.

Furthermore, it has been shown that noradrenaline and nitric oxide have parallel effects
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on GABAergic inhibition in the tadpole (McLean and Sillar, 2004a). Therefore, it may

be speculated that when adrenergic transmission is experimentally impaired, nitric oxide

is able to provide a level of compensation, meaning that no difference in the overall

output of the network is recorded.

5.4.5 Behavioural significance

In showing that noradrenaline and serotonin are capable of enhancing and inhibiting

GABA transmission respectively, the results of this study mirror the results of work

demonstrating the effects of these amines on the release of glycine in Xenopus

(McDearmid et al., 1997). It seems likely that the reasons behind this type of

modulation may be the same for both transmitters, namely that these descending

aminergic pathways add a degree of flexibility to the system by increasing the range of

possible outputs at a given synapse. Similar systems have been documented in other

species, including mammals, where noradrenaline and serotonin can either enhance or

counteract one another at various levels within the motor network (for a review see

Jankowska, 2001). This modulation of the output of the network allows the animal to

meet behavioural requirements as dictated by changes in the environment.

It is certainly plausible that the aminergic modulation of GABA transmission in the

cement gland pathway is to provide a spectrum of outputs at this synapse. In this way,

the amines could together provide a type of rheostatic mechanism, whereby the strength

of the synapse can be varied almost infinitely between silent (0 %) and full strength

(100 %). This would ensure that the animal is always able to stop swimming when

required. For example, there could be a 'threshold' for stopping, which is raised when

the animal is swimming more vigorously and consequently a stronger stopping response
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is required to overcome the intense activity of the swim-generating network. On the

other hand, it could be argued that stopping is an all-or-none event and as such is not a

likely target for this type of modulation, so could there be a different interpretation of

the observed results? One possibility is that instead of (or as well as) providing flexible

responses to changing behavioural requirements, the aminergic influences on the mhr

neurons are involved in the re-modelling of this pathway as development proceeds - it is

well-documented the cement gland begins to degenerate during early larval life and the

stopping response has completely disappeared by stage 45 (Boothby and Roberts,

1992a). However, the presence of a spontaneous GABA barrage at the end of larval

swim episodes suggests that the mhr neurons may be incorporated into an intrinsic, but

currently undefined stopping pathway (Reith and Sillar, 1999). Perhaps the abolition of

the stopping response by serotonin illustrated in this study represents the first stage in

this process and the subsequent re-configuration of the pathway could also be amine-

mediated. Indeed, serotonin is already known to contribute causally to the maturation

of the motor neuron firing pattern in Xenopus (Sillar et al., 1995) and to also play a role

in the developmental re-configuration of motor networks in other species including the

rat (Pearlstein et al., 2005), chick (Okado et al., 1993) and lamprey (Tucker and Cohen,

2005). It therefore seems feasible that the arrival of serotonergic projections in the

spinal cord and the disappearance of the stopping response may be causally linked.

It must not be forgotten that noradrenergic, as well as serotonergic, projections are

growing into the spinal cord at this stage of development (Sanchez-Camacho et al.,

2002). Noradrenaline is not generally associated with network re-modelling, so it may

be that the role of this amine is predominantly modulatory and possibly more significant
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at later developmental stages than those examined in this study. Indeed, once the

animal can no longer rely on its cement gland to stop swimming, it must 'decide' when

it needs to stop. Under such circumstances, having the capacity to modulate this

behaviour could become more advantageous - for example, the noradrenergic

enhancement of GABA release could allow the animal to stop suddenly, or could be

involved in slowing swimming as the animal approaches its intended destination.

5.4.6 Modulation of the skin sensory pathway

While there is arguably a limited role for modulation of the stopping response, reflex

pathways such as the skin sensory pathway are widely recognised as targets for

modulation. This may be related to the fact that many cutaneous reflex pathways are

polysynaptic, consisting of one or more sets of interneurons between the afferent fibres

and their effectors, thus increasing the number of potential modulatory sites. Indeed, in

the skin sensory pathway in the tadpole, four different levels have been identified as

neuromodulatory targets (Sillar, 1989) - the presynaptic terminals of sensory afferents,

the postsynaptic membrane of the sensory interneurons that the afferents excite, the

postsynaptic membrane of the premotor interneurons and the postsynaptic terminals of

the motor neurons. The current study recorded from motor neurons and demonstrated

the noradrenergic enhancement of both glycinergic and GABAergic transmitter release

at this level of the pathway.

5.4.7 Modulation is receptor subtype-specific

As discussed previously, the ways in which neuromodulators achieve their effects varies

so much between different neuronal circuits that it is hard to estimate their effects on

any given network, let alone predict which receptor subtypes may be involved.
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Previous work on the skin sensory pathway suggested that the effects of noradrenaline

on inhibitory transmitter release are mediated through ot|- and/or a2-adrenoreceptors

(Merrywest, 2002). The pharmacological manipulations used in the current study

allowed this result to be refined and indicated that, in contrast to the ai-adrenereceptor-

mediated modulation of GABAergic transmission in the cement gland pathway, 012-

adrenoreceptors were responsible for enhancing glycine and GABA release in response

to sub-threshold skin stimulation. As with the modulation of transmitter release at the

mhr neurons, noradrenaline enhanced the amplitude rather than the duration of the

evoked potential, and did not alter the resting potential or membrane conductance in the

postsynaptic neuron, indicating presynaptic sites of action on GABA and glycine

terminals.

5.4.8 Possible mechanisms underlying the noradrenergic modulation of
the skin sensory pathway

As with the mechanisms underlying the aminergic effects on the stopping response, it is

only possible to speculate about the possible second messenger systems that may

produce the effects seen in this study. 012-adrenoreceptors are usually negatively
• • 2+

coupled to adenylate cyclase and reduce cAMP formation, as well as inhibiting Ca

channels or, in some cases, activating K+ channels (for a review see Docherty, 1998).

Since such changes would tend to produce inhibitory effects such as a reduction in

transmitter release, it is hard to see how such mechanisms could directly lead to the

increases in inhibitory transmitter release recorded in skin sensory pathway in this

study. It may be that in the tadpole system, 012-adrenoreceptors do not couple to a

second messenger system in a conventional way. Alternatively, while this study
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suggested a location for a2-adrenoreceptors on presynaptic GABAergic and glycinergic

terminals, this has not been definitively proven. It may be the case that the neurons

producing the GABAergic and glycinergic responses in this study - or the excitatory

interneurons that activate them - are usually held in an inhibited state by inhibitory

interneurons that possess n.2-adrenoreceptors. In this case, a2-adrenoreceptor activation

would remove the inhibitory influence of these neurons, thus enhancing the glycinergic

release onto motor neurons and unmasking the GABAergic pathway.

5.4.9 Identifying the sites of noradrenergic modulation

a2-adrenoreceptor activation has been shown in this and earlier studies to be capable of

recruiting a previously silent GABAergic pathway, but the identity of this pathway has

not previously been discussed. The best-documented source of GABA in the spinal

cord is the mhr neurons, but work in this study suggests that the noradrenergic

enhancement of GABA release from this neuronal population is mediated by ai-, not 012-

adrenoreceptors. Furthermore, a link between the sensory pathway and the mhr neurons

has never been documented, and was not supported by work in this study. Such a link

could be indicated by an increased latency between the stimulus and 1PSP onset,

reflecting the longer distance travelled by the signal. No such change in latency was

revealed in this study, suggesting that the mhr neurons do not receive inputs from

sensory afferents in the brainstem, but further experimentation would be required to

confirm this. On the other hand, a proportion of the GABAergic IPSPs revealed by

clonidine had a longer rise time than the rest of the evoked potentials, which suggests

that some GABA inputs may be located further from the recording site, on more distally
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located dendrites. Elucidating the exact nature of this GABAergic pathway could

provide an interesting project for further investigation.

The only other documented sources of GABA in the spinal cord are the Kolmer-Agduhr

cells and the ascending interneurons (Roberts et al., 1987). Of these, the Kolmer-

Agduhr cells are unlikely candidates, as they do not form a part ot the swim-generating

network and indeed have no known function (Dale et al., 1987b). This leaves only the

ascending intemeurons and these seem the most likely source of GABA; not only are

they involved in gating the skin sensory pathway, but they have also been shown to

synapse onto neurons of the CPG, including motor neurons (Li et al., 2004b).

A potential problem with this interpretation is that, despite having GABA-like

immunoreactivity, evidence to date suggests that these neurons display a glycine

transmitter phenotype (Li et al., 2002; Li et al., 2004b). However, the possibility of co-

release, as documented elsewhere in the nervous system (Jonas et al., 1998; O'Brien and

Berger, 1999), has not been ruled out and, if this was triggered by noradrenaline, could

provide an explanation for the observed results. Alternatively, it has been shown that

embryonic spinal interneurons in the chick and rat display a GABAergic transmitter

phenotype early in development, but this subsequently changes to glycine (Berki et al.,

1995; Nakayama et al., 2002). Perhaps a similar change occurs in Xenopus but during

the transitional phase, both transmitters are expressed and are subject to noradrenergic

modulation.

Since stimulation of the skin initially excites the CPG on the contralateral side of the

cord to the stimulus, it was initially assumed that the strychnine-sensitive IPSP recorded
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in the ipsilateral motor neuron reflected the release of glycine from commissural

interneurons in the contralateral CPG. Indeed, this remains a likely source of glycine

and these neurons are already known to be subject to aminergic modulation

(McDearmid et al., 1997). However, an alternative source could be the glycinergic

ascending interneurons. Since these neurons represent the most likely source of the un¬

masked GABA pathway but are generally known to release glycine, it seems possible -

even likely - that the two transmitters could in fact be released from the same location.

On the other hand, the ascending interneurons are more conventionally associated with

the provision of phasic modulation of the skin sensory pathway during swimming rather

than the tonic aminergic modulation described here.

5.4.10 The functional significance of modulating the skin sensory

pathway

It is important that sensory-processing pathways are amenable to modulation in order

that sensory cues can be interpreted flexibly, depending on the behavioural context in

which they are presented. The noradrenergic enhancement of inhibitory transmission in

the Xenopus skin sensory pathway provides an example of how such flexibility can be

built into the system and its activation has been proposed to assist the animal in

escaping from predation (Merrywest, 2002). According to this hypothesis,

noradrenaline release in the face of predation, possibly in proportion to the strength of

the stimulus, reconfigures the network with the resulting reduction in sensory

transmission making struggling behaviour more likely to occur than swimming. This

allows the animal to wriggle free from its predator and swim away, with noradrenaline

now acting to facilitate its progress by reducing the impact of minor sensory cues that
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might interfere with this escape behaviour. Interestingly, serotonin does not oppose the

actions of noradrenaline in this pathway, but instead has similar effects, reducing

sensory transmission by decreasing the probability of excitatory transmitter release from

primary afferent terminals (Sillar and Simmers, 1994c). A similar response has been

documented in the escape system in the crayfish, where activation of lateral giant

interneurons leads to pre-synaptic inhibition of behavioural responses other than rapid

flexion, which carries the animal away from the source of stimulation (Kirk and Wine,

1984). The fact that such mechanisms are present in both vertebrates and invertebrates,

coupled with the fact that sensory transmission can be reduced by more than one

mechanism in a single species, suggests how important this ability may be for survival.

The results of this study have extended previous knowledge on the aminergic

modulation of two different GABAergic pathways. The results illustrate the importance

of neuromodulation for the production of a range of behaviourally-relevant outputs from

a single, anatomically-defined network and demonstrate that neuromodulation can also

be important in a developmental context. In the intact, behaving animal, there is likely

to be considerable interaction between modulatory systems as well as between the

modulator and its effector, providing an almost limitless range of possible outputs, even

in a relatively simple system such as the Xenopus tadpole.
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6.1 Rationale behind the current study

The basic output of a central pattern generator is defined by the properties of the

neurons of which it is composed and the synaptic connections between them. However,

both of these factors can be varied in response to central modulation or sensory input,

meaning that the activity produced by a CPG is not hard-wired, but instead has the

flexibility to produce a range of behaviours as dictated by developmental and

environmental demands. Consequently, achieving an understanding of the many

available levels of control that contribute to motor pattern generation and how these

variables are integrated to produce relevant behaviours is a major challenge.

In the Xenopus tadpole preparation used in this study, the neural networks underlying

locomotion are relatively well defined. Consequently, the tadpole can be used as a

simple model system in which to understand the control of locomotion at a level of

detail that is prohibited by the complexity of the nervous system in higher vertebrates.

The tadpole system has the advantage over other similar preparations since experiments

can be performed on the intact animal and the use of pharmacological agents is not

required to initiate locomotor activity. The latter is particularly important in studies of

neuromodulation, since the continuous application of compounds such as NMDA and

5-HT, as is necessary in other vertebrate model systems, can mask in vivo modulatory

effects.

GABA is the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the brain, but in the spinal cord,

glycine predominates and plays a fundamental role in the generation of the locomotor

rhythm in many species. While GABA is known to also be present in the spinal cord,

its roles were long thought to be confined to the modulation of sensory transmission.
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However, more recent studies have shown that GABA is a powerful modulator of

rhythmic motor activity in the spinal cord in a variety of species. The aim of the current

study was to examine the effects of GABA at various levels of the Xenopus locomotor

CPG, to compare its actions between related species, and to investigate the effects of

neuromodulators on GABAergic transmission. The results illustrate some previously

undefined mechanisms of GABAergic modulation of locomotion in the tadpole and also

identify ways in which GABA transmission may be controlled and modulated.

6.2 The role of GABAb receptors in locomotion

GABAb receptors have been shown to be important in modulating locomotor activity in

a variety of vertebrate and invertebrate species, with a presynaptic role in modulating

transmitter release being particularly prominent. The existence of this GABA receptor

subtype in the Xenopus spinal cord had been documented previously, but an endogenous

role in modulating locomotion had not been defined (Wall and Dale, 1993). Work in

the current study characterised the effects of GABAb receptor activation in Xenopus,

confirming previous reports that receptors have both pre- and postsynaptic locations on

glycinergic commissural interneurons and motor neurons respectively, and

demonstrating that their activation has a profound inhibitory effect on Active swimming

activity (Figure 6.1). This study went on to provide the first evidence that GABAb

receptors are additionally located on presynaptic GABA terminals, where they act to

reduce transmitter release, and to identify a role for postsynaptic GABAb receptors in

reducing post-inhibitory rebound firing (Chapter 3). In a comparative study in Rana,

where GABAb receptors had never previously been studied, the receptors also had a

pre- and postsynaptic distribution in the motor network, but while they were found to be
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located on the terminals of glycinergic interneurons, presynaptic autoreceptors were not

present and the predominant postsynaptic effect of GABAb receptor activation was

different, namely a membrane hyperpolarisation (Chapter 4).

This study provided the first evidence of an endogenous role for GABAb receptors in

modulating locomotion in both Xenopus and Rana (figure 6.1). Interestingly, despite

the differences in the distribution and actions of the receptors in these two species, their

endogenous effects were very similar. In particular, the receptors in both species

appeared to mediate an endogenous tonic reduction in the amplitude of the glycinergic

mid-cycle IPSP during swimming activity. This difference was associated with an

apparent reduction in the level of tonic depolarisation underlying swimming, which

could suggest a parallel role for GABAb receptors in modulating excitatory pathways,

although it is also possible that this was an artefact resulting from the summation of the

reversed IPSPs. To distinguish between these possibilities, it would be useful to repeat

the experiments using KAc-filled electrodes, under which inhibitory transmission is

hyperpolarising and consequently changes in the level of depolarisation underlying the

synaptic drive for swimming can be unambiguously attributed to changes in the

excitatory drive.

The fact that the exogenous activation of GABAb receptors had a profound inhibitory

effect on swimming in both species, but that the endogenous role of receptor activation

was much more subtle, strongly suggested that not all of the receptors that were

activated by the bath-application of agonist were active in vivo. Furthermore, the fact

that the endogenous effects of GABAb receptors were very similar in Xenopus and

Rana tended to imply that the same receptor sub-groups were endogenously active in
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both species. Since the only receptor population identified in this study that was

common to both species was that of the presynaptic heteroreceptors on the glycinergic

commissural interneurons, these may be of particular functional significance and indeed

it would be expected that the endogenous reduction in the mid-cycle IPSP recorded in

both species would be mediated by receptors at this location.

Although this study has provided evidence for an endogenously active sub-set of

GABAb receptors in amphibian locomotor networks, the possibility that additional,

currently unidentified populations of these receptors also have endogenous effects on

motor pattern generation cannot be ruled out. In particular, presynaptic GABAb

heteroreceptors on the terminals of glutamatergic neurons have a widespread

distribution in the CNS of a variety of species and indirect evidence suggested that this

could also be the case in Xenopus and Rana. It would be very interesting to be able to

identify such receptors in the tadpole spinal cord and to determine directly whether they

also influence motor activity. This could be occurring either through a parallel,

independent mechanism - for example by providing a tonic modulation of excitatory

transmission during swimming as discussed above, or via a link with the glycinergic

commissural neurons - for example, a GABAb receptor-mediated reduction in

excitation of these neurons could be contributing to the measured reduction in their

transmitter release.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the main roles of GABAb receptors in
locomotion in Xenopus and Rana identified by this study

Presynaptic GABAb autoreceptors (medium blue) on GABAergic terminals in Xenopus and
heteroreceptors (dark blue) on glycinergic commissural interneuron terminals in both species
are activated by GABA and reduce the rate of spontaneous release of their respective inhibitory
transmitters. Heteroreceptors may also be located on glutamatergic terminals (and/or
interneurons; not illustrated) in both species, where a GABAb receptor-mediated reduction in
transmission could reduce excitation.

In Xenopus, the reduction in glycinergic transmission reduces the size of the mid-cycle IPSP
during swimming, thus contributing to a reduction in rebound firing. In turn, this causes neurons
to drop out of the network, leading to longer cycle periods, shorter episode durations and
reduced ventral root amplitudes.
These effects are augmented by parallel actions of GABA at postsynaptic GABAb receptors
(light blue), which mediate an increase in spike threshold (Wall and Dale, 1993; marked *), a
direct reduction in rebound firing in Xenopus, and a membrane hyperpolarisation in Rana. In
both cases, these postsynaptic effects also contribute to the changes in swimming parameters.
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6.3 The role of GABAa receptors in locomotion

GABAa receptors have been shown to mediate the 'stopping response' in embryonic

Xenopus following stimulation of the cement gland, and to continue to operate an

intrinsic, but undefined, stopping mechanism in larvae after this pathway has begun to

deteriorate. Non-rhythmic GABAa receptor-mediated potentials can also be identified

during swimming episodes and GABAa receptor blockade can severely disrupt

swimming activity, especially in older animals (Reith and Sillar, 1999). The role of

GABAa receptors in Rana has never been studied; this investigation demonstrated their

presence on motor neurons in the Rana motor network for the first time (Chapter 4). As

in Xenopus and a number of other species, the activation of these receptors was of great

importance in maintaining rhythmic activity in the network, possibly by helping to

maintain a suitable balance of excitation and inhibition.

This study also uncovered an interesting difference in the properties of GABAergic

spontaneous transmitter release in Xenopus and Rana. Whereas glycinergic and

GABAergic sIPSPs recorded during the quiescent periods between swimming have

previously been shown to be identifiable on the basis of their time course in Xenopus

(Reith and Sillar, 1997), the current study shows that this is not the case in Rana

(Chapter 4). In this species, the two populations of sIPSPs can be distinguished

pharmacologically, but both types have normally distributed durations over the same

range (20-90 ms).

Since the reason for the different time courses of sIPSPs in Xenopus has not been

identified, there is no immediate indication of what the mechanism underlying the

difference may be. One possibility that is supported by work in this study is that
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receptor opening times are regulated by receptor sensitivity to endogenous

neurosteroids. Previous work in Xenopus has shown that GABAergic sIPSPs have a

longer duration than glycinergic sIPSPs and that the exogenous application of the

neurosteroid 5(33a selectively lengthens GABAergic sIPSP durations still further (Reith

and Sillar, 1997). Meanwhile, experiments performed in the current study showed that

the duration of GABAergic sIPSPs in Rana was not affected by addition of the

neurosteroid 5a3a. However, this compound was nonetheless able to provoke an

alteration in the resting membrane potential, suggesting that synaptic and extrasynaptic

GABAa receptor sub-populations with differential sensitivities to neurosteroids are

present in this species (Chapter 4). The recent development of a selective neurosteroid

antagonist is likely to produce rapid advances in this field; the findings of this study

showing differences in the response to neurosteroids both between and within species

means that the tadpole preparation could provide an excellent model system for future

work in this field. Since the recently identified neurosteroid antagonist, 17PA, is

selective for 5a-reduced classes of neurosteroid, characterising the effects of 5a3a in

Xenopus could be a useful exercise in order that direct comparisons can be made

between the two species.

6.4 The modulation of GABAergic transmission

The fact that GABAergic transmission itself can be adjusted in response to the actions

of other neuromodulators adds another layer of complexity to the GABAergic

modulation of the CPG for swimming. Work in this study has illustrated for the first

time that GABAergic transmission in the cement gland pathway in Xenopus is subject to

modulation by noradrenaline and serotonin, and elucidated the receptor subtypes that
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mediate these effects (Chapter 5). These biogenic amines act presynaptically on the

GABAergic mhr neurons to enhance, via ai-adrenoreceptors, and inhibit, via 5-HTia

receptors, GABAergic transmission respectively (Figure 6.2). This type of modulation

provides a mechanism by which the strength of this synapse can be varied over a very

wide range, adding flexibility to the stopping response.

In contrast, both noradrenaline and serotonin have inhibitory effects in the skin sensory

pathway. Serotonin has previously been shown to act on the presynaptic terminals of

sensory afferents to reduce excitatory transmitter release (Sillar and Simmers, 1994c),

while noradrenaline unmasks a GABAergic pathway that is activated by sub-threshold

skin stimulation and synapses onto the motor neurons (Merrywest, 2002). Work in this

study demonstrated that, in contrast to the ai-adrenoreceptor-mediated effects in the

cement gland pathway, the a2-adrenoreceptor subtype mediates the noradrenergic

modulation of the skin sensory pathway and simultaneously enhances glycinergic

transmission (Figure 6.3). The inhibition of sensory pathways is thought to be

important in controlling the switch from swimming to struggling behaviour in tadpoles

and is also considered to be important in preventing sensory cues from interfering with

swimming when an animal is fleeing a predator. Sensory pathways are frequently

modulated at many levels, providing a maximum amount of flexibility in the response

to sensory cues.

This study illustrates the important roles that GABA plays in modulating the central

pattern generator for swimming by acting to alter both properties of the neurons of

which it is composed and the strength of their interconnections. In any system, it is

important to remember that no substance acts in isolation and that its actions will be
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regulated by other components of the network. This study goes some way to addressing

this issue, by showing that GABAergic transmission is modified by other modulators

within the system. However, the interplay between different components of the motor

circuitry is clearly more far-reaching than that revealed in the specific pathways

investigated here; elucidating the exact nature of all the components influencing a motor

circuit and their integration to produce an appropriate behavioural output continues to

pose a significant challenge, even in a relatively simple vertebrate such as the tadpole.
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Figure 6.2: Aminergic modulation of the cement gland pathway

A. In the cement gland pathway, primary afferents are activated when an embryonic tadpole
encounters an obstacle. These neurons activate mhr neurons in the mid-hindbrain, which
descend into the spinal cord and release GABA onto spinal motor neurons at en passant
synapses, thus terminating swimming activity. Experiments in this study performed in the
presence of TTX determined that aradrenoreceptors and 5-HTiA receptors are present on the
presynaptic terminals of the mhr neurons. Therefore, the effects of noradrenaline and serotonin
on the stopping response presumably result, at least in part, from their actions at this level.
However, the possibility that they have parallel effects elsewhere in the pathway cannot be ruled
out. For example, they may be involved in the recruitment/de-recruitment of primary afferents,
or may modulate the strength of their glutamatergic excitatory synapses onto the mhr neurons.

B. ai-adrenoreceptors and 5-HT)A receptors are present on presynaptic mhr terminals and have
opposing effects on GABAergic transmission. Noradrenaline enhances the pathway, likely by
stimulating the production of the second messengers IP3 and DAG, which increase the release of
intracellular Ca2+; serotonin inhibits the pathway, possibly via the inhibition of adenylate
cyclase. Together, these mechanisms allow the strength of the synapse to be modulated over a
broad spectrum to accommodate a wide range of behavioural requirements.
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Figure 6.3: Aminergic modulation of the skin sensory pathway

The noradrenergic activation of a2-adrenoreceptors enhances inhibitory transmission in response
to sub-threshold, electrical stimulation of the tail skin. Glycine release is enhanced and a
previously silent GABAergic pathway is unmasked. These effects are unlikely to be mediated
via conventional a2-adrenoreceptor coupling to second messenger pathways, since these tend to
have an inhibitory effect on transmission via reduced camp formation, Ca2 channel inhibition
or K+ channel activation.

Noradrenaline release and the subsequent increase in inhibitory transmission has been linked to
the switch from swimming to struggling that occurs when the animal is grasped by a predator.
A reduced sensitivity to subsequent sensory inputs is also thought to assist an animal in fleeing
a predator by reducing the impact of extraneous sensory cues. The identity of the inhibitory
pathways that are enhanced/unmasked by a2-adrenoreceptor activation is currently unknown,
but could represent an interesting line of further enquiry.
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